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Editorial
Manifold violent social conflict is the hallmark of contemporary history in the
Horn of Africa. Most contributions to this issue of ROAPE unavoidably refer to it,
and our first article provides a survey of its militarisation. Though armed
struggles began in the early 1960s in Eritrea, Ogaden, northern Kenya and
southern Sudan, the world's attention was not caught until 1974, when the quaint
imperial regime in Ethiopia was toppled by a class upheaval. The drastic
consequences of that event — the military regime it spawned, that not only
claimed to be socialist but acted as if it meant it; the massive intervention of the
Soviet Union on its behalf; the great escalation of the struggle in Eritrea
subsequently; the head-on collision between Ethiopia and Somalia in the Ogaden
— all focused international attention on the region, though none of these
developments were really novel. Some years earlier, military regimes in the
Sudan and Somalia had also laid claim to socialism, though neither the
circumstances.nor the consequences were as dramatic as in Ethiopia. Nor was
the Soviet Union a newcomer to the region, for it had been Somalia's patron since
the early 1960s, and had for a time courted the Sudanese 'socialist' regime.
Ethiopia and Somalia had their first bout in the Ogaden in 1963 and have been at
daggers drawn ever since. The Eritrean revolution had been gaining momentum
throughout the 1960s without however gaining any attention abroad.
The collapse of the ancien regime in Ethiopia focused attention on two
interlinked elements of social strife that were responsible for it, i.e., national and
class conflict. Their conjucture produced a classic revolutionary situation; the
sort that invites analysis and post-diction, particularly from intellectuals of the
left. Revolutionary situations pose issues that are highly charged and
controversial, and the current regional drama in the Horn with Ethiopia at its
centre is no exception, as a reading of the contributions to this Issue will make
abundantly clear. It is necessary to confront these issues because they involve
questions of general concern, such as the nature of social conflict in the postcolonial state, the role of 'radical' military regimes, the invocation of 'socialism'
by such regimes and by their opponents, and the significance of the Soviet role in
Africa. But the issues give rise in turn to insistent but competing claims for
specific political support. In coming to grips with the hard choices that thus have
to be made it is necessary to go beyond the rhetoric of the actors' own claims
about their cause and beyond the reflexive position-taking based purely on
shiboleths, whether of 'self-determination' or 'socialist internationalism' and
confront the complex and convoluted realities of the Horn. But at the same time
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socialists must not be so bemused by the complexities in the analysis that they
simply retreat into an apathetic fence-sitting in the face of the enormity of the
suffering and the historical importance of the events being played out there.
It is in this spirit that we offer the various articles in this Issue as contributions to
a crucial debate, and one that we hope will spark of further discussion in our
columns. Indeed we would welcome pieces that extend the range of this
particular debate, wide and contentious though it is. In particular we recognise
that we have been less than successful in obtaining contributions more
sympathetic to existing regimes and policies, a stance that some on the left are
prepared to advocate, we know, especially with regard to the Dergue in Ethiopia.
But the realities are such that even those inclined to give 'critical' support are
often inhibited from visibly rubbing shoulders in open debate with those opinions
dubbed 'treacherous'.
In these circumstances we are especially pleased to carry Addis Hiwet's article.
Not only does it take issue with views that we have published before and that are
articulated in this Issue by Petras and Morley and Keleman in his review article,
but it criticises the stances of both the 'nationalists' who oppose the Addis Ababa
regime and the two strands of the Ethiopian left active in the late 1970s. His call
for a critical rethink by all on the left is particularly apt, coming as it does from
the author whose book sparked off much of the debate on these issues, as GebreMedhin reminds us, some ten years ago.
The Dialectics of Class and Nation
The movements that are at the forefront of the present conflicts style themselves
'nationalist' and are inspired by the vision of a state of their own, or at least, a
loosely structured one that can accommodate their aspiration for autonomy.
Their constituencies do not compromise nationalities in any conventional sense of
the term. The Eritrean and Southern Sudanese movements to cite the largest
and most powerful, are regional in scope and address themselves to a multiplicity
of ethnic groups. What distinguishes these regions and unites the groups that
inhabit them is the common perception of material deprivation and social
discrimination, sustained and compounded by political oppression. This is the
perception that everywhere gave birth to African nationalism sans nation in the
anti-colonial phase. Dissident nationalism directed against the post-colonial state
is born of the same perception, since deprivation and oppression have scarcely
lessened in the contemporary era. Material deprivation is the legacy of uneven
development in the past which remains unredeemed, and in the case of the
pastoralists has been exacerbated by current trends. Or, as in the case of urban
Eritrea, it can be the result of recent backsliding from a relatively advanced
position. Whatever the case, it is perceived to be directly related at present to the
political emasculation of such groups and regions in the post-colonial state, a
state often tightly controlled by a dominant ethnic group or groups. Social and
cultural discrimination are the outcome of an enforced process of national
integration promoted by the state, which embodies the culture of the group that
dominates it; Amhara in Ethiopia, Arab in the Sudan. Political oppression is
required to stifle opposition to such narrowly based regimes which apparently
lack the capacity to manage dissent through other methods — this at least is the
view advanced about Ethiopia in handling Eritrea by Petras and Morley and
Gebre-Medhin in their articles.
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Viable dissident nationalist movements incorporate different ethnic groups and
social classes, whose mutual differences and contradictions are transcended and
submerged by the common perception of victimisation in and by a state controlled
by others. They seek to escape this condition in a state of their own, or, at least,
to recover political leverage in the existing state through regional autonomy. The
latter, for example, is the goal of the Tigray movement in Ethiopia. On the other
hand, the Somali in the Ethiopian Ogaden and the northeastern province of
Kenya seek salvation in unity with their kinsmen across the border in the Somali
Republic. The lead in the formation of these movements is usually taken by the
intelligentsia, the only group possessed of the political and organisational skills
required for the purpose. To sustain themselves such movements need the willing
participation of popular groups; peasants, nomads, workers and traders. They
are the ones to provide the manpower and logistical support required to offset
the technological advantage of the state. Without discounting the influence of socalled subjective factors, such as language and religion, it can be safely assumed
that the response of various classes to the appeal of dissident nationalism is
conditioned in the long run by perceptions of their own material position. Hence,
the class factor is central to the chemistry of the conflict. This conclusion is not
lost on some of the movements: the Eritrean People's Liberation Front, GebreMedhin shows us, base their strategies for land reform and mobilisation on a
sophisticated class analysis; the class dimension also figures in the approach of
the TPLF to famine measures in Tigray, according to Bennet's Briefing. Indeed
these nationalist movements are, arguably among the few in Africa that base a
liberation strategy on an analysis of class rather than an undifferentiated appeal
to 'nation' or the 'people'.
One group that can easily be overlooked in any analysis are the pastoralists who
make up a large part of the Horn's population and are heavily involved in all the
main confrontations. Formerly the masters of the lowlands, they are now on the
verge of extinction, having lost their best riverain pastures to commercial
agriculture and much of the rest to persistent drought. For them the conflict in
all its guises is an elemental struggle for survival. It pits them basically against
the sedentary based state which regards the rootless pastoral mode of existence
as incompatible with 'development' and with its own existence. While they join
various revolutionary movements and fight under assorted banners (ethnic,
religious, nationalist), the pastoralists essentially follow their instinct of selfpreservation, which may range them against kinsmen, neighbours and coreligionists. Such volatility ensures that the pastoralists have no real champions,
not even in the movements they join in order to oppose the post-colonial state,
who often are equally determined to see them 'settled' in the state of the future.
Only the anthropologists have taken up their cause, which probably is proof that
the pastoralists' 'fate is sealed'. Meanwhile they remain a major, if ill-understood,
factor in the many-sided conflict, a factor which mocks attempts to analyse the
conflict just in terms of familiar variables, such as ethnicity and nationalism, not
to mention conventional notions of class. Yet the broader movements into which
the pastoralists are drawn combine many such elements. Laitin and Samatar in
their overview of Somalia, a country that receives so little attention, and GebreMedhin's article on Eritrea, both try to situate pastoralists within the broader
social formation, while at the same time distinguishing class divisions into which
the pastoralists are themselves differentiated. In this latter task extreme caution
is needed as the use of the usual class categories may obscure as much as they
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reveal: to talk about 'serfs' and 'nobility' can only offer a first approximation to
the actual, and changing social relationships of pastoral production.
One must also be careful in conducting this kind of class analyis not to be
confused by notions that attribute false consciousness to some classes and reduce
nationalism to a ploy used in true consciousness by others. Such notions gain
credit from the frequent use of cultural elements such as language and religion,
which are deemed devoid of material import as symbols of group identity and
solidarity. To begin with these are not always immaterial, since they frequently
mediate access to power and the things it commands. In imperial Ethiopia it was
easier for a non-Amhara speaker or a non-Christian to pass through the eye of a
needle than to enter the charmed circle of power and privilege. Indeed it is such
barriers that prompt the intelligentsia of subordinate groups to choose the
perilous course of revolution. More significantly, to focus on the cultural
elements used as rallying symbols is often to miss the substance of the issue,
since it is only under the conditions described above that cultural elements
become symbols of political mobilisation.
Military Regimes and the Influence of the Great Powers
Class conflict has also affected the political resilience of the dominant ethnic
groups and diminished the capacity of the states they control to meet the
challenge of dissident nationalism. Ethiopia and the Sudan have experienced
such conflict; in the case of the former it exploded in a major social revolution.
These fissures at the centre of the political edifice, combined with the cracks
opened at the periphery of the state structure by dissident nationalism, place an
intolerable strain on the post-colonial regime. This is countered through resort to
centralisation, authoritarianism and reliance on naked force which reinforce
government by the military. In the Sudan, the parliamentary regime collapsed in
less than three years. In Somalia, a largely pastoral country, clan conflict
enfeebled the civilian regime and brought it to an end within eight years.
Ethiopia passed straight from an absolute monarchy to a military regime in 1974.
While tight centralisation and increasing reliance on force help regimes to sustain
themselves for the time being, they are forced to look abroad for the wherewithal
to maintain the vast military and security apparatuses needed to bludgeon class
opposition into submission and prevent the dismemberment of the state by
dissident nationalist movements. The complicated and profound effects of these
international ties are explored by Petras and Morley with respect to Ethiopia and
for the region as a whole by Luckham and Bekele, especially in Part II of their
article which is being held over to the next issue for reasons of space. Aid,
generously provided by the superpowers and their allies, has several
implications. Most significantly — keeping in mind that the nationalist
movements also secure aid from abroad — it prolongs the conflict and raises the
level of violence far beyond the native capacity of the combattants on both sides.
Furthermore, it has reduced the states in the Horn to a state of great dependence
on their foreign patrons. Current wisdom has it that the regimes are not
seriously hampered by such dependence in reaching decisions according to their
own lights. This, of course, is largely true. What is also true is that it is impossible
to implement such decisions fully without the support of their patron. The
Somali, for example, invaded the Ogaden on their own in 1977, but, in the face of
Soviet and US opposition, weren't able to stay there for long. Dependence on the
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superpowers may also impinge on the choice of domestic policies followed by the
embattled regimes (how far the new Ethiopian Workers Party is a Soviet idea or
the Dergue's own is disputed between Keleman and Hiwet). This influence might
in part account for the sudden and unpredictable conversions to 'socialism'
followed by the more predictable reversals to the familiar neo-colonial muddle.
Whether Petras and Morley or the Israeli establishment scholar Erlich whose
book is reviewed here are correct in predicting a resumption of ties to the West
by the Dergue is open to question. There is little doubt, however, that the massive
famine aid that the Italian, British and US governments have agreed as we go to
press is not simply motivated by humanitarian considerations.
The Dialectic of Nationalism and Socialism
The catholic appeal to socialism both by the beleaguered regimes and their
opponents, accompanied by radical demarches in the social and economic fields, is
a fascinating and perplexing phenomenon for those who seek to distinguish social
reality from political expediency. The military takeovers in the Sudan (1969),
Somalia (1969) and Ethiopia (1974) were not conventional coup d'etats designed
to shore up the crumbling status quo, but radical movements propelled by great
social pressures generated by its bankruptcy. Shortly after seizing power, the
military rulers announced their conversion to 'scientific socialism', carried out
extensive economic reforms through nationalisation, promoted a popular
mobilisation through a panoply of mass organisations, propagated a national
ideology on the basis of socialist discourse, and adjusted their foreign policy to
reflect these changes. There is little doubt that radical measures were essential to
stem complete economic and social collapse and to create the premises for a new
and radically different strategy of development. A cataclysmic visitation of
drought and famine added to the urgency of the situation. Thus it would appear,
a social upheaval produced a corresponding response, and the appeal of socialism
is understandable.
It appears also that the response was designed to blunt the twin challenge
confronting the post-colonial state from alienated classes and dissident
nationalist movements. Resort to socialist rhetoric and nomenclature and a
measure of socio-economic reform pre-empted the cause of class opposition,
indeed, denied it the right of political existence. Accordingly, class organisations,
from trade unions to political parties of the left, were quickly wiped out and
replaced with structures designed and controlled by the new regime. Similarly
the nationalist opposition was challenged with socio-economic reform,
programmes of regional development, and offers of regional autonomy. These
had some initial success. In the Sudan, the offer of regional autonomy and
accelerated development brought the southern Sudanese revolution to a
negotiated end in 1972. The land reform of 1975 in Ethiopia was instrumental in
defusing a potentially explosive situation in the southern part of the country,
thereby blunting the appeal of a nascent Oromo Liberation Front among the
peasantry of that region. The land reform had no material import in the northern
part of Ethiopia, nor among the pastoralists in the lowlands, and did nothing to
inhibit mounting opposition to the military regime in those regions.
Socialism is not solely the property of the embattled regimes in the Horn of
Africa. In fact, their conversion to it was in no small measure a reflection, or
reaction, to the appeal of socialism among the gathering opposition to the
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predecessor regimes on the part of the intelligentsia, students and workers,
especially in the Sudan and Ethiopia, as well as among the leading national
liberation movements, particularly the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front.
Nowadays most nationalist movements include some socialist discourse in their
ideology, and some, such as the EPLF and the TPLF, seek to put some of its
tenets into practice in the areas they control. This comes naturally to the
intelligentsia in the leadership of these movements, many of whose members
came to nationalism as convinced marxists, having despaired of the effort to
restructure the existing state along the lines of democratic socialism. Needless to
say, they reject the socialist pretensions of the military regimes, who they see as
caretakers of the unreconstructed post-colonial state. The socialist vision of the
future is a central element in the ideology of dissident nationalism, and plays an
important role in the mobilisation of the popular classes by appealing to their
material interests. It justifies the struggle and great sacrifices they are asked to
undergo, not simply on the basis of attaining independence or autonomy, but for
the tangible benefits this will bring. The state they are fighting for is not a replica
of the existing one, but a state in which, according to the socialist vision, workers
and peasants will rule. It would appear, therefore, that socialism in the context of
dissident nationalism serves, inter alia, an instrumental purpose, i.e., to facilitate
the mobilisation of popular classes in the attack against the state. The guardians
of the state, on the other hand, invoke socialism in its defence, and the air is thick
with convoluted rationalisation that outsiders find baffling indeed.
Whatever else it may mean, the resort to 'socialism' obviously aims to serve the
cause of state preservation. The appeal to class interest is designed to dissolve
the conjuncture of class and ethnicity or region forged by recent history, a
conjuncture that serves as the launching pad of nationalist movements. There is
nothing new in this, of course, nor need it, by itself, impugn the socialist
convictions of the regimes involved — if Lenin's example is anything to go by.
However, to succeed it will require a double act of self-abnegation on the part of
the incumbent regimes and the ethnic groups that continue to dominate the state,
so that a genuinely popular democratic system of rule can be established that will
present all ethnic groups and regions on a basis of equality and will strive to
resolve class contradictions within the framework of democratic socialism. This
has not happened in the Horn, nor is likely to in the near future. Consequently,
the conflict continues unabated. The struggle in Eritrea escalated greatly after
1974, and a new liberation movement emerged in Tigray in 1976. The Somali
struggle in the Ogaden gained new life through the involvement of the Somali
Republic. Several other movements have appeared in various parts of Ethiopia
since the advent of the military regime.
What is then to be expected of the radical military regimes and their professions
of socialism? Are these genuine revolutions imposed 'from above'? Do they point
the way to socialism, or to some form of 'non-capitalist development'? They were
many who thought so early on in the case of the Sudan and Somalia, and even
earlier in the case of Egypt. However, regression set in rapidly and
unmistakeably, and few still think so now. In Ethiopia the revolutionary current
had broad banks and great popular force, and it propelled the military regime
farther and faster than any other has dared to go in Africa. There are many who
see it as a unique case and hold that it has set the country firmly on the road to
socialism. Others disagree, mindful of the many negative precedents and the
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Dergue's continued reliance on force, after ten years in power, in dealing with
class and national opposition. It is fashionable nowadays to argue that all true
revolutions involve violence, and that one should not be unduly critical of it.
However, even if one could be sanguine about the bloodshed of the last year, the
issue is not the use of violence, but its object. One hopes that the entire history
of socialism has made that painfully clear. Others, like Hiwet, warn against
confusing the revolution with the regime. This is a valid argument, one must
admit, but what then follows? If one does not simply misuse this view to label all
critics of the regime as 'counter-revolutionary', something the Ethiopian regime
itself is doing, what does it mean in terms of political practice to defend the
revolution but oppose the military dictatorship and its policies?
One thing such regimes cannot be expected to do is resolve the national conflict.
The Ethiopian regime has refused to even recognise its existence, maintaining
that the overthrow of the imperial regime obviated the need for further political
accommodation with the nationalist movements. The inherent inability of
precariously balanced regimes which depend essentially on force for their
survival to accommodate demands even for a limited degree of autonomy became
glaringly obvious recently in the Sudan. There a regime preoccupied with its own
survival has reneged on the agreement reached in 1972 with the southern
Sudanese, and is now facing a resumption of the conflict in that region. This
raises the most crucial question of all: to wit, what is it reasonable to expect — a
change of regime capable of providing a solution to the conflict, or the
disintegration of the post-colonial state?
Lionel Cliffe and John Markakis
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Foreign Powers and Militarism in the
Horn of Africa: Part I
Robin Luckham and Dawit Bekele
A central argument of this paper is that the conflicts in the Horn can be
understood as a collision of geographical cycles: those established by the
working out of local historical processes in the Horn; and those by the working
out of historical processes at the global level, including crises in the
international economy and the new Cold War. Weapons have been one of the
crucial links between these cycles. They have also been central in the
emergence of hegemonic cycles at the global level. Major powers aquire
interests in global territory, airspace and oceans both to protect their own
access to resources and to valorise their accumulation of arms and military
power.

Revolutions, to be sure, have always been catastrophic affairs. But we believe
that the present situation in the Horn is different in several respects from the
classic revolutions with which it is sometimes compared (for instance by Halliday
and Molyneux) and not only because of the scale of the upheaval. First, the
conflict still continues, making consolidation and reconstruction virtually
impossible. Second, the basic problems concerning whom the revolution belongs
to have not been resolved and have become overdetermined by the question of
who possesses military force. And third, foreign powers have become embedded
in the conflict, solidifying the present divisions of the Horn in the strategic
terrain of the new Cold War.
Somalia's abortive invasion of the Ogaden in 1977-78 had in fact triggered a
major shift in alliances in the Horn, paving the way for a reincorporation of
Somalia, along with Sudan and Kenya into the 'regional security framework'
being established by the Western powers in cooperation with conservative Arab
countries. The three countries — along with Egypt and Oman — provide facilities
for the US rapid deployment force under agreements signed with the US in 1980,
confronting the Tripartite Pact between Libya, Ethiopia and South Yemen.
Meanwhile vast areas have been devastated by war and famine, millions of people
have been put to flight as external and internal refugees, and a considerable
proportion of the region's productive resources have been physically laid to waste
or otherwise withdrawn from the economy. At the same time there has taken
place a vast accumulation and destruction of military hardware, cutting into
government revenues and reinforcing dependence on external supplies of
weapons.
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In this paper we sketch out all too briefly a historical account of the relation
between arms and geographic cycles in the Horn, highlighting continuities and
differences with the past. Next we develop a theoretical argument to suggest
why the logic of accumulation in the armament sector drives the major powers to
transfer weapons in the Third World in ever greater quantity, 'revaluing' specific
pieces of global real estate such as the Horn as the terrain for the valorisation of
their strategies and weapons. A second instalment of this article in the next issue
will then consider in more detail how far this enables us to explain the policies of
the powers and their presence in the Horn.
Let us acknowledge in advance that some of the key historical events in the Horn
— the struggle in Eritrea, the Ethiopian Revolution, Somalia's invasion of the
Ogaden and more and more questionably the Soviet Union's decision to support
the Dergue — do not automatically fit within this framework of explanation.
Neither weapons nor military power as such, therefore, have made the history of
the Horn. In the nineteenth century they were the condition of centralisation and
Shoan hegemony, breaking regional resistance. In the twentieth century the
situation was altered by the way the social formations of the Horn became
incorporated in the capitalist system. This process gave rise to the formation of
new social classes and national movements. With them there emerged a new
blending of ideology and strategies for political njobilisation, which eclipsed the
prominence of weapons in the political process. Yet what can still be said is that
military force has blocked history at a crucial turning point, entrenching conflict
where there could have been transformation.
Hegemonic Cycles in the Horn
For centuries weapons have played a crucial role in the politics of the Horn,
sustaining the hegemonic cycles in which the empires and states of the region
succeeded one another. To summarise drastically, they established an interplay
of hegemony and demise among three types of social formation: internal empires,
littoral empires and foreign enclaves. Internal empires arose in the
neighbourhood of export production areas and sought outlets to the sea. But the
very development of trade on these new routes led either to the growth of littoral
rivals or to foreign occupation of the trading outlets. Yet none of the three types
of social formation were able to establish permanent control. Each had their own
disadvantages which led to their eventual decline and allowed the cycle to
continue.
The instability of the central empires lay in the isolation from the source of
military advantage — the world market from which they acquired the guns and
luxury goods required to reproduce the state and the social formation on which it
was based. The littoral empires lacked the power to control the direction of trade
from the interior and the development of alternative trading routes from the
exterior. In both cases, however, the range of their power also depended on the
size of the economic surplus that could be appropriated from their subjects. For a
variety of reasons, power, agricultural taxation and military mobilisation were
kept at a decentralised level. The littoral empires were also open to attack from
larger foreign empires. The latter in turn were cut off from the interior by the
enormous distances, arid lowland regions and mountainous plateaus. In any case
their interest in controlling the interior was restricted by the still limited
expansion of the global capitalist system.
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Although these factors allowed the cycle to continue, what is important for us is
that in the late 19th century one of the littoral empires, Shoa under Menelik, was
able to overcome its disadvantages and subjugate its competitors. Like his
predecessors, Menelik established control over export production and the trade
routes for imports in the proximity of his Shoan kingdom. Having done so he was
able between 1880 and 1900 to import over one million rifles, a quantity of
Hotchkiss guns and artillery pieces and 47 million cartridges; also making use of
French and Russian military experts to train his soldiers in their use. No other
pre-colonial African state had been able to build up such an armoury. With it
Menelik broke through one of the major constraints that had limited the range of
empire in Ethiopian history, as well as being able to repulse an Italian attempt at
conquest. Not only did he occupy the south in a series of campaigns between 1875
and 1898. He also fought a series of battles against the Egyptians, the Dervishes
and the Italians, culminating in his victory over an invading Italian army at the
battle of Adowa in 1896, where he was able to mobilise an army of 100-150,000
men.
The flow of arms was all but cut off by mutual agreement among the powers in
the early twentieth century, arresting the cycle and making the Empire much
more vulnerable to external intervention. Nevertheless the professionalisation of
the Ethiopian army was begun under the regency of Ras Tafari (Haile Selassie).
These preparations were quite insufficient, however, to halt the invasion of
Ethiopia from Eritrea in 1933 by Italy.
A new cycle began with Ethiopia's liberation by the allies in 1941. A convention
was signed with Britain under which the latter assisted (until replaced by the US
in the early 1950s) in the organisation and training of the army. The subsequent
consolidation of the Empire was shaped by the new international division of
labour which emerged in the post World War II period, the disintegration of the
former colonial empires, the rise of the US as a world power and the emergence
of the Cold War. The latter gave rise to a new kind of foreign enclave in Ethiopia:
the American communications base at Kagnew in Asmara, Eritrea. The trade-off
was a large military assistance programme and US endorsement of Ethiopian
sovereignty in Eritrea and the Ogaden, including the necessary arm-twisting of
its allies (See Halliday in ROAPE 10 and Petras and Morley in this issue).
The absolutist state began to decompose as a result both of the gradual
penetration of capitalism and of its own 'reforms' which undercut its feudal base
without enabling it to broaden its social support. The Ethiopian Revolution of
1974 advanced the region into a new phase of the cycle. It greatly accelerated the
process of class struggle and class formation. Yet it also unleashed other social
forces, including the mobilisation of the peasantry during the earlier stages of the
land reform and the struggle for national autonomy at the periphery of the
Ethiopian state. Thus it challenged the Amhara grip on state power and shifted
the latter's geographical focus southwards, at least partially.
On the other hand the Revolution also brought about a recentralisation of the
state around the Dergue and the military establishment. For it has been argued
(Addis Hiwet, Markakis and Ayele) that it failed to break the grip of the
bureaucratic bourgeoisie by bringing large chunks of the social enconomy under
state control. Moreover the state and security apparatus became even more
exclusively Amhara-based, shedding in the course of the events of 1974-77 much
of their non-Amhara component.
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The revolution thus detonated or reactivated a series of armed revolts by national
peripheries against the state framework which had been imposed on them during
the preceding century. These were most comprehensive in Ethiopia. But even in
the ethnically homogeneous Somalia, the military regime and the state itself have
begun to disintegrate. In the Sudan too regionally based armed uprising has been
renewed, provoked by the military government's unilateral abrogation of the
1972 agreement which ended the civil war in the south. However its leadership is
disputed between the secessionist Anyanya II and the Sudan People's Liberation
Movement (with its military wing, the SPLA), which claims to be struggling for
revolution in the Sudan and a new deal for the south within it.
But here the analogy with the geographical cycles of the past — though
illuminating — begins to break down. For the struggles between centre and
periphery have become part of a broader transformation of the social formations
which previously existed in the Horn. Even those who deny that the Ethiopian
Revolution has introduced socialist transformation, do not dispute its destruction
of the previous feudal structures. Furthermore, the more significant anti-regime
forces - especially the EPLF and TPLF in Ethiopia and the SPLM in the Sudan
— can say that they are far more than purely national or regional movements,
having a genuine committment to socialism which they are already beginning to
implement in liberated areas. This marks a decisive break with the past. Unlike
the Ethiopian Emperors the states of the region now confront liberation
movements capable of mobilising popular support around guerilla struggles.
Against such struggles military force though important, no longer automatically
prevails. Another major point of difference with the past is the way in which
permanent professional military establishments have become a constitutive
element of power relations in the states of the region.
It is clear that at a very early stage in the revolution the centralisation of miltary
and state power precluded an accommodation with the nationalities. All attempts
to negotiate seriously with the EPLF had been abandoned by the end of 1974. So
the geographical cycle continued and was indeed accelerated by a massive new
inflow of weapons both to the states of the region, and to the nationalist
movements which opposed them, weapons far more destructive and costly than
those of the past. This introduced a massive disproportionality between the
means of destruction concentrated in the hands of the states of the region and the
needs and resources of the societies they governed. They also inserted the Horn
within a constellation of international forces now radically transformed by the
new Cold War.
A Note on the Global Armament Process
A starting point for assessing the global processes is offered by considering the
special attributes of weapons as commodities and their relation to the armament
process. Like capital, they are both commodities and a social relation between
persons, being combined with a labour force of soldiers to produce an 'output' of
organised force. Unlike capital, however, weapons cannot be used to produce
other commodities. And unlike most consumer goods most weapons are sold to a
single monopsonistic buyer, the state. They are not necessarily consumed by the
latter but are accumulated to support claims to national military power and
international domination. Such claims (and the weapons themselves) are
valorised not in the market place but in the infrequent and catastrophic
eventuality of war. But nuclear weapons cannot thus be put to the test except in
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fictional war games; and the greater part of the major powers' vast conventional
arsenals is locked up in the cold war stalemate in Europe. Warfare in the Third
World has thus become almost the only test of the effectiveness or use-value of
weapons — this being demonstrated with particular clarity during the Falklands
episode.
In spite of their very special status as political commodities, however, weapons
are sold in an international market that has become increasingly dominated by
commercial considerations. Their production constitutes a source of capital
accumulation in the military industries which produce them. These industries are
highly prone to cost overruns, excess capacity and cyclical variations in military
procurement. These problems derive largely from the the special characteristics
of weapons-systems as products and the virtual impossibility of establishing
sensible limits to technological 'improvements' in performance. In consequence
the commercial success of the arms industries has come to depend heavily both
upon exports and upon the creation of new 'missions' for the major powers' own
military establishments in the Third World.
Weapons (like capital) do not just create social relations between persons and
classes — they also establish political relations among states and between these
states and their own citizens. They are the technology and the material form of
international and national domination. During the age when the spear, the sword
and the rifle were objects of personal possession by warriors — as in imperial
Ethiopia — weapons also embodied direct political relations between persons.
With the rise of complex weapons-systems 0ike armoured vehicles, combat
aircraft and missile systems) deployed by professional military establishments,
this stage has been eclipsed, except in guerrilla war. Military force is
differentiated from civil society; and control of this force is integral within the
form of the nation state and of relations between states.
This dual function of weapons as a source of capital accumulation and of political
domination is crucial for the understanding of the way they have been inserted
into conflicts in the Third World, such as that now occurring in the Horn. On the
one hand, the transfer of weapons brings about the transfer to Third World
ruling classes of political power, or rather of the political technologies necessary
to gain and reproduce it. In exchange these ruling classes surrender an
'equivalent amount' either in the form of payments out of surpluses accumulated
in the hands of the state, or in the form of transfers of political power to the
suppliers, or both. Where payments are made the transactions have been closely
associated with the insertion of the recipients in the international division of
labour. Since the 'oil shocks' of the 1970s the major payments have typically been
made out of oil surpluses — i.e. from rents on oil-bearing land appropriated by the
state — and have thus been one of the most significant mechanisms for the
recycling of these surpluses within the global economy. Typically in the more
impoverished parts of the Third World like the Horn, where the surpluses
available for major purchases of weapons are minimal, it is national sovereignty
which is exchanged — either in the form of direct transfers of control over
territory (military bases or over-flight rights for military aircraft) or through the
establishment of political clientage within alliance systems.
At this stage (and even if one assumes that the exchange which has taken place is
an 'equal exchange' of equivalent amount) a paradox begins to operate: Since
virtually all wars since World War II have been fought in the Third World, this
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means that the political power emobodied in weapons has been constantly used
up by their destruction — supplementing the effects of obsolescence in sustaining
accumulation in the arms industries. The more conflict takes place in the Third
World the more 'embodied values' (i.e. political power) are either physically
destroyed or locked up in local arms races. And this in turn means Third World
states have to transfer more political power and/or accumulated surpluses to
replenish the stocks that are being depleted and/or made obsolescent. So the
transfer of weapons appears as a transfer of political power to the Third World
or at least to its ruling classes. But this appearance hides the inverse relation of a
transfer of sovereignty from the latter to the main powers. At the same time
the Third World is inserted in a particular way in the world military order. It has
become political and territorial space for the realisation of value of global arms
production. This of course, takes place at its expense.
One of the most striking manifestations of this change has been the re-emergence
of old fashioned geo-politics to the forefront of the defence, foreign and aid
policies of the major world powers. The annual Military Posture statements of
the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, for example, now almost routinely divide up the
Third World into 'resource rich regions of instability'. Four such regions are
identified in the 1985 Military Posture: the 'Middle East and Southwest Asia' (an
area which corresponds roughly to the 'arc of crisis' and seems to include the
Horn), Southern Africa, South-East Asia and the Caribbean. In effect there has
taken place a major re-evaluation of global real estate. The revaluation has
followed a cyclical path, in which first one region then another has been
discovered to be of vital strategic importance.
This hegemonic cycle has been closely linked to the management of global
recession. In the first instance territories have been revalued because of their
direct economic importance as sites for investment as sources of raw materials —
most explicitly in the revaluation of oil-bearing land in the Persian Gulf during
the 'oil shocks' of the 1970s. They have also been revalued because of their
indirect strategic importance: through their physical proximity to major
investments and resource-rich regions, including supply routes, as arguably is the
case in the Horn. Or, they have become suitable symbolic terrain for low cost
demonstrations of the powers' 'global power projection' (the suitably Freudian
term used in US strategic doctrines), for instance in the Falklands and Grenada,
where the economic and strategic arguments for the use of force were
notoriously thin. In such cases the governments of the major powers use military
power in the Third World as a form of political theatre: to divert attention from
the failure of their own domestic policies and transfer blame for recession to the
Third World.
The geographic nodes of the cycle, however, are established where the drives of
imperialism coincide with the strategic 'missions' defined by the militaryindustrial complexes of the powers. For it is by no means as self evident as it
might at first appear, that changes in the valuation of global resources should
increase the need for military protection of them. As we shall argue below, the
strategic arguments for a military presence in and around the Horn — or indeed
the Persian Gulf — to protect resources, sea lines of communications and other
strategic assets are open to dispute. For such strategic assessments function as
justifications for the arms sales policies of the powers, for the strategic missions
(including 'rapid deployment') given to their armed forces and thus for their
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procurement of weapons-systems. It is in this sense that the Horn has been
revalued and incorporated in the hegemonic cycle of the New Cold War:
simultaneously as strategic real estate near oil-bearing land in the Gulf and as
territorial space for the valorisation of global arms production.
Two important qualifications must be made to these arguments, however. First,
we are not saying that global rearmament and the transfer of weapons are the
origin of all conflict in the Third World — but rather that such conflicts is the
form in which much of the vast output of weapons has been valorised.
Nevertheless it is also true that the flow of arms has shaped the course and
outcome of such conflicts, including those in the Horn. Its precise causal weight
needs to be subjected to more careful historical analysis than we have space for
here. Second, our arguments have so far been developed mainly in terms of
armaments under conditions of capitalism. But the majority of the weapons
which have flowed into the Horn during the past ten years have come from the
socialist countries. As we hope to demonstrate later, this is not a fatal objection.
Soviet and Cuban arms and military assistance have been inserted into a
situation shaped at every level by the penetration of global capitalism and the
strategic interests of the major Western powers. Moreover, they can themselves
be shown to originate in part from the distinctive armament process that
operates in the Soviet Union.
Arms and the Costs of Conflict in the Horn
In this section we consider how the collision between the New Cold War and the
regional hegemonic cycles of the Horn has devastated the economic and social
formations of the latter. What we wish to establish is that this collision
introduced an enormous disproportionality between the accumulation of arms in
the hands of the states of the region, and their ability to pay for them and that of
their economies to sustain the damage of war. This is in contrast to the
hegemonic cycles of the nineteenth century, when the weapons used by the
central Ethiopian state had been used to extend its domain, extract a surplus
from the peasantry and, more arguably, guarantee the political conditions for the
production of this surplus. The present cycle is based on the exhaustion and
destruction, not accumulation and extraction, of surplus. It has brought about a
large-scale reallocation of resources — government revenues, foreign exchange
earnings, labour power — to military purposes. In addition it has resulted in the
physical destruction of productive capacity and the withdrawal of entire regions
and sectors from the national and international economy.
The main reason such a disproportionality can continue is the large scale military
aid provided by foreign powers. Although this has had to be paid for dearly in
terms of external dependence, it has seldom increased the power of the domestic
state. Ethiopia is the only country in which it might be possible to argue that
central state power has increased. But this is as much the consequence of the
emergence into its own of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie after the revolution and
the expansion of the state machine in order to crush the national movements — as
of the immense military resources provided by the Soviet Union and Cuba.
Moreover after years of war the Ethiopian regime has not been able to achieve its
central objectives — reincorporating the nationalities and recentralising the
revolution. In this sense its military power is an illusion.
The increase in military transfers which followed the revaluation by these powers
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of strategic territory in the Horn was enormous, see Figure 1 (at end). Ethiopia's
military budget and its arms imports rose by several hundred per cent in real
(constant price) terms in the late 1970s. The value of the arms transferred in
1976-80 was well over two billion dollars — almost half that of the arms
transferred to the entire continent of Africa in the preceding five years. The
deliveries peaked in 1977-78 during the Soviet air- and sea-lift of arms for the
Ogaden war, but remained well above the pre-1977 levels after the immediate
crisis was over. The growth in arms transfers to Somalia, Sudan and Kenya was
less dramatic than to Ethiopia, but still large by any other standard of
comparison, even though the figures here do not fully reflect the Western
military assistance which began to flow after 1980.
Moreover, the value of deliveries far exceeded the capacity of the countries of the
Horn to pay for them from their own military budgets and export revenues. In
Ethiopia and Somalia the total value of arms imports between 1976 and 1980 was
substantially larger than total export earnings for the same period (Table 1).
Even though the disproportion between arms transfers and foreign earnings of
Sudan and Kenya was much less, by 1981-82 it was sufficiently serious to concern
the United States, which began replacing commercial military credits with grant
military assistance, in order not to increase debt burdens any further. Thus arms
(including those transferred in the spirit of proletarian internationalism) have
had to be bought with national sovereignty. In the process the Horn has become
locked more deeply into the fractures of the new cold war.
Table 1: Effect of Arms on Resource Allocation in the Horn

Arms Imports

Country and
Period
Ethiopia 1971-75
1976-80
Somalia 1971-75
1976-80
Sudan
1971-75
1976-80
Kenya
1971-75
1976-80

as Per cent
of Export
Earnings
6
130
75
140
3
20
2
3

as Per cent
of Military
Budget
24
189
177
236
8
55
30
19

Total Military Consumption
as Per cent
of Total
Non-Military
Budget
26
143
43
65
22
22
8
17

as Per cent
GNP
3
10
10
17
4
4
2
4

Source: Calculated from figures in US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World
Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers, 1971-1980.

Although the arms have been subsidised, they have not been free. A quarter to a
half of the weapons airlifted to Ethiopia in 1977-78 were outright gifts and a
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further $100 million-worth of arms were paid for by Libya. Nevertheless this left
Ethiopia with a cumulative hard currency debt to the Soviet Union of up to $2
billion by the end of 1982. It almost certainly cannot meet this, even on the Soviet
Union's relatively soft repayment terms (over ten years from 1983/84 at 2 per
cent interest), let alone afford new deliveries. Even if part of the debt has been
offset by direct barter deals for coffee and (according to some reports) gold, this
cannot be more than a small share of the total. Moreover, the country had
cumulated non-military debts to the tune of $898 million by the end of 1982,
$195m. of which was owed to CMEA countries and the rest to Western
creditors.
Somalia, Sudan and Kenya have renegotiated some of their military debts with
the USA but are still left with consolidated annual payments to it of around $9m,
$17m and £22m annually, not to speak of much larger payments due to West
European suppliers which have not been renegotiated.
In sum, the scale of the arms transfers has been such that the countries of the
Horn have had the worst of both worlds: being forced to mortgage both scarce
foreign exchange earnings and their sovereignty, to cover a rapidly growing
military debt. Moreover, the arming of the Horn has brought about substantial
increases in the domestic as well as the foreign exchange component of military
spending, as can be seen in Figure 1. It is reasonable to assume that the bulk of
arms imports are not charged to domestic military budgets being covered instead
by foreign military aid and credits. In Ethiopia and Somalia arms transfers have
indeed substantially exceeded these budgets. Hence it seems legitimate to
aggregate arms imports and domestic military spending to arrive at a rough
estimate of total military consumption. Measured in this manner, military
consumption rose to an average 10 per cent of Ethiopia's GNP during 1976-80
(Table 1) and to no less than 17 per cent of Somalia's GNP, although it remained
at about 4 per cent of GNP in Sudan and Kenya. In Ethiopia military
consumption exceeded total government non-military expenditure in the same
period, being about two thirds of the latter in Somalia, slightly above a fifth in
Sudan and slightly less than a fifth in Kenya.
So far Ethiopia and Somalia have borne the brunt of the military escalation. The
former has built up the largest military establishment in black Africa with a
quarter of a million men under arms. (This figure includes the People's Militia
numbering some 160,000 who have been trained as fighting units with the
assistance of Cuban and Russian instructors and are fully part of the military
command structure. Other para-military formations numbering up to 70,000
have been excluded). This is roughly the same size as the army Nigeria put into
the field during the 1967-70 civil war, although it is far more heavily equipped.
Somalia's armed forces are smaller — more than 60,000 in the regular armed
forces plus 30,000 in para-military units — but represent a considerably higher
fraction of the military age population.
In addition, moreover, there are all the irregular forces which operate in the
region. The largest concentration is in Ethiopia, where estimates vary from
40,000 to 120,000. (The former is the figure in the International Institute of
Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 1983-8A, and the latter is the figure
which has been pieced together by one of the authors from refugee reports and
journalistic sources. In any case all estimates of the guerilla forces must be highly
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provisional and fluctuate considerably from phase to phase of war). More than
half of these are in Eritrea.
This means that a far from negligible proportion of the economically active male
population is withdrawn from productive activity in order to fight — not to speak
of those who become casualties or refugees. Recruitment into the Ethiopian
armed forces and militia reportedly runs at 40,000-70,000 a year. High casualty
rates and the reluctance of the government to demobilise conscripts while the
war is on make conscription extremely unpopular. A new compulsory
conscription law was introduced in 1983; but its implementation has had the
effect of driving many young men into exile as refugees or into the guerilla
movements. In so doing it has undermined the post-revolutionary land reforms,
the more so because the government has had to rely on the same local
administrative structures to recruit its conscripts that would otherwise promote
the reforms.
Yet this massive mobilisation of men and resources has not been translated into a
proportionate increase in military strength, even as crudely measured by success
in battle. To be sure, the Ethiopian armed forces put their material superiority to
good account when they pushed back the WSLF-Somali invasion of the Ogaden in
1977-78. Since .then they have been able to deter further adventures by the
Somali army — but not guerilla activity by the WSLF — and to support in 1982
an invasion of Somalia's territory in the name of the SDLF and SNM.
In Eritrea, however, the war has swept back and forward in a series of offensives
and counteroffensives by each side, initiated in 1975 by the renewal of armed
struggle by the Eritrean liberation movements, and which have been well
documented elsewhere (see Bibliographic Note). In the latest cycle, starting in
January 1984, the liberation movements launched another major advance (see
Briefings). Still more significant for the long term, is the growth of the Tigre
People's Liberation Front (TPLF) with up to 40,000 men, tying down more than
70,000 government forces in Tigray, Wollo and Gondar regions and greatly
widening the base of operations of the internal opposition.
The opposition movements pose a continuing threat to the economic and military
lifelines of the regimes, the road and rail routes to the ports of Massawa, Assab
and Djibouti (the rail links with the latter having come under attack in a number
of recent raids by the WSLF, deep in Ethiopian territory). At the same time the
movements have grown into armies capable of waging conventional as well as
guerilla war, with artillery, anti-aircraft guns, rocket launchers, tanks and other
equipment, much of it captured from the other side. They are of course still much
inferior to the weapons available to the government forces. But they are quite
sufficient to sustain what remains predominantly a guerilla war and to
periodically push it into government-controlled territory.
As in many other guerilla wars, a clearcut military victory by either side is
unlikely. The wars will no doubt continue until the Soviet Union and Cuba cease
to arm the Ethiopian government, or until the latter begins to collapse under the
strains of war, debt and a shattered economy, or until there is a political
settlement, or all three in combination.
The accumulation of military power and the prolongation of conflict in the Horn
has brought about an unparalleled destruction of weapons, human beings and
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productive resources. Anything up to 30,000 people were killed in the 'White' and
'Red' terrors of 1975-78 in Ethiopia including a significant fraction of the
country's small intelligentsia. Some estimates put Ethiopian government
casualties in the five offensives in Eritrea during 1978-79 as high as 32,000 killed
and 40,000 wounded and captured, with a further 30,000 casualities in Operation
Red Star in 1982, although the reliability of such figures is almost impossible to
assess. Up to 250 tanks and armoured cars, about the same number of trucks and
15-20 aircraft are believed to have been destroyed in these government
offensives. In addition there are the guerilla casualties — to which it is even more
difficult to put a figure — and civilian deaths which must surely be at least as
great as the military casualties. Official UNHCR figures estimate the number of
Ethiopians who have fled abroad, mainly into Sudan and Somalia, as 1.2 million.
In addition to these there are large numbers of people who have become internal
refugees in their own country from war and famine.
The scale of the catastrophe can be very roughly illustrated by informed guesses
which suggest that as much as 43 per cent of total land mass of Ethiopia,
including Eritrea and 30 per cent of the population in 1984 are within war zones
(more extensive than liberated areas). Such estimates are inevitably arbitrary,
for there is no really satisfactory way of estimating the damage caused by years
of high technology war in the direct path of the war and outside it in the
economies and social formations of the region as a whole.
(To be continued in No. 31).
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Figure 1: Military Consumption in the Horn of Africa 1971-1975 and 1976-1980
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The Ethiopian Military State and
Soviet-US Involvement in the Horn of
Africa
James F. Petras and Morris H. Morley
This article focuses on the great power involvement in the region, especially
insofar as it affects Ethiopia and its conflicts with Eritrea. It first characterises
the military regime in Ethiopia as a form of 'state capitalism', conceived as a
transitional and unstable formation becoming increasingly common in Third
World countries struggling with the contradictions affecting their development
in a period of capitalist crisis and declining US hegemony. On both sides,
therefore, the relationship between Ethiopia and the USSR is opportunistically
based on nothing more permanent than state-to-state relations. A survey of US
calculations globally and in the region shows that despite the more aggressive
stance of the Reagan administration the way is left open for a rapprochement
with Ethiopia, an outcome made more likely given the Ethiopian regime's
inability to seek anything other than a military solution in Eritrea and its
incapability of achieving that.

State and Class in Mengistu's Ethiopia
Soviet, Cuban and Western defenders of the Ethiopian regime cite the growth of
the state sector — the nationalisation of property — as the key issue in defining
its 'revolutionary' character. But notwithstanding the fact that the old feudal
landlords, the new urban-based entrepreneurial class (an August 1974 decree
nationalised all urban lands and houses not owner-occupied), the Church and the
absolutist monarchy have been replaced, the fundamental question is by whom
and for what? We cannot assume that what is not landlord is peasant; what is not
capitalist is worker; what is not absolutist rule is popular-democratic
government. The nationalisations established a new bureaucratic military class
power that is neither feudal nor social revolutionary. It destroyed one set of
hierarchical exploitative relations and raised another. A striking illustration of
the new exploitation can be seen in the way the Dergue dealt with the question of
how, and by whom, the nationalised enterprises should be run:
There, the government simply appointed managers of its own choosing to run the some 200
nationalised agricultural and industrial enterprises and placed most of them under a new
Ministry of National Resources Development. The result was not only a large overcentralised bureaucracy but also a tremendous amount of strife between the workers and
the state-appointed managers. In the spring of 1976, this labour-management conflict
reached the point where over two dozen state managers were 'locked out' of their offices
by the workers. The government's response was to send in the police, and in some cases
regular army troops, to quell the workers' revolts and to uphold the existing state manager.
The ministry was eventually dismantled . . . Still, all the nationalised companies remained
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under state management, and the government never seemed to consider seriously an
alternative management model that would give a direct role to the workers in running their
own enterprises (Ottaways, 1978: p176).

Despite the persistence of capitalist social relations of production, however, these
enterprises have remained arenas of conflict between workers and state
bureaucrats over labour's demands for increased participation in the running of
the factories. Insofar as the direct producers are concerned, nationalisation has
not ended the appropriation of the surplus nor has the regime even proven that it
can utilise the surplus exploited from labour to develop productive forces.
The peasants, in return for benefiting from the land reform, were pressed into
the military as cannon fodder to sustain the imperial pretensions of the regime.
The peasant march on Eritrea organised by the Dergue in early 1976, for
example, involved perhaps as many as 40,000 peasants. With few weapons,
almost no training, and inept leadership, they were no match for the Eritrean
guerrillas who routed them in two separate engagements, forcing the Dergue to
abandon the march in mid-June. Forced conscription and what can only
realistically be described as death marches are in their own fashion as
exploitative of the peasants as the rent-gouging carried out by landlords under
the Haile Selassie feudal monarchy. The location of peasant sacrifice is different,
the rhetoric is certainly novel, but the result is the same: peasant life and labour is
sacrificed for alien ends. The overall balance sheet of military-agrarianism or,
better still, reformism harnessed to military conquest clearly demonstrates that
from the perspective of the peasant, life has not improved: landlord induced
insecurities are replaced by new state inflicted concerns.
The question that proponents of the notion that Ethiopia has experienced a social
revolution must answer is whether there can be a revolutionary class in the
modern world that is neither peasant nor worker and that also acts in a
systematic and violent fashion to exploit and destroy the independent
organisations of urban and rural labour. If so, they must demonstrate how and
where this new revolutionary class emerges and they must specify the substance
and nature of the society that this 'revolution' produces. But the fundamental
reality any such analysis must confront regarding post-1974 Ethiopia is that it is
the political institutionalisation of bureaucratic-military rulers (the Dergue), not
workers' councils, that defines the class nature of the state: a highly centralised
and authoritarian state-capitalist regime.
Ethiopian military rule over the country's workers and peasants, its control of
political life and subordination of all classes to the state, does not represent a
species of socialism or what the Soviets characterise as a 'non-capitalist road'
type of regime. Rather it is a form of dictatorial state capitalism that attempts to
usurp political space from both the masses and imperialism, while retaining the
country's colonial framework.
It nationalises imperial property and appropriates the workers' surplus. Like
other 'non-capitalist' regimes it is defined by what it denies more than by what it
affirms, by the classes it represses instead of the classes it represents. The
advocates of the 'non-capitalist way' have formulated a regime constantly in
search of a political perspective — one that substitutes demagogic manoeuvres
for political principals, that improvises radical rhetoric precisely when it denies
the oppressed class the means to institutionalise class power. The style of the
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regime reveals its content: revolutionary manifestoes fill the city squares with
demonstrators while broken promises empty the streets and fill the morgues.
Historical experience teaches us that sooner or later the continual internal and
external pressures (class, national, imperial) exhaust the regime's options and it
turns against itself. A military coup sets the stage for a new capitalist
restoration. The imprisoned workers, repressed intellectuals and militants from
the national movements are in no position to deepen the process. Only the
military officials next in line execute change and not infrequently in collaboration
with imperial intelligence agencies and with promises from international
bankers. There is no reason to believe that the road of the Ethiopian regime will
be any different.
Soviet Policy and the Dergue: Regaining a 'Sphere of Influence' in the
Horn of Africa
The growth and deepening of Soviet ties to the Ethiopian military dictatorship is
not a result of its so-called radical social reforms or its anti-imperialist foreign
policy. Neither is it a reflection of growing Soviet 'social imperialism'. Rather, it
is the result of the Soviet Union's declining position in the Horn of Africa and its
relative weakness vis-a-vis the United States and conservative Arab states in the
region. A brief examination of the context of Moscow's involvement with the
Dergue will bring these issues into focus.
Up to 1977, Soviet policy in the Horn paid limited attention to nationalisation and
land reform in Ethiopia, preferring to focus its efforts and resources on
maintenance of existing alliances with regimes in Somalia and the Sudan —
providing large-scale military and economic assistance in return for access to
military facilities and construction of new bases. During this period, Egypt,
which had ousted the Soviets in 1973 and harshly repressed its domestic
supporters, and Saudi Arabia, with its formidable oil-based financial resources,
both sought actively to weaken Soviet and increase US influence in the region. In
1971, bolstered by a Saudi guarantee of sufficient financial assistance to
purchase military equipment from the West, the Numeiry government in the
Sudan had jailed and assassinated pro-Moscow Communist Party members as a
prelude to the expulsion of Soviet military and embassy officials from the
country. This setback was further compounded later, in 1977, when the Somali
government abrogated its 1974 treaty with Moscow, ordered the Soviet military
misson to leave and moved to establish closer ties with Riyadh and Washington.
President Carter immediately directed his senior foreign policy officials 'to move
in every possible way to get Somalia to be our friend' (Washington Post, 5 March
1978).
The massive Soviet military commitment to Ethiopia was made in the aftermath
of these major political defeats and amidst growing diplomatic isolation in the
Horn — and then only after the Mengistu dictatorship had demonstrated it.
capacity to consolidate its rule, weakened its ties with Israel and agreed to affect
a decisive break with the United States. It was also made subsequent to most of
the internal socio-economic changes instituted by the Dergue. If it were not for
the behaviour of existing regional allies in expelling the Soviets and establishing
new ties with Washington, it is doubtful whether Moscow would have made its
move to bolster the sagging Mengistu regime in order to regain some of its prior
influence in the area (especially access to military facilities on Ethiopia's Red Sea
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coastline to replace air and naval bases lost at the port of Berbera in Somalia), at
least not on the scale and scope that it did. In the four-year period 1978 to 1981,
Soviet military assistance to Addis Ababa totalled approximately $2 billion
(Washington Post, 25 November 1980 and 31 December 1981). Above all, Soviet
policy during this period was conditioned by the shifts in state to state relations
and the importance attached to regaining political and military leverage in the
Horn.
On a more basic level, the Soviet Union's ties to Third World regimes such as
Mengistu's are 'extensive' at the state to state level but don't penetrate into the
society and are not linked to any revolutionary class forces. Ethiopia's economic
relations with the outside world, for instance, have been largely unaffected by the
shift in Soviet policy. The country still remains firmly integrated within the
capitalist world economy. In 1978, the US and the European Economic
Community accounted for over 50 per cent of Ethiopia's total trade compared
with approximately 2 per cent conducted with the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe (Ottaway, 1981: pp.164-5). American buyers also represented the
principal market for its coffee exports which account for approximately 80 per
cent of Ethiopia's foreign exchange earnings. Meanwhile, individual capitalist
governments and Western financial institutions continue to provide not
insignificant sources of external financing to the military regime. Between 1976
and 1982, the multilateral development bank loans and credits to Ethiopia
totalled more than $300 million, according to USAID. And, it should finally be
noted that in early 1983 the Dergue enacted a law to re-open most sectors of the
economy to private foreign investment, and permit the transfer of shares and the
repatriation of capital — creating the potential for a deepening of Ethiopia's
existing economic ties to the capitalist world.
Capitalist and pre-capitalist relations of production operate as a sea around the
islands of nationalised enterprises in state-capitalist regimes such as Ethiopia's.
While the Soviet emphasis on state to state ties at the apex of Third World
societies are designed to gain outposts of political influence and strategic
advantages (military base, naval port, etc) they are, at the same time, highly
vulnerable to reversal in the event of shifts within the governing clique. Massive
Soviet support has not changed Mengistu into a Soviet-style communist of the
Eastern European variety. On the contrary, there is a high probability of the
Soviets being ousted as they were in Somalia and the Sudan (and earlier in
Egypt), if and when the bureaucratic state dictatorship deems it to be in its
interest.
Soviet support for the Dergue was directed at maintaining a political foothold in
the Horn of Africa to compensate for declining influence in world politics,
especially in the Middle East and North Africa. The Mengistu regime's opening
to Moscow was motivated primarily by a need to find a new source of military
assistance sufficient to prevent Ethiopia's military and political disintegration
and to allow it to retain control of its imperial possessions.
What the Soviet state has sought to obtain in Ethiopia and elsewhere in the Third
World is political and military influence at the level of the state. Intervention is
based on obtaining 'spheres of influence', not promoting social revolution. While
pursuing strategic locations, bases, ports and diplomatic support, however,
Soviet civil and military missions do not develop deep ties with important
collaborator classes in countries like Ethiopia. It is precisely for this reason that
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what many writers describe as Soviet 'client states', 'surrogates', etc, are able to
dislodge the Soviets with such ease. Unlike Western imperialism which develops
long-standing, deeply rooted structural relations with local landowners, capitalist
industrialists, etc, the Soviets have repeatedly failed to develop organised ties
with old oppressors or new exploiting classes.
Soviet policy supports regimes which weaken US imperialism but do not threaten
Soviet-style socialism by raising the issue of democratic control. Moscow's
reliance on military-political influence at the level of the state is designed to avoid
involvement in revolutionary mobilisation that might break out of the boundaries
of bureaucratic-statist regime-states. These types of capitalist regimes are
viewed as being more compatible with Moscow's internal class and ideological
interests as well as its foreign policy objectives. This combination of internal and
external reasons explains why Soviet policy-makers continually reiterate their
support for 'non-capitalist regimes' despite the frequency with which they turn
against the Soviet Union.
The United States and the Horn of Africa: Declining Hegemony and
Confrontation on a Global Scale
The decline of the US imperial state and the upsurge of anti-imperialist struggles
is indicative of the fact that no substitute imperial state can play Washington's
formerly dominant role. The proliferation of regional power centres and the
growth of intra-Third World wars are symptoms of the new fragmentation of
power. The expansionist policies pursued by Indonesia in East Timor, Turkey in
Cyprus, Iraq and Iran in the Persian Gulf, Israel in Lebanon, Ethiopia in Eritrea,
all defined a new conjunctural phemonenon: attempts by Third World regimes to
resolve the crisis of legitimacy through external conquest. The rise and demise of
bourgeois nationalism in Ethiopia stands as a clear example: the Mengistu
regime simultaneously promoted 'national liberation' and national oppression.
While the contradiction between its economic backwardness and political
hegemonic aspirations were temporarily resolved through massive external
dependence (on the Soviet Union), the military rulers lacked an underlying
strategic predominance to carry off their dual goal: the country's low level of
material life undercut any appeals its leadership might make to the Eritrean
masses. Put another way, Ethiopia's high rates of illiteracy, technical
backwardness, general low level of economic development and dictatorial form of
government did not provide for a kind of 'Napoleonic liberation' from above and
outside. Without Soviet intervention, the strategic historical advantage was
clearly with Eritrea, a more developed society with higher skills and the
motivation of an invaded country. It is in this context of declining US hegemony
that we can best understand the effort by the Reagan administration, and before
it the Carter White House, to revive the Cold War. Essentially, it represents an
effort to re-establish the power and supremacy that Washington possessed in the
1950s.
The most salient feature of the revival of the Cold War has been a massive
military build-up directed at strengthening US global military interventionary
capacity, bolstering Third World clients, and bludgeoning European and
Japanese allies into sharing the military costs commensurate with the benefits
that they derive from the imperial system. Operationally, this effort by the
Reaganites has involved the development of new weapons systems and their
location in positions designed to intimidate nationalist and anti-capitalist Third
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World regimes, the search for new military bases and the strengthening of old
military alliances, and the consummation of new military-strategic alliances with
such countries as Israel and South Africa who can serve as 'regional policemen'
sharing in the destabilisation of zones of revolutionary mobilisation. Arms sales
and 'strategic agreements' have been hammered out with many regimes. The
military bases and joint military activities within these regions have directly
involved the US armed forces in the role of defending incumbent dictatorial
regimes against popular movements within their own borders.
The capacity for US intervention is thus built on a two-fold basis: initially, direct
military support of established dictatorial regimes and, ultimately, the effort to
construct a regionally based police force that can provide for the collective
security of any particular regime threatened by domestic upheaval. The impact
and consequences of US policy under Reagan for the Third World are profound:
the decline of diplomacy and political negotiations as instruments of policy in
favour of a new arms build-up and the ascendancy of a policy of military
confrontation. This does not mean that all negotiations have been eschewed,
especially in the light of constant pressure on the part of Washington's senior
alliance partners. What it does mean, however, is that negotiations and summit
meetings with socialist and revolutionary regimes have become ritualistic affairs
— propaganda forums for the Reagan White House to 'demonstrate' the
ineffectiveness of such regimes and reinforce the commitment to policies of
confrontation. Washington has used international meetings with adversaries
primarily to 'warn' or 'threaten' them to accommodate American global or
regional interests or face some form of retaliation. Meanwhile, the Reagan
administration strategy of 'creating facts' which polarise East-West relations
has been devised and implemented in the absence of consultation with its
Western allies.
The Reagan effort to reconstruct the world in the image of the 1950s posits a
number of fundamental changes in the capitalist and socialist world (e.g.:
'military supremacy' over the Soviet Union, US dominance over Europe's
economic and foreign policy), most of which are beyond the realm of possibility.
The foremost strategic task in pursuit of the larger goal has been, and remains,
the containment of revolutions in the Third World. El Salvador, for example, is
defined as a 'testing of the wills' — the willingness of the US to maximise the use
of force to sustain a repressive regime, even at the cost of massive loss of civilian
lives and in the absence of allied support. Beyond the revival of preventiveinterventionism is the serious planning, and even implementation, of policies to
reverse revolutionary regimes. Washington sent between 6,000 and 7,000
marines to invade Grenada in late 1983 and overthrow the socialist government
of Maurice Bishop, and remained unreconciled to the continued existence of
established revolutionary governments in Angola, Nicaragua and Cuba. The
image of revolutionary societies that the Reaganites project is revealing: they are
crisis-wracked systems devoid of popular support and depend on outside power
to sustain them. The response has been to adopt a confrontationist strategy that
at one and the same time neutralises the Soviet's role (through a new military
build-up) and creates the basis for 'regionally centred' military interventions in
Central America, the Horn of Africa and elsewhere in the Third World.
The Horn of Africa is of particular importance to Washington because of the
adjoining regions of which it forms an integral part: namely, the countries facing
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the Red Sea and giving access to the Indian Ocean. Thus, while the Horn in itself
does not have great economic interest, it does have 'strategic significance'.
Influence in the region provides major powers with leverage in shaping policies in
countries where economic interests are paramount — in particular, the oil-rich
Middle East countries. During congressional testimony in March 1983, the State
Department's Assistant Secretary for African Affairs, Chester Crocker,
succinctly expressed the administration position:
Our interests in East Africa and the Horn reflect to a great extent the region's considerable
strategic significance to the West because of shipping and oil tanker lanes leading to
Europe.

The formulation of US policy toward the regimes in the Horn of Africa is
therefore shaped by how these area governments interact with Washington's
overall regional policy. A prominent White House concern in the Middle East, for
instance, has been to refashion a collaborative framework involving Egypt, Israel
and Saudi Arabia that will have the effect of further limiting Soviet influence in
the area. The Camp David agreement achieved part of this goal even though
Saudi Arabia and most other Arab states rejected it. The basic concern of US
policymakers was to mobilise support behind the Egyptian position and the
overall Camp David framework, leading to the re-insertion of the US in the
Middle East, through clients and allies, as the major power shaping development
agendas and political colourations of local regimes. This core concern with
projecting American power in the Middle East radiated outward to the adjoining
region, including the Horn of Africa. US policy toward such countries as Somalia
and the Sudan was in large part dictated by their relationship toward Egypt and
its participation in the Camp David framework. Washington's attitude toward
the Horn countries was also shaped by the nature of their relations with the
Soviet Union and their disposition to negotiate agreements providing for US
military bases and naval facilities facing the Indian Ocean. The then Acting
Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs addressed this issue at the very
beginning of the Reagan presidency:
We have two overriding objectives in the Horn. One has to do with Soviet-Cuban presence
and the other with our own access to facilities . . . we want to minimise the role and the
presence of the Soviets and Cubans. Secondly, the Soviet threat to the Gulf and South-west
Asia means that we must be able to project American power into these areas and have
strong and good friends who will support us. Thus, today we need access to facilities on the
African Horn, among other places in the area, and we need diplomatic leverage (our
emphasis) (Lannon Walker's testimony to House of Representatives' Comittee on Foreign
Affairs, March and April 1981).

Washington's major military (and economic) commitment to the Sudan, Somalia
and Kenya is partly premised on these countries' hostility toward Moscow and
their willingness to provide air and naval facilities for American forces in the
Indian Ocean area. 'Somalia and Kenya', in the words of Chester Crocker, 'are
critical to our logistical supply systems in the event of a security crisis in the Gulf
or Middle East and Sudan plays a key role in containing Libyan aggression in
East and Central Africa'. Total US military assistance to these three countries
since Reagan took office has increased from $59.2 million in 1981 to $168.8
million in 1983, and is projected to rise dramatically in 1984 to more than $330
million, according to Congressional reports on Foreign Assistance. In addition,
these countries also accounted for more than 40 per cent of all American military
advisors in Africa in 1982, up from only 20 per cent in 1980.
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American Policy Toward Ethiopia
Prior to its overthrow in February 1974, the Haile Selassie monarchy in Ethiopia
was Washington's most important post-war ally in the Horn of Africa. In
December 1974, the Ford administration undertook a major reassessment of its
policy toward Ethiopia. Despite expressions of unease over the Dergue's
domestic policies and its treatment of political opponents, the White House
decided to maintain economic and military assistance and adopt a 'wait and see'
approach. Although Washington responded tardily to a February 1975 Dergue
request for $29 million in emergency military assistance following a series of
battlefield defeats in the war in Eritrea and a major challenge for control of the
provincial capital of Asmara, total US military aid (grants, credits and cash sales)
increased from $28.5 million in 1974 to $57.5 million in 1975, and reached its
highest level ever in 1976 when cash sales alone amounted to more than $100
million (M. Ottaway, 1983). Secretary of State Kissinger reportedly played a
central role in formulating this aid policy which was shaped by largely strategic
considerations: retaining continued access to the Kagnew Station and opposing
the Soviet presence in the Horn (especially in Somalia). In August 1976, an
American official characterised the Ethiopian regime as 'inconsistent' rather
than 'basically anti-United States' (quoted by M. Ottaway, 1983). By year's end,
however, the White House had begun to view the Dergue's internal reforms, its
footdragging on compensation for expropriated American properties, its human
rights record and its developing military relationship with the Soviet Union
through more hostile lens. One of President Ford's last acts before leaving office
was to terminate all military grant aid to Ethiopia, confining future military
assistance only to credit sales (see here Halliday in ROAPE 10).
In February 1977, a bloody struggle for power occurred within the Dergue. The
outcome was a victory for the most 'radical' faction under the leadership of
Mengistu Haile-Mariam. Later that same month, the new Carter administration
announced that US military assistance to Ethiopia would be reduced because of
human rights violations. In April, all arms supplies were suspended and the
White House also decided to reduce its Military Assistance Advisory Group
(MAAG) personnel in the country substantially and close the Kagnew
Communications Station later in the year. Mengistu's immediate response was to
shut down the Kagnew Station, expel all MAAG personnel from Ethiopia,
terminate US Information Agency operations in Addis Ababa, and dramatically
expand Ethiopia's ties with the Soviet Union.
The growing Soviet (and Cuban) military presence in Ethiopia prompted a major
policy review within the Carter White House leading to a renewed emphasis on
East-West confrontation and a downgrading of the earlier administration focus
on African nationalism, economic development and opposition to white minority
rule on the continent. In May 1978, Secretary of State Vance told a closed
congressional hearing that 'strenuous efforts' were under way to counter Soviet
and Cuban activities in Africa, including increased military assistance to friendly
regional governments and public and private diplomatic initiatives. Despite this
policy shift, the military spigots to Ethiopia were not completely turned off. In
early 1978, Washington fulfilled Mengistu's request for jeeps and Americanmade fighter plane spare parts (originally part of a May 1977 weapons order) and
cluster bombs that were intended for use in a large-scale offensive against the
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Eritrean liberation movement. The London Economist's Foreign Report carried
an account of the offensive in late May:
Cargoes of American cluster bombs have been unloaded in Addis Ababa airport over the
past few weeks, enabling the Ethiopian air force to carry on savage bombardments of
Eritrean positions around Asmara and Massawa — in which so far an estimated 1,000
civilians have died.

Carter-Brzezinski hostility to Mengistu's alliance with the Soviet Union, the
presence of Cuban troops in Ethiopia, and the lack of 'significant progress'
towards satisfying the approximately $22 million in compensation claims by
nationalised American investors did not, however, induce the White House to
cease any consideration of a future negotiated settlement with the Dergue. In
February 1980 congressional testimony, a high-level State Department official
underscored Washington's desire to keep open the lines of communication with
Addis Ababa:
We seek to continue a dialogue with the Ethiopian Government. We provide humanitarian
assistance and we intend to continue to do so and we are ready to take advantage of
opportunities which may come up in the future to improve our relations with Ethiopia.

At the inception of the Reagan presidency, the points of conflict between the US
and Ethiopia revolved around three issues: the Mengistu government's alliance
with the Soviet Union; its failure to compensate expropriated American
corporate interests; and its foreign policy which was highly critical of the US role
in South Africa, Puerto Rico, and elsewhere, but refused to condemn such Soviet
actions as the Afghanistan intervention. At the same time, there was no
disposition on the part of the new administration to totally eschew the
negotiating option and normalised relations with the Dergue. For the transition
from Carter to Reagan was not accompanied by any lessened belief among
Washington policy-makers as to the superficial nature of Ethiopian military
Marxism, the willingness of the Mengistu regime to manoeuvre and, most of all,
the fact that Soviet involvement had not basically affected the country's
traditional ties to the capitalist world market. As early as April 1981, for
instance, the seeds of a possible rapprochement between Washington and Addis
Ababa could be found in the statement of Acting Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs Lannon Walker who told a congressional committee:
We have had indications from the Ethiopians that they desire to improve relations between
our two countries and they have taken some steps in this direction. For example, the
Government of Ethiopia has begun to settle various nationalisation claims including one by
an American company. Negotiations have been scheduled with a second American firm
and the Ethiopians have indicated their intention to handle other claims in a serious and
orderly manner. We are encouraged by this movement . . .

Although there has been no major shift in the nature of US-Ethiopian relations
since Reagan took office, the question of an improvement in ties has remained a
White House agenda item. This interest was most recently articulated by
Assistant Secretary of State Chester A. Crocker, the State Department's senior
African official, at congressional hearings on US economic and security
assistance to Africa for 1984-85. During his statement before the committee,
Crocker rationalised US military assistance to Somalia largely on the basis of
Ethiopian military 'incursions' but then proceeded to tell the legislators:
We are demonstrably not arming Somalia to a degree that need arouse legitimate concerns
on the part of Ethiopia or any other state in the regior about possible Somali aggression.
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Further, we have made clear that we are open to dialogue and discussion with all the states
in the region, including Ethiopia ... (emphasis added).

Given the class nature of the Ethiopian state, it would be no great surprise to see
it switch sides in the Cold War, shifting its primary source of economic and
military assistance from Moscow to Washington. The economic basis exists for
the Ethiopian regime to make a shift in its international policy once it has
exhausted its strategic needs from the Soviet Union and decides to tap into
Western financial institutions and public state agencies again. The relatively
small American investment stake in Ethiopia has limited the impact of the
compensation issue on the outward-oriented US capitalist class as a whole and
has translated into minimal pressures from within the class to get imperial state
officials to pursue a hard line on this issue with Addis Ababa. Ultimately, the key
is Washington's ability to replace Soviet influence and retake strategic military
positions and what the Reagan White House can offer the Mengistu regime in
exchange.
Conclusion
In the final analysis the Ethiopian experience demonstrates that no progressive
social reform can be sustained internally while an imperial war is being pursued
abroad. This is true from a practical point of view, expenditure, and from an
ideological perspective — military brutalisation abroad reverberates at home and
vice versa. The initial responsiveness of the military regime to mass demands was
eroded by the constant pressures generated by the external military
commitments. Economic stagnation, food shortages, limited social expenditures
(e.g.: in the crucial areas of health and education there was virtually no change in
government investments on a per capita basis between 1974-78 and the last years
of the old regime) and declining foreign exchange reserves are all directly related
to the growth of military expenditures. As a percentage of total central
government expenditures, defence spending almost quadrupled, 14.3 per cent to
approximately 55 per cent, between 1972 and 1978/79 (D. Ottaway, 1981).
Against a background of agricultural decline — the average annual growth rate
fell from 2.2 per cent in the 1960s to 0.9 per cent between 1970 and 1981 - and
industrial depression — the average annual growth rate plummeted from 7.4 per
cent during the 1960s to 1.8 per cent between 1970 and 1981, it is obvious that
the Mengistu regime cannot sustain its commitments to development in Ethiopia
and military expansion in Eritrea, as even the World Bank's 1983 Development
Report noted.
While some Leftist interpretations of the Ethiopian experience under the Dergue
have emphasised the international realignments and internal changes carried out
by the regime, in doing so they have blithely overlooked the state and class
context within which those changes have taken place. The harnessing of peasants
and workers to an expansionist chauvinist state together with an alliance with
the Soviet Union for the prime reason of securing arms to maintain a colonial
relationship does not denote a revolutionary regime but describes a colonial
version of state capitalism — one in profound crisis and without the internal
flexibility to alter its course.
The nature of the Ethiopian regime and the society's backwardness preclude any
neo-colonial style 'federation' solution to the Eritrean question. The country's
ruling class lacks the economic resources and financial power to establish strong
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economic links with Eritrea. Without Soviet-backed Ethiopian political-military
domination, Eritrean society would soon develop links to those developed
economies and societies which complement its own development needs.
Furthermore, the Mengistu regime lacks collaborator classes within Eritrea
capable of sustaining a neo-colonial, federated state: the advance of the classnational struggle has progressively eliminated those groups and individuals who
earlier might have played this role.
The political consequences of the struggle between the state-capitalist regime in
Addis Ababa and the Eritrean people are clear. The continuance of the war
against Eritrea drains the national resources of the Ethiopian nation, thus
preparing the way for the return of imperial dependence which, in the long run,
can only compromise the initial anti-imperialist impulse. In denying the national
independence of the Eritreans, the Mengistu regime will ultimately lose its own
national identity. The fate of the Ethiopian national liberation movement
depends on ending the war of conquest in Eritrea. The continuance of the war
can only heighten imperial influence and further erode Ethiopian nationalism.
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Analysing the Ethiopian Revolution
Addis Hiwet
Ethiopia has in fact experienced a thorough-going revolution -- a fact often
ignored or denied by the Left internationally, presumably because it was not
made by an organised mass movement and because of the fact of military rule.
It is indeed a 'revolution' in that it represents an irreversible change from the
absolutist state; it has involved a fundamental social transformation, chiefly
with respect to the rural relations of production, and has thereby created a
vastly expanded internal market of petty producers. These revolutionary
outcomes are not to be denied because of the nature of the regime, which is
indeed repressive, and incapable of solving the two basic issues now facing
the revolution: the nationalities issue and political democracy. But it must be
recognised that the regime and form of the state are themselves results of the
revolutionary upheavals but also the inheritor of the ideas and policies of the
Ethiopian Left. There is an urgent need now for a mature, reconstituted Left in
Ethiopia but such a reconstitution will require that the various elements on the
Left all take a long, critical look at their own history.

Since 1974 Ethiopia has undergone one of the greatest revolutions in modern
world history. What is more it still finds itself in the throes of that revolutionary
process. The struggle is on for the shape of the post-revolutionary order, for the
state-system! Few societies have undergone in so short a period, in the first two
years of the outbreak of the revolution, the same scale of class transformation.
Every aspect of society has been touched in the most profound way by the
revolutionary process: the overthrow of absolutism and feudalism; the
nationalisation of all land and enterprises; the emergence of peasant and urban
dwellers' associations, and other mass organisations which clearly adumbrate the
contours of a new civil society; the mammoth demonstrations that preceded and
accompanied all these . . . to the very realm of thought — radical change in both
the literary and theoretical vocabulary.
For a number of reasons the Ethiopian Revolution has not been served by a
critical analysis and sober study commensurate with it and one that gives due
justice to the scale of the revolution. Questions like causes, background, its
traumatic course, the character of the post-revolutionary state/regime have all
been schematically treated. Though there is no lack of contentious, debateable
issues a great deal of the literature on the revolution is, however, replete with
shibboleths and suffers from basic lacunae. At times the very fact of revolution is
blatantly, however adroitly, denied; or there is a foolhardy and incredulous
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endeavour to deprecate the scale and import of the revolution — after all those
earth shaking events nothing revolutionary has occurred! It is all the more
flabbergasting that the denials and deprecations are made by writers who should
know better, and are purportedly 'socialist'.
A number of factors account for the sceptical reception of the Ethiopian
Revolution by the international Left. First, internally, though Ethiopia of the late
'60s and early '70s was generally recognised as facing an impending crisis, there
was, however, no organised mass movement remotely adumbrating the
revolution. Since the absolutist state never confronted anything resembling a
formidable urban and/or rural mass movement, its internal lethargy was all the
more concealed. But it could not survive the first real mass upheaval in its
history. The spontaneity of the Ethiopian Revolution is in fact astounding. To an
international Left that was used to one 'model' — organised armed resistance
prior to and culminating in revolution (as in Angola, Mozambique, Nicaragua,
etc) — spontaneity became a liability for the reception of the revolution. In fact,
the spontaneity of the revolution was a great asset that the incipient domestic
Left bungled. It is worthwhile to contrast the reception of the Ethiopian and
Iranian revolutions: though both were similarly spontaneous, though in both
cases the masses actively participated in the overthrow of the old regimes (on a
greater and repeated scale in Iran), whereas Ethiopia has already undergone a
veritable social revolution, Iran has yet to undergo one. Yet, the international
Left is lukewarm towards the revolution in Ethiopia. The international relations
of the respective regimes have been unnecessarily exaggerated. The reactionary
clerical regime is apparently 'independent' and the Dergue is a 'tool of Soviet
domination'.
A second factor was the seizure of power by the military. The general and
legitimate distrust of military regimes among the international (and a section of
the domestic) Left came later to verge on rabid anti-militarism. This further
distorted the reception of the revolution.
The readiness and zeal with which the regime brutalised the Left and its
incapacity to solve the nationalities question further bedevilled the reception of
the fundamental import of the revolution. In fact such repressive policies were
evoked as arguments negating the reality of revolution.*
Questions like repression, violence and brutality, the absence of a lasting solution
to the nationality question are explainable within the revolution. Though they are
quite often susceptible to moral platitudes they cannot, however, be adequately
explained in those terms. Like all the transformations in social relations that the
country has undergone — positive, revolutionary changes that such moral
platitudes tend to bury — repression is also a manifestation of the relationship of
forces. The regime is not solely, singularly responsible for the catalogue of
negative factors that tend to compromise the reception and understanding of the
*One's analysis of revolution should not be solely circumscribed by the policies of a
particular regime in power. If one were to judge revolutions solely on the basis of
perpetrated violence, the world has never seen any. 'Revolution' is simply a metaphor. That
most momentous event at the dawn of our century that still affects the shape of
contemporary history — the Russian Revolution — if judged on the scale of Stalinist
repression, lasted only a few years. In the same vein, the brutality of the Khmer Rouge
cannot be evoked to deny the fact that they brought about a revolution in Kampuchea.
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import of the revolution. In the first place, there was not a monolithic 'regime',
but regimes from 1974 on. Those who approach the prevalence of repression
from a moral and one-sided perspective are the self-same ones that have failed to
account for the conduct of their 'righteous heroes', the incipient Left and/or the
glorified Nationalists i.e.: to what extent the latter bungled the political
conjuncture that was so conducive to their own development. Nay, the
relationship of forces between the regime/s and the opposition forces has to be
analysed if one if to understand the course and outcome of the revolution.
The purpose of this article is to advance certain theoretical parameters towards
an analytic understanding of the Ethiopian Revolution. It is organised around
three broad issues — origins and causes; course and character; and, results and
prospects of the revolution.
Origins and Causes
Only broad formulations can be advanced here. A full-scale investigation of the
origins of the Ethiopian Revolution should explain the historical constitution of
the modern multinational state, and the dynamic between state and space. It is
against this background that the stages in the structural development of the
social formation can be delineated. Such an historical perspective could be
fruitfully employed in the delineation of the prelude, both in terms of time and
structure, of the revolution: the belated advent of capitalism, its uneven
development, its regional disparity, the considerable role of the absolutist state in
the dynamic of the dissolution/preservation of pre-capitalist social relations. And
an intimate analysis of the formation and transformation of social classes as
determined by these constellations of changes and the conjunctural crisis leading
to the momentous events of 1974 could go a long way in accounting for the
origins, causes and dynamic of the revolution. In other words, the dynamic of
class struggle as inscribed in the formation and transformation of social classes in
the transitional social formation. This is, it must be admitted, easier said than
done. In many studies claiming and invoking the principle of the primacy of the
class struggle a matching analysis is lacking more often than not. In the case of
Ethiopia two studies that invoke class struggle — The Ethiopian Revolution by
Fred Haliday and Maxine Molyneux and, another one that bears that claim on its
title page, Class and Revolution in Ethiopia by John Markakis and Nega Ayle —
are inadequate and ultimately fail. In the former the state subtly and effectively
displaces social classes while in the case of the latter classes are treated
schematically and their living presence is not felt.
Course and Dynamic of Revolution
The Ethiopian Revolution is classical, phenomenal in its spontaneity. It has been
boldly asserted that the opening phase of the process leading to the political
overthrow of absolutism in September 1974 was not 'inherently revolutionary'
(by Halliday and Molyneux, and the Ottaways). In fact it can be convincingly
argued and documented that March 1974 already marked a turning point and
clearly posed a revolutionary situation in the makings. The internal lethargy of
absolutism which was concealed until then became apparent. In the face of
isolated army rebellions and for the first time in the history of Ethiopian
absolutism, a cabinet appointed by the autocrat resigned. The popular masses,
already aware of this, were mobilised in their tens of thousands, for instance, the
first ever general strike called by the Central Ethiopian Labour Union, CELU.
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In short, both civil society and forces within the coercive and non-coercive
apparatuses of the state were in different ways moving against absolutism. The
ruling classes too were already aware of what was at stake: that reform was not
only overdue but the sine qua non not merely for the future but for the day-to-day
existence of absolutism.
It was the lack of political nerve on the part of the embattled ancien regime, and
especially that of the subaltern bourgeoisie, their consequent inability to deliver
reforms radical enough to lull the masses and buy off the rebellion within the
armed forces, and hence able to utilise the latter against the insurgent masses in
the event of sustained popular upheaval that jolted, propelled the political
struggle further. The reforms of Endalkachew were too limited, too slow, and
with his cabinet the elusive constitutionalist phase of the revolution was ended.
Having never faced a really formidable mass movement during the height of its
historical trajectory in the 1960s, when that movement erupted in the most
uncanny, classical and truly historic way absolutism rapidly collapsed. The ease
with which it was overthrown, when the final denouement arrived, in great
contra-distinction to the image it projected, conjures striking parallels with the
fall of the Romanov and Pahlavi dynasties.
Lenin's analysis of a revolutionary situation in his Left-Wing Communism, an
Infantile Disorder, indeed found the most appropriate corroboration:
The fundamental law of revolution, which has been confirmed by all revolutions and
especially by all three Russian revolutions in the 20th century, is as follows: for a revolution
to take place it is not enough for the exploited and oppressed masses to realise the
impossibility of living in the old way, and demand changes; for a revolution to take place it is
essential that the exploiters should not be able to live and rule in the old way. It is only when
the 'tower c/asses' do not want to live in the old way and the 'upper classes' cannot carry
on in the old way that the revolution can triumph. This truth can be expressed in other
words: revolution is impossible without a nationwide crisis (affecting both the exploited and
the exploiters). It follows that, for a revolution to take place, it is essential, first, that a
majority of the workers (or at least a majority of the class-conscious, thinking, and
politically active workers) should fully realise that revolution is necessary, and that they
should be prepared to die for it; second, that the ruling classes should be going through
governmental crisis, which draws even the most backward masses into politics
(symptomatic of any genuine revolution is a rapid, tenfold and even hundredfold increase in
the size of the working and oppressed masses — hitherto apathetic — who are capable of
waging the political struggle), weakens the government, and makes it possible for the
revolutionaries to rapidly overthrow it.

Elsewhere Lenin further amplifies the condition for the final, ultimate
emergence of a victorious revolution: the disintegration of the armed forces. Right
from the outset of the revolutionary process the strength and tenacity of the
mass protests against absolutism gave the petty-bourgeoisie considerable
autonomy, more particularly, one section that could back this up with potent
armed power — the military. They seemed to support, and actually did support,
reformist activities, initiatives, alternatives within the state, while yet trying to
maintain 'security', thus simultaneously containing and supporting the popular
movement, moving against the former on the backs of the sustained pressures of
the latter. The whole final struggle against absolutism and its decisive
overthrow, indeed the whole course of the Ethiopian Revolution, is inconceivable
without what was happening within the armed forces. This crucial analysis
eluded the Ethiopian Left and polarised it into two unenviable courses of action
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— though there is a muted appreciation of this in Markakis & Ayele. In the same
vein, the intense struggles within the regime, the tumultuous upheavals leading
to the social revolution are also inconceivable without the active role of the Left
and its colossal impact on the conduct of the regime. The present regime is, in
fact, the disavowed, unacknowledged political child of the Left.
The officers that seized power in 1974 had no coherent programme. The fate of
the monarchy and the question of land reform were left suspended. They were
beset by conflicting views on the monarchy: constitutional monarchy, a military
regime with the monarch as Head of State, and other variations on military rule
were being debated and canvassed among the officers. It was after a great deal of
hesitation and in-fighting that they moved against the monarchy (as opposed to
deposing the First Autocrat of All Ethiopia) and eventually dismantled
feudalism.
Once this rubicon was crossed, as long as the pressures of the masses and of the
Left, which had considerable influence on a good number of the young officers,
NCOs and the rank and file soldiery and immense credibility among the urban
masses, were actively there, the radical drift engendered those well-known,
sporadic and violent internecine conflicts within the Dergue. This in-fighting
cannot be seen in isolation from the revolutionary upheaval the country was
going through.
While this was going on the bitter, acrimonious and, at times sterile ideological
polarisation that lacerated the Left continued unabated and created a civil war
mentality and soon all hell was let loose. A common front was made nearly
impossible. Even sober discussion as opposed to nauseating vituperation, became
difficult. The arrogance, bigotry and dogmatism of the Ethiopian Left of this
period is still recalled as a nightmare — all the more reason why there must now
be thorough and soul-searching critique.
Of the two wings of the Left, the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party
(EPRP) was firmly within the militant student movement, had direct, though
very tenuous, links with CELU (the trade union), had fellow-travellers among the
military officers. One of its papers, Democrasia, was at one time the most widely
circulated paper in the country, effectively displacing the government
newspapers. It was thus the better placed to evolve, given, of course, appropriate
tactics and strategy. Alas, these were exactly what were lacking. Already
determined to wage an armed struggle, with a fetished conception of it, when
everything else indicated against it. It was not prepared to consolidate and
extend its potential and fragile mass base. Even its own organisation was not
that internally cohesive and viable, it was itself the outcome of a recent merger
between two organisations.
The other Left organisation, Meisone, was so conscious of its lack of any power
base and as much in compensation for this as by ideological priority threw its lot
into an organic alliance with the military populists. The continued and unabated
polarisation within the Left now 'duplicated' itself within and penetrated the
regime. This further introduced a new dimension into and exacerbated the infighting within the Dergue. Now a real civil war erupted — killings,
assassinations, urban warfare. Through its overall disastrous policies the EPRP
lost all its initial ground, lost a whole crop of cadres, suffered, quite inevitably,
splits. It never possessed a homogeneous political strategy, because of the
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contradictory positions within it — a rural army, urban warfare, yet making
overtures to the Dergue while still labelling the latter as 'fascist' — though never
substantiating this damning characterisation by a coherent analysis. It saw its
allies within the Dergue and CELU wiped out through a series of blood-letting
purges. For Meisone, the organic alliance paid some initial dividends. Through a
newly gained access to the apparatuses of the state it waged a mortal campaign
against the EPRP, gained some recruits quite easily among some top civil
servants, and through the newly created mass organisations. Later, its arrogant
attitude towards the other Left organisations working with it, its all-out struggle
for ministerial portfolios, and a final foolhardy bid to overthrow the Dergue
brought down the fury of the latter on it. It, too, was never an internally coherent
and viable organisation. It fractured early on, and a good number of its cadres
willingly threw in their lot with the regime, while the rest were mercilessly
repressed.
It was remarked earlier that the present regime is in fact the disavowed political
child of the Left. The principal governing ideas and programmes that were
carried through under the auspices of the Dergue, and that were to characterise
the contours of the social revolutions, originated not within the regime but within
the Left. Furthermore, the regime has truly plagiarised the fundamental tenets
and slogans of the Left, robbed it naked of major programmes (and of cadres!)
and, its political actions were guided by close imitation of and in active
competition with the Left: the ideas of socialism, the party and its paraphernalia
— 'democratic centralism', central committee, etc., the unilinear stages of social
development — from primitive communism . . . to capitalism and beyond, red
terror versus white terror . . . were all introduced by the socialist intelligentsia
and were quite easily imbibed by Dergue officers* and the literati — the archconservative-liberal journalists (the hired coolies of the ancien regime) and the
liberal, socialisant elements of the intelligentsia. The militant socialist
intelligentsia was behind the 'ideological innovation' and the 'new Amharic'.
Halliday and Molyneux could only register this fact but not the source of what
they appropriately term 'ideological innovation' — an aspect of the revolution
that has not been fully appreciated (though see Kapeliuk).
Such 'ideological innovations', especially Marxian socialism, could not simply,
directly, spontaneously spring from the revolutionary process. They must have
already been in circulation in some form. Yes, revolution rapidly enlightens
people in weeks and days to the point that a normal, drab, every-day process, a
period of 'stasis' could take years to accomplish. It draws masses of people into
political life, further radicalising others. However, the introduction of MarxismLeninism is enlightenment of a different order. One does not arrive at it by a bout
of political action. The source and nature of such ideological mutation and the
extent it is imbibed, and the function it serves must be analysed. Halliday and
Molyneux are simply enamoured by the very novelty — significant in itself for a
country like Ethiopia. And their dismissal of the hiatus between the socialist
intelligentsia and the ideological mutation in post-absolutist Ethiopia is
untenable.
There is no space here to review the substance of the officially sanctioned
•Though the Kremlin's influence, after closer ties were established, was considerable, the
initiative to create their (Dergue officers') own party had, in fact, a domestic origin.
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'Marxist-Leninist' literature. However, there is one important issue that
deserves serious consideration. Those who generally concentrate on the
physically-coercive aspect of repression usually miss a no less (in the greater part
of the Third World) pervasive parameter; in Ethiopia today ideological and
political discourse is highly regimented — that is what the regime has been trying
to do for a good half dozen years now, and that is what the eventual emergence of
the long-sought 'proletarian party' would further heighten. The whole
ideololgical discourse and the understanding of socialism, if Marxism-Leninism,
is very contorted and lifeless. It is an even more vulgar version of Soviet
Marxism. More important, other currents of Left opinion, let alone generalised
political democracy, are denied free circulation. There is, in short, a repressive
ideological climate that permeates the political and the whole intellectual-cultural
life of the country. The regime's irrational attempt some years back to burn what
it labelled as 'reactionary' books and publications directly flows from such an
ideologically repressive policy. The regime does not allow free debate: only
officially sanctioned sinecures, decree-sounding and lifeless editorials, articles,
brochures are circulated. The perennial and persistent problem of nationalities,
general discussion of the nature of the post-absolutist state-system are
anathema. In brief, there is no political democracy, which, to the ideologues of
the regime is a repugnant bourgeois luxury. Especially, it must be stressed that
what their ideological discourse fights is independent socialist thought. It
conducts this struggle not through the refinement of its own ideological discourse
but by specifically depriving other socialist currents free circulation. True to its
repressive function, there is nothing in the official literary arsenal that is worth
serious reading, let alone anything illustrative of the 'pure' and 'unadulterated'
'Marxism-Leninism' it so pompously proclaims.*
That is why, for revolutionary socialists fully cognisant of the implications of this
dimension of repression the theoretical struggle assumes an added significance: to
deploy mature Marxism against the lifeless, regimented and repressive official
'Marxism-Leninism', to develop and apply it in concrete analysis of the issues
posed by the Ethiopian Revolution, a Marxism that is fully attuned with
theoretical and political debates on a world scale. Such a task cannot be taken
lightly: it is itself a revolutionary task. Such a task can only be deferred at a great
cost. We already know its consequences from the history of the Ethiopian Left
(not to mention other telling experiences) and the stakes for the future are simply
too great.
Character of Revolution
In a meticulously researched and perceptively presented analysis from which one
can obtain a glimpse of the scale of the change wrought in land tenure, Desalegne
Rahmato concludes:
*At one point Halliday and Molyneux cite the following quote from an official publication of
the Ethiopian Revolution Information Centre: 'One important factor that has inhibited the
development of socialist theory in Ethiopia is the pseudo-Marxist Anglo-American literature
which had been for a long time the mainstay of political thought for the radical Ethiopian
intelligentsia. The theoretical distortion of Marxism a la Monthly Review, the so-called New
Left Review and so on, have contributed their part to arrest the development and
crystallisation of serious socialist thought in Ethiopia' (p. 137). But they miss the message of
the quotation: dogmatism is not its underlying essence — it is an expression of ideological
repression.
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. . . the social profile of Ethiopia's rural community has been substantially altered since the
proclamation of 1975. Not only has tenancy as well as landlordism been abolished, but
landlessness has also been done away with. In terms of the relationship of the producer to
his means of production, all differences have been eliminated, and each peasant now holds
usufruct right over the land that he employs for his livelihood. In this sense, rural society
has been 'destratified', and inequalities based on the right to labour have been abolished.
The "self-managing peasant", to use Marx's term, reproducing himself by his own effort,
constitutes the chief element of the social structure of the countryside.

And when one considers that this 'self-managing peasant' is organised in peasant
associations, of varied and uneven strength but never hollow, the true scale of the
revolutionary transformation becomes all the more evident and impressive. This,
then , is where the mass popular upheaval that started as a struggle against
absolutism and its class basis has presently come to — a sort of rural peasant
republic. This has been achieved by the protracted mass movement and, a fact
that must be recognised and faced, under the present regime. The authoritarian
character of the regime should not obscure the historical import of the
revolutionary change.
In an equally pertinent and sober note the above writer characterises the nature
of the reform in these terms:
In general, land reform has not brought about significant changes in the status of a great
majority of peasants in terms of size of holdings . . . the pattern of distribution before and
after reform is not markedly different. This is understandable, for what was actually
distributed was what was already under cultivation by the peasants themselves. The real
benefit of land reform must therefore be sought in the system of holdings that it has
established, and in the guarantee to rural property that it has assured to every peasant.
Insofar as agrarian reform is not a socialist programme, but, at best, and as Lenin often
pointed out, a bourgeois-democratic one, the chief purpose of land distribution can only be
the restoration of the means of production to the producers themselves, and the removal of
institutional obstacles to rural production. But how and under what conditions this is done
will have a bearing on the eventual performance of the peasant economy.

Here we must immediately add: not only on the performance of the peasant
economy but also on the character of the state-system. On the basis of the
agrarian reform the rejuvenated, post-absolutist, republican state has the
unprecedented capacity to directly base itself on the 'self-managing peasantry' in
a way that the absolutist state and a good number of bourgeois states in the Third
World could never dream of. What this has undoubtedly created is a huge,
potential internal market. Parallel to this and in many cases conjointly, is the
marked flowering of non-agrarian petty producers — weavers, tailors, smiths,
etc. We already know that in many areas co-operatives have emerged, though we
do not as yet know the real extent and strength of such producers' associations.
This further strengthens the picture that today's rural Ethiopia is predominantly
a society of petty-producers. Herein lies the most fundamental, decisive import of
the revolution. In the light of the above conclusion we might further add: yes
bourgeois-democratic, but one pushed to its limits, perhaps even to the brink of
an anti-bourgeois one. The whole course and the present stage of the Ethiopian
Revolution confronts us with nothing less — in fact, more. All the burning,
unresolved questions of the revolution should be seen in the context of its limits
and the further struggle for political democracy and socialism. The fact that the
revolution is still a living and not a spent force means that the stakes in its future
course become all the more colossal. Some sort of retreat or scaling down of the
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revolution, worse still, outright bourgeois counter-revolution are not impossible.
In fact forces openly calling for such a retreat have already emerged: for them
the revolution has apparently gone too far. They demand the re-institution of
absolute private property and the return of land as an object of market
speculation — in other words, the denationalisation of land. Some of these forces,
yesterday's red-hot socialists with Land to the Tiller boldly inscribed on their
banners, have made such a volte face that they have turned out to be the scourge
of the poor peasantry. Though such forces are currently politically feeble, we
know too well that these ideas that are actively being canvassed have receptive
ears in the state bureaucracy and in society at large, and even among a section of
the peasantry.
In conceptual-comparative terms Ethiopia has undergone a transformation from
'1789' to '1793' — i.e.: from an ordinary to an 'extraordinary' bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. Revolutionary Marxists, while fighting for political
democracy and socialism should defend the revolution against the Right, against
some of the opposition forces with their dubious claims to the banner of
'Marxism-Leninism' and the 'socialist' claims of the regime. Any attempt to scale
the republic down to '1789' is counter-revolution. One does not retreat, one
advances.*
The Dergue: Regime and State
The absolutist state came of age in the post-1960 period with the consolidation of
its structures — coercive and civic-administrative. And this introduced an
unprecedented proximity between state and society — a far cry from a period as
late as the early '50s. The state acquired a discernible economic policy: attraction
of foreign capital, the development of physical infrastructure, promotion of
capitalist agriculture in the context of persistently deferred land reform. State
intervention and its dynamic in the dissolution-and-preservation of pre-capitalist
social relations belong to this period in the historical trajectory of Ethiopian
absolutism. This state became the site of a composite of social forces — royalty,
the landed aristocracy and the subaltern bourgeoisie — a whole composite of
'servants of state'. Even though its relationship to society was not that tenuous
before it expired in revolution, nowhere and at no time did absolutism manage to,
as it were, 'gobble up' society. In brief, it remained a typical absolutist state
increasingly caught up in transition to capitalism. Therefore, the coming of age of
the absolutist state itself was one of the fundamental causes of the revolution —
and the object and agency of the latter's transformation. Having decisively
settled accounts with the short-lived but politically stupid overtures of the
*Halliday and Molyneux have suggested a fecund but disjointed perspective on two
'revolutionary times'. These 'times' have a sense of unitary dynamic. For Marx and Engels
the course of the Great French Revolution was not merely empirical it was also conceptual:
they themselves, as the most radical 'forty-eighters', were fighting for a certain version of
'1793' — the Social Republic (still bourgeois). In the Russian revolutionary movement the
predominant conception of revolution — commonly shared by Mensheviks and many
Bolsheviks — was '1789' — and ordinary bourgeois revolution. Lenin offered as early as
1905 the 'extraordinary' 1793, see his 'Two Tactics of Social-Democracy in the Democratic
Revolution'. When the political conjuncture convinced Lenin that even '1793' was itself fast
becoming depasse, he threw his bombshell 'The April Theses' — the document that pitted
him against his fellow Bolsheviks who never digested the subtle implications of 'Two
Tactics' and others.
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monarchists, and its flirtation with the idea of a bourgeois-monarchy,
republicanism is now firmly entrenched. The overthrow of the 'Solomonid'
monarchy is irreversible.
The structures of the republican state have been reorganised and ramified by the
emergence of a set of institutions and, above ail, centralised. Effective power
resides in the firm grips of the military — a populist military dictatorship. The
republican state is based on the nationalisation of all land and enterprises. It was
the advanced degree of the decomposition of pre-capitalist relations and the
absence of a developed bourgeoisie and, finally, the ease with which absolutism
collapsed in the face of the first, protracted popular upheaval in the the country's
history which abbreviated the constitutionalist 'phase' to a mere couple of
months, that were to underlie the remarkable radicalisation of the Ethiopian
Revolution, and account for the very history of the present regime.
The specificity of the the structural causes of the revolution still find their
expression in some of the voluntarist, erratic and at times preposterous policies
of the regime: to consume 'reactionary' books to a bonfire; attempts to launch
anti-religion campaigns, attempts to nationalise bars, brothels, inns . . . its overambitious attempt to statify every sector of economic activity. For this, whose
very political wisdom is throughly questionable, it does not possess the necessary
state structure nor qualified personnel with the necessary political integrity. No
wonder, despite all the fuss about rooting out corruption and nepotism, they are
rife in housing (not to mention other areas), both in renovation and construction.
Such corruption, embezzlement and malfeasance have become so widespread and
glaring that the bureaucratic cadres, in search of political credibility for their
'working class party', have declared 'war' on these 'aberrations'. There is no
concerted attempt to solve the acute housing shortage and conditions that still
afflict the urban poor — the widespread slum dwellings. Furthermore, migration
to the towns still continues, and unemployment is quite high — and rising. A
regime which cannot efficiently manage the enterprises and plantations it has
already nationalised would find it a nightmare to run bars, inns, etc. It has not yet
dawned on the regime and its ideologues that the state currently in their hands is
such a blunted and awkward machine and that, accordingly, its capacity to
'gobble up civil society' is very finite indeed. The pursuit of such erratic and
voluntarist objectives can only be mediated by coercion. Whatever its role in the
past decade might have been the continued existence of the 'state of exception',
where accountability and constitutionality are manifestly absent, is a drag on
society and a burden on the revolution. The awaj regime, as it is called, is
currently engaged in a feverish and determined effort to crown the tenth
anniversary of the revolution by the proclamation of its greatest awaj (decree) —
the establishment of the one-party state system.
At this point we come to the discussion of transition, for Halliday and Molyneux
employ three notions of transition: (1) in the sense of the historical transition to
capitalism to which the post-1960 state and society correspond, and on the basis
of which the revolution has been enacted, 'the first revolutionary time'; (2) as
applied to the current post-absolutist state and society, 'the post-revolutionary
order'; (3) the prospect of the Ethiopian Revolution's passage to post-capitalist
transition — 'state of socialist orientation'. These are very vital issues and the
authors' analyses are essentially valid, though some of these are debatable in
their concrete, detailed formulations.
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Modern history in fact knows only two forms of transition: transition to
capitalism, and transition (post-capitalist) to socialism. This is inextricably tied to
the advent development and the ultimate fate of capitalism on a world-scale.
Post-absolutist Ethiopia currently finds itself in the first category. The authors'
discussion of the prospective course of the Ethiopian revolution is open-ended:
could go over to 'socialist-orientation', though they do not engage in any
adequate discussion of the material conditions for this. They also recognise that
the state could, on the basis of similar and telling experiences in the Third World,
turn out to be a promoter of capitalist transformation. Either way, there are,
they suggest, three factors that could determine the outcome: (1) the class
struggle, (2) the struggle within the state, and (3) the international situation. The
dynamic relationship between the domestic class struggle as 'condensed' in the
totality of state practices and the regional and international contexts determines
the outcome, the actual orientation of the revolution.
In fact, the present 'transitional' state cannot be adequately discussed apart from
its objective roots — the post-1960 Ethiopian transitional social formation. It is on
this basis that one can seriously argue that the revolution has been pushed to its
'limits'. Thus it is not difficult to imagine a capitalist state, based on
nationalisation, and, as we have seen above, a truly transitional rural economy.
The greatest import of the revolution, in this context, is that it has cleared the
ground for the unhindered development of manufacturing economy. It has
drastically altered social class relations, in the words of Desalegn Rahmato, it has
removed the 'institutional obstacles to rural production' and hence created a
huge potential internal market. This is the most basic fact about the revolution in
Ethiopia: all the other outstanding problems of the revolution have to be
examined with this fact in mind. Indeed the internal market is more than
potential. It is marked by the growth of petty commodity production, agricultural
and artisanal, in rural Ethiopia; manufacturing in urban areas under the aegis of
the state. But the state is not running the nationalised enterprises on socialist
lines, and, given explicit state support there is nothing in the co-operatives as
such that could hinder them from being agents of capitalist tranformation. The
outcome is currently made uncertain by some of the erratic and voluntarist
policies of the regime. In fact the state does accept capitalist investment —
foreign and domestic. But for the moment there is concentration on state
capitalism. The absence of a developed bourgeoisie, and the unprecedented
possibility of taxing a peasantry that is structurally at the disposal of the state
would encourage it to go alone until such time that forces within state capitalism
and/or flourishing petty commodity production, or a serious strain within the
economy at large, or, for that matter, acute political crisis, could alter the
situation in favour of private capitalism. Briefly, then, unless one were to argue
that the current Ethiopian state represents a transitional state sui generis, it still
belongs to the first category of transitional states. If absolutism was its sociohistorical basis the current state is its 'product' — mediated, of course, by one of
the most astounding revolutions of our era. The above assessment does not blur,
in fact, highlights, the difference between '1789' and '1793'
Given the scale of the Ethiopian revolution, comparative analysis — historical
and contemporary — could throw a lot of light on its character and course.
Halliday and Molyneux make only a passing reference to the first 'revolutionary
time' — the Age of Revolution in Europe. Their main objective is, however, the
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second 'revolutionary time' — the post-colonial revolutions. The latter is
important for the authors in a double sense: (a) as an advanced aspect of postcolonial revolutions' and, (b) the specific dynamics of which pose a new possibility
for transition to socialism. The strategy for socialist revolution and the prospects
of transition to socialism are burning issues that have yet to be debated by
revolutionary Marxists in the Horn of Africa.
International Context
The boulversement in regional and international relations in the course of the
revolution is now common knowledge, and has been the subject of much sterile
and insipid controversy. For a brief moment in the late '70s the Horn of Africa
was transformed into one of the flash-points of international crisis. The 'Evil
Empire of the Soviet Union' unlike the 'Free World' and its tamed Marxisants,
still welcomes revolutions in the Third World. American foreign policy in the
Horn of Africa is a text book case in the incapacity of that power to co-exist with
and its overt hostility against revolutions in the Third World. As it radicalised the
Dergue developed an impressive network of relations not only with postrevolutionary regimes but also with communist parties the world over.
Undoubtedly, the focus of the controversy over the international alignment of the
Ethiopian revolution concerns the role of the Soviet Union and Cuba.
Soviet policy in the Horn is not ineluctable, and could be rationally explained in
the context of the contradictory historical record of that state since its inception.
In its first years the Soviet state only had the political-moral authority of its
revolution. Since then, however, it has grown to the status of a Great Power, and
its policies are no longer guided solely by ideological considerations but also by
raison d'etat: stifling democratisation within its own borders, and through its
arrogant and repeated interventions in its 'satellites' yet supporting liberation
movements; allying itself with 'progressive' military putschists — out of
ideological considerations but, perhaps predominantly, as part of its constant
struggle against the capitalist great powers in the global state-system. In the
case of the Ethiopian Revolution, while both aspects are at work, not to recognise
the predominantly ideological basis of its support of the Dergue is to utterly misunderstand the nature of the Soviet state. However, there are serious problems
that a considerable Soviet influence (a very bad model, if model it ever were) in
Ethiopia poses — for state and society. We already know the extent of the stifling
influence of Soviet Marxism.
Cuba's role in the Horn, though considerable, is considered that of a 'pawn', a
'surrogate' doing the 'dirty job of the Soviets'. That small, militant island nation,
for all its alliance with the Soviet state, represents its own revolutionary
tradition, and its first generation revolutionary leadership naturally feel strong
affinity with militant liberation movements and a regime like the Dergue. What
the arrival and intervention of the Cuban soldiers starkly demonstrated, besides
the genuine solidarity of the Cuban state with the revolution in Ethiopia, was,
however, what Halliday and Molyneux have aptly described as the 'throttled
"socialist" solutions' of the Dergue on the nationality question, and, its, then
unlike now, 'frail fist'.
In short: the Soviets and the Cubans were quick to recognise the actuality of
revolution in Ethiopia. They never intended, it was not in their best interests —
political, ideological, strategic, etc. — to leave Mogadishu 'in the lurch'. The
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initiative rested with the Mogadishu regime: so myopic that it misread a classical
revolutionary crisis for the 'break-up' of the multinational state and went to war
to 're-claim' a plot-of-sand, and in the process it sacrificed its earlier significant
developmentalist achievements, pushed the region into a quagmire of colossal
human tragedy. As to the Soviets and the Cubans: they did not fight the
aspirations of the Somali and other nationalities but defended a revolution
threatened by irredentism.
Irredentism and involuted regionalism (Eritrea) and the activities of the
putschist-blanquist Meisone gave the regime more than the 'little war' it needed
to strengthen its authoritarianism. The Dergue's current constitution and its
arrogant posture have their origins in the events of 1977-78.
The Nationalities Question
This question is the constant headache of the regime, perhaps its Achilles' heel. A
lasting solution of the question is indeed beyond it. However, the claim that the
regime is sustaining Haile Selassie's policy on the question is simply not true. The
multinationality of the country is recognised, literacy campaigns are conducted in
indigenous languages . . . policies completely alien to the defunct government of
Haile Selassie. The regime does have a nationality policy, but this does not
represent, constitute, a lasting solution.
The only 'formidable' nationalist-regionalist movement until 1974 confronting
the imperial state was that of Eritrea, though there was of course, Somali
irredentism and, the then not so formidable Western Somali Liberation Front
(WSLF). Even in the case of Eritrea the mass character of the movement is
posterior to 1974. Since then Ethiopia has witnessed a general flowering of
nationalist movements. This should not come as any surprise. It was the
historically inevitable outcome of the revolutionary process that brought down
the absolutist state. The revolution clearly marked 'the spring time of
nationalism'. The cause of the oppressed nationalities is legitimate and, in the
most profound sense, democratic. It is the disastrous policy of the regime that
has forced the nationalists into armed dissidence. This said, it must also be stated
that separatism — the demand for political independence and irredentism — is
detrimental to the cause of the dominated-classes-as-people in the Horn of Africa,
and, therefore, the right to secession has to be publicly, voluntarily renounced by
the nationalist and regionalist movements. The latter, to be of any positive
significance towards their respective constituencies, have to direct their struggle
towards the demand for generalised regional autonomy. This will open up a
significant political perspective for the Ethiopian Revolution.
The nationalities question in Ethiopia has far-reaching implications. First, the
distribution of the nationalities — the dominated nationalities constitute a
majority of the population. This poses a general and universal problem. There is,
of course, the question of justice — whether majority or minority. Given the
phenomenal resurgence of nationalist movements and aspirations and armed
organisations to back these up, multinational Ethiopia would remain
ungovernable until a lasting solution is found. As Halliday and Molyneux
poignantly put it all the regime has so far offered are 'throttled "socialist"
solutions and a mailed fist'. This simply aggravates the problem, and where the
continued armed conflict could lead is anybody's guess. Second, a lasting solution
to the nationalities question would have a profound impact on the degree of
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democratisation of state and society in republican Ethiopia. This intractable
problem, unlike others, cannot be militarily decreed. It demands more than the
formal recognition of the fraternity and equality of nationalities and token
concessions on languages. It must be structurally inscribed in a democratic state
system. This, by definition, negates the very essence of the Dergue.
The Present Situation
The most fundamental problem facing the Ethiopian Revolution today is the
absence of political democracy. The prolonged existence of the awaj state, a
regime born out of the revolution process, governing by decrees, renders
impossible any search for the appropriate state system for revolutionary
Ethiopia and any lasting solution of the nationality question.
What the dynamic course of the revolution has, in essence, and at best, created in
the leading members of the regime is a sort of populist-socialist discourse. For
explainable reasons they do not find the current diffusion of 'Marxism-Leninism'
incompatible with that discourse. In fact it serves to reinforce and legitimate
their dominance. The regime has now created, under its direct auspices, a whole
coterie of mass organisations — the All-Ethiopian Peasant Association, the AllEthiopian Trade Union, women's and youth organisations, certain structures of
local government, etc. These are not, pace those who would like to write them off,
hollow, lifeless, or dummy. The real paper tiger 'mass organisations' exist
elsewhere. The revolution has genuinely awakened millions into unprecedented
social and political life. This further illustrates an important point: the regime
with all its authoritarianism, in an effort to consolidate itself in both state and
society, has allowed the emergence of these mass organisations. Though these
have emerged under the auspices of the regime, though their respective
leaderships are currently fervently pro-Dergue, there was also genuine
willingness on the part of the masses to be organised. How these, as yet
immature organisations evolve and develop sufficient autonomy of their own is
yet to be seen. They have the makings of a new post-absolutist republican civil
society. The regime does not, at this stage, see any immediate political threat
from their side. Furthermore, the regime is currently engaged in the creation of a
'working class party'. It has to control and manage these mass organisations
through a centralised, enlarged, combined state-party apparatus. At present
there is a feverish and serious endeavour to crown the tenth anniversary of the
revolution with the proclamation of 'a peoople's democracy' and the transfer of
power to the 'working class party'. The cadres, the ideology, the organisational
structures and the international relations — inter-state and inter-party — are all
in place.
The Ethiopian Left
Despite the brevity of its history, the Ethiopian Left has played an enormous role
in the political life of the country. Within a span of less than 14 years a student
movement emerged, and out of this further emerged the Ethiopian Left proper.
The political and theoretical development of this Left — for all its severe
shortcomings — cannot but arouse the deepest of sympathy. It developed on its
own. None of the present left organisations, and the cadres of the one-party state
in the making, can trace their ideological and organisational pedigree outside the
history of the student movement. This says a lot about the strength of the student
movement and the weaknesses that still flaw the Left in opposition. The present
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writer, for one, honestly feigns ignorance of any parallel history that remotely
approaches the history of the Ethiopian Left: where a classical revolution
erupted which gave the decisive impetus for the precocious, forceful, ruptured
genesis of Left organisations directly out of the different 'tendencies' within the
student movement. This particular and idiosyncratic history was in large
measure to determine the political conduct of the Left in the revolutionary
process. Anyone who fails to appreciate this fact cannot understand the
embattled and chequered history of the Left during the last decade. This is not
merely one monumental tragedy; it has achieved a great deal and still has a great
potential. To reiterate: the present regime itself is to a great extent the
disavowed child of the Left.
If a mature, reconstituted Marxist Left in opposition is to emerge what we have
gone through in the last decade must be openly, soberly and dispassionately
discussed. This is an indispensable and inescapable task. The Ethiopian Left now
has what it never had — a history. And, what a history! It is from such a
discussion that the task ahead could be clearly delineated. However, no formal,
wishy-washy and half-hearted 'criticism and self-criticism' will do. We find
ourselves at a critical conjuncture: a revolution apparently pushed to the limits of
its historic transition, almost to the brink of an anti-bourgeois one, dominated by
a profoundly authoritarian regime, with a real Vendee, a potential reactionary
force, though currently weak and composed of very strange bedfellows, still
active and perhaps gathering force. The emergence of the One-Party-State is a
great threat to this Left as a political force, it could still be marginalised for its
domestic social base is inconsequential and its activity is dependent on the as-yetunresolved major conflict between the nationalist-regional movements and the
state.
The formal proclamation of the One-Party-State will mark a significant date in
the republican calendar. The Dergue, of course, have dominance at all levels — in
the precursor of the Party (COPWE) and in the new state bureaucracy. With this,
Ethiopia will pass from the awaj regime to a formally structured state system.
The central and immediate task of revolutionary socialists is, therefore, to evolve
the appropriate modality of struggle for the institution of political democracy.
Bibliographic Note
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STOP PRESS: EPRP Still Lives!
As we were going to press we received a letter from the Ethiopian People's
Revolutionary Party, one of the two strands of the Left (see Hiwet article),
taking issue with a Briefing on Tigray in ROAPE 27/28 which they claim 'carried
so much blatantly false assertions about the E P R P ' . Time and space only allow us
to mention a few of their 'clarifications' but we felt that this Issue on the Horn
was the place to try and squeeze in some extracts from their letter:
Bennett asserts that the EPRP 'had called for a multi-national, pan-Ethiopian struggle,
charging that the national question was a 'bourgeois distraction' secondary to the class
struggle. Questions concerning the self-determination of nations should, they claimed, be
postponed until the realisation of socialism in Ethiopia' (p.97). If Bennett had the good
sense to qualify this assertion by saying that the TPLF alleges this to be the position of the
EPRP, then we would have understood. The EPRP position on the national question in
Ethiopia has been publicly stated since 1975. The gist of this position is: Ethiopia is an
Empire State in which national oppression is a reality; struggles for national selfdetermination are not only just but are inevitable; the national question is one of the
burning questions of the Ethiopean Revolution; oppressed nations and nationalities have
the full right to self-determination up to and including secession; EPRP supports the
struggle of oppressed nationalities for their right to self-determination and vigorously
opposes the repression unleashed against them by the junta; EPRP calls on all the
oppressed of all nationalities to co-ordinate and unite their struggle against the common
enemy...
Bennett writes that the EPRP has merged with the EDU (Ethiopian Democratic Union) in
August 1981 to form the DFLE. The EPRP has not merged with the EDU. EPRP and
EDU have formed a united front on the basis of a minimum programme of struggling
against the fascist junta and Russian imperialism. The DFLE was formed not in August
1981 but November 1981. Bennett tries to suggest some reactionary basis for the front or
merger as he calls it. Ironically, to borrow his word, numerous were those who attacked the
EPRP for not forming a united front of all patriotic forces . . .
They go on to reject assertions that they were against rural armed struggle and
they they have misappropriated relief aid and finally that they are 'dead' or
merely an emigre group, offering to arrange a visit to areas of Ethiopia that they
hold — and enclosing documents and photographs to support their claims (anyone
wanting information is encouraged to write to EPRP, P.O. Box 2664, Khartoum,
Sudan). Finally they add that 'we believe ROAPE makes a positive contribution
to the struggle in the Horn and (should) help (as far as it can) the organisations in
the area to overcome their differences through constructive dialogue'...
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Nationalism, Peasant Politics & the
Emergence of a Vanguard Front in
Eritrea
Jordan Gebre-Medhin
The concern of this article is with explaining the difference between the two
Eritrean liberation movements. It argues against Pool's thesis in ROAPE 19
that the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) was rooted in the pastoral lowland
people and the Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF) was able to transcend
its practices as it drew on a 'higher' agricultural mode of production in the
highlands. Instead it is argued that the composition of both movements was
not dissimilar, but that the original ELF gained from the popular movement of
serf rebellion in the pastoral areas, but then split as it was only the breakaway
EPLF that could, through its political and ideological stance, successfully
tackle the problem of agrarian reform in the agricultural areas.

In 1975 ROAPE initiated what might be called a revolution in Ethiopian studies
by the publication of Ethiopia: From Autocracy to Revolution. In this short but
remarkable book Addis Hiwet demystified the 'ancient Ethiopia' thesis and
argued that the same historical forces that gave birth to Tanganyika, Gold Coast
and Eritrea also created the Ethiopian empire state. Since then various scholars
have tried to show that the crisis of the present Ethiopian military state is
primarily rooted in the very way the centralisation of the Ethiopian empire was
achieved and sustained. Since the federation of Eritrea with Ethiopia in 1952,
and even more so since its annexation by Ethiopia in 1961, Eritrea has proved to
be the weakest link in the building of this empire. At present, two thirds of the
300,000-man Ethiopian army is stationed in Eritrea in an attempt to crush the
23-year-old armed independence struggle.
Since 1975 ROAPE has published reports, documents and articles directly
dealing with the Eritrean revolution. In an important article in ROAPE No.19
dedicated to tracing the root causes of the emergence of the EPLF, David Pool
went beyond the traditional explanation for the split of ELF and EPLF and tried
to identify the 'material conditions that gave birth to the EPLF'. He argued that
from its birth the ELF did not guide or shape the armed struggle. On the
contrary, it was moulded by the politics of pastoral nomadism, ELF's original
base. Gradually, the ELF tried to expand into the highland Kebessa area where,
unlike the lowlands, the dominant production relations were based on settled
agriculture. Here Italian capital had penetrated deeply, creating a transitional
mode that further distinguished the Kebessa from the lowland political economy.
Already saturated by pastoralist politics and nomadic military strategy, the ELF
contact with the highlands exacerbated the existing contradictions between the
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lowland and the Kebessa social formations. Between 1967 and 1970 this
antagonism inevitably became primary, Pool argues, leading to armed clashes
which were finally resolved through the creation of the EPLF in 1970.
The Eritrean Information (1981: Nos.9, 10) republished Pool's article with the
following editorial note. It asked first: 'How is it that the ELF and EPLF both
based on nomadic societies, adopted different lines?' Secondly: 'How does one
explain that the original leaders of the Fronts had an identical class base and
social character and yet finally ended up having different class orientations and
revolutionary practices?' To answer these questions, we have to examine the
social and economic basis of modern national politics in the Eritrean social
formations.
The Origins of Nationalistic Politics
Modern national politics began in Eritrea with the defeat of Italy in 1941. Under
the British (1941-52) the hope of solving the Eritrean question by democratic
means was the impetus for the emergence of various indigeneous parties. Party
politics of the bourgeois parliamentary type dominated the political arena,
especially in the urban areas.
The UN-imposed federation of Eritrea with Ethiopia (1952-62) destroyed this
experiment in liberal party politics. Some opposition leaders who fought for the
independence of the country were exiled. Others went underground and created
a clandestine organisation called Mahber Shewate (Union of Seven). This
organisation attracted a number of petty bourgeois intellectuals, merchants,
student leaders as well as workers and leaders of trade unions. The social base of
this underground political formation was petty bourgeois from both the urban
areas of Eritrea and Ethiopia, particularly Addis Ababa, where a large number
of Eritreans were located.
During the same period, in the rural areas of Eritrea, sporadic, extremely
localised peasant revolts, organised in bands, became endemic. In the 1950s some
of these social bandits were popular in the minds of Eritreans and became a
symbol of resistance against the Ethiopian monarchy. One such leader was Idris
Awate whose base of armed resistance was located in the lowlands.
The option of armed resistance to achieve independence was of course openly
entertained as far back as 1949. It was clear for some Eritrean leaders that the
UN-based strategy to achieve self-determination was not working. Again after
the creation of Mahber Shewate, the idea of preparing for armed struggle was
entertained frequently in closed meetings. In 1960 exiled Eritrean leaders in
some Arab countries created the Eritrean Liberation Front, while Idris Awate
initiated guerrilla action.
During the early 1960s the Ethiopian government discovered the Mahber
Shewate. Some of the members of the organisation were arrested, some went into
exile, and a few joined the armed struggle of the ELF in the lowlands. Among
these were student leaders, workers from now defunct Eritrean trade unions,
intellectuals, etc. By 1966 a number of Eritrean students studying at the
University in Addis Ababa were leaving their studies to join the Front. As a
result, the social composition of the fighting force at the leadership level began to
change dramatically. The 'social bandit' type of armed resistance was dominant
in the lowlands up to 1963; the ELF leaders were far removed from the field and
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running a resistance movement from foreign capitals, which was proving
difficult. In their attempt to undermine the new recruits who joined the Front,
the ELF leadership resorted to tribalism, regionalism and religion to safeguard
their interests and further isolate the intelligentsia in the field. From the ensuing
sectarian conflict a democratic opposition developed, but this in turn split. One
group believed that the ELF could be transformed from within. Others decided
that the creation of a new Front, with a revolutionary orientation was a precondition for the success of the Eritrean revolution. Thus in 1970 the EPLF came
into existence. The rest is history.
From the above summary, we can distinguish two qualitative phases in Eritrean
national politics. The first phase begins in 1941 as parliamentary politics
developed into the clandestine political opposition in the 1950s and ends with the
beginning of armed struggle in 1961. The second phase begins in 1970 with the
formation of the EPLF and matures in 1977 with the announcement by the Front
of the National Democratic Programme (NDR).
The eclipse of the ELF is rooted in its political history. From its formation it was
unable to develop beyond.the petty bourgeois politics which characterised
pre-1961 Eritrean history. The ELF was, politically speaking, a direct result and
continuation of Eritrean national politics of the 1940s and 1950s. There is a
mistaken belief in some circles, and Pool is aware of this, that the armed struggle
that began in 1961 heralded a qualitative political break in the struggle for
independence. If politics has class content and armed struggle is a continuation of
politics by other means, it follows then that the defining quality of politics is not
armed struggle. Rather, armed struggle must be judged from the political
content of its class positions.
The formation of the EPLF was, however, a clear break, a revolutionary rupture
from the class politics of the Eritrean petty bourgeoisie. To borrow Cabral's
concept, those who split from the ELF to form EPLF 'committed class suicide' to
form an organisation with a working class orientation, and the Front further
solidified the worker-peasant alliance. We must remember, in the first place, the
democratic opposition within ELF came from both lowlands and highlands. The
core elements which ensured the eventual success of the EPLF came from the
various regions of the country. The practice that distinguished ELF and EPLF
could be best understood if we take as a point of departure the historical limits
and possibilities created by the articulated mode of capitalist colonialism in the
lowlands.
Firm and conscious opposition to Ethiopia and to feudalism was much more
articulated in the pastoral lowlands than the agricultural highlands in the 1940s.
Italian colonialism had generated serf/nobility conflict, creating the possibility for
the self-emancipation of the serfs. Hence, from the start, the lowlands remained
a potential base for an armed opposition against Ethiopian rule. Subsequently,
after the demise of urban politics, some Eritrean intellectuals and workers
eventually went to this base area to pursue the struggle.
Despite this impetus of serf-emanicipation, left to their own devices, 'peasantbased revolutions' are always historically limited — backward looking, localised,
fragmented and short-sighted. The ELF leadership exploited these constraints,
while the democratic opposition within the ELF wanted to take what the serfs
had achieved in the 1940s one step further.
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The battle for the souls of the emancipated serfs became an ideological, political
and organisational problem within the Front. The material base for this was the
transitional mode of relations of production generated by Italian capital. Pool
minimises this point. We must therefore return to this historical transformation
to better appreciate the objective reasons for the birth of the EPLF in the
lowlands.
Social Transformation in the Colonial Period: the Emancipation of the
Pastoral Serfs
The social organisation of labour in the lowlands in the pre-colonial period was
primarily centred around the production and reproduction of herds. In those days
there existed a strict, culturally sanctioned division of labour. The aristocrat
provided safety and security to his serfs, while they produced surplus necessary
for the upkeep of the nobility. Though the feudal dues payable to the aristocracy
by the serfs were not uniform and differed from tribe to tribe, in all cases the
source of accumulation remained firmly in the hands of the serfs. The serf had
free rights to grazing land and owned his herd privately. With the introduction of
veterinary science during European rule this master/serf relationship regarding
property rights began to prove costly to the aristocratic class.
With the coming of Italian colonialism the role once played by the nobility as
protector and guarantor of the safety of the serfs was increasingly taken on by
the Italian administration. As early as 1900 it was not uncommon to see serfs
approaching the Italian administrators for protection from the harsh and cruel
treatment of the nobility. During the governorship of Gasperini some serf leaders
boldly approached the colonial state to further limit the power of the aristocracy.
When the state refused to rule on their behalf, the subjects took the matter into
their own hands and refused to pay the chiefs their traditional dues.
The confrontation between the masters and serfs continued for the first three
decades of the 20th century. The transitional mode created by capitalist
colonialism had further weakened the powers of the aristocratic clan. In the
1930s the Italian government attempted to resolve this contradiction converting
the office of the chief into a salaried colonial position. But by 1941 the Italians had
been defeated and the British who replaced them discontinued this practice. Once
again the traditional contradiction between the chiefs and the serfs was to
surface in the early 1940s. This will be further discussed below. First we want to
stress Italy's contribution to the increased production of livestock and the way
this further undermined the traditional class structure.
The introduction of veterinary science by the Italians revolutionised the livestock
production cycles in Eritrea. By 1904 the rinderpest, the main killer of cattle in
the land, was brought under control. In 1905 the number of cattle, goats, sheep
and camels in Eritrea was 1,075,000. By 1944 the total had become 3,322,000.
During this period the export of livestock related commodities increased. As a
result the class relations in the lowland livestock-based economy was
transformed. Pool sees this transformation as strengthening the traditional
rulers who 'moved into cattle trade'. On the other hand Nadel, writing in the
1940s from within Eritrea, held the opposite view. Since dues and services
exacted from the serf were fixed and not proportional, the serfs potential to
accumulate wealth was not restricted by tradition. On the other hand, the casteproud nobility 'made less use of these new opportunities than the serfs (hence)
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the tribal noble was less prepared to develop his property and wealth'. Our own
research on this subject leads us to conclude Nadel was more on target.
By 1941, the political and economic power of the nobility had been undermined. It
is a less well-known fact that during the decade of the '40s the aristocrats from
the lowlands were having to appeal to, and join hands with, the Ethiopian crown
in the hope of regaining their lost privileges. Pool seems to underestimate the
profound socio-economic change that took place due to capitalist colonialism. To
make matters worse, sporadic conflict spread in the pastoral nomadic areas from
1942 to 1946. During this period a legendary Beni-Amer leader emerged. Ali
Mohammed idris, nicknamed Ali Muntaz or Ali the Corporal, was a former serf
and an ex-soldier from the Italian army. The influence of Ali Muntaz became
widespread, his followers multiplied and had a steady flow of arms and
ammunition. Encouraged by Ali Muntaz's exploits, rebellion flourished in the
lowlands as far south as the borders of Ethiopia and north to the Sahel and
Massawa provinces.
Peasant discontent and insubordination engulfed the western areas. Along the
northern coast the Tigre serfs of Ad Taklais initiated an uprising in 1942 that was
to influence serfs throughout the Tigre-speaking population. The Ad Taklais
serfs challenged the traditional system by refusing to pay dues to the nobility. By
1946, the British administration 'found itself faced with a situation where ninetenths of the Tigre population were in resistance to the remaining aristocratic
tenth,' (according to the book by one of their administrators, Trevaskis). Noting
that the serfs were united behind this cause, the British suggested a compromise
solution. They ruled that the nobility 'should retain their political authority, but
might not enjoy dues and services from the serfs unless these were voluntarily
conceded'. It must be noted that unlike the Italian solution of 1935, the British
did not convert the traditional feudal positions into recognised and salaried
political offices. In the final analysis this solution was not a compromise but an
outright surrender, since to deprive the nobility 'of their right to dues was to
strike at the foundation of aristrocratic and chiefly authority' according to
Trevaskis.
Indeed, in the lowlands the great serf revolts of the 1940s brought to an end serfsubordination and serf-obligations to the chiefs. This was a fundamental
revolutionary experience in 'a country where society has always been divided
against itself by feuds and conflicting interests, there now emerged a real union
embracing all the Tigre serfs. Seeing this, the Baria of the Gush-Setit, who
resented paying dues to their chiefs, and the Samha clans, who feared domination
by Na-ib of Massawa, soon hastened to ally themselves with the Tigre serfs'
Trevaskis tells us.
After 60 years of basic change that had taken place in Eritrea, the conditions for
the emancipation of the peasantry were generated. To say the same thing
differently: as a result of capitalist colonialism the affairs of the nation were no
longer under the direct control of the traditional rulers. The material base of precolonial production relations had changed. In little more than six decades the old
reality of master/serf, aristocracy/peasant subordination that had existed for
centuries came to an historical halt. This does not mean that the interest of the
ruling classes and their ideas disappeared once and for all. Under the guise of
nationalism — first independence and then social change — a shrewd attempt to
consolidate class privileges was undertaken in the 1960s.
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The position of this paper is that the objective historical process began in the
country by capitalist colonialism was irreversible, despite the ELF's failure to
promote socio-economic progress, and the conservation of the anachronistic
feudal system as the basis for the organisation of the armed struggle. This,
however, is a secondary issue. Priority must be given to the following historical
question: which Front advanced the peasant interest beyond the possibilities
created for the class by capitalist colonialism? We must return to the rural poor of
the highland region to see the profound differences in the political orientation,
organisation principles of the ELF and the EPLF regarding the handling of the
peasant question.
The EPLF's Approach to Land Reform
The EPLF and ELF differ in their relations with the peasantry and hence have
distinct views on nation-building and revolution. According to the ELF, military
victory over Ethiopia is given priority over all other considerations. In contrast,
the EPLF holds that victory is certain only if the majority of the Eritrean people,
i.e.: the peasantry, has a single purpose of mind and a direction which it is
conscious of. The peasant question — the issue of mobilising, politicising and
organising a new national and democratic solidarity of the Eritrean masses — is
only a secondary issue according to the ELF, and the issues of land and reform
are only vaguely discussed and largely ignored in practice. In some cases the
ELF has gone as far as reversing the nationalisation effort undertaken by the
military Ethiopian rulers in relation to some big landowners and capitalists. In
the areas liberated from Ethiopia and held by the ELF, 'property nationalised by
the Ethiopian regime has been returned to its former owners' (Heiden 1978:17).
Since little effort has been made by the ELF to mobilise and politicise the peasant
population, let alone the most oppressed strata of the masses, the strategy of
relying on the people to defeat the enemy and build a new and modern Eritrea is
impossible. Postponing the social revolution until after independence, the ELF
had chosen to rely on external support. The ELF, which began the armed
struggle in September 1961, now finds itself in disarray, immobilised and
fragmented into several different factions.
The success of the EPLF, in contrast, is due primarily to its position on the
peasant question. A class analysis of the rural areas was carried out by the EPLF
to distinguish the needs and interests of the rural population. According to the
EPLF, 'the Eritrean peasantry is the backbone and main force of our national
democratic revolution' (EPLF 1978;23). Since the EPLF 'gets little aid from
foreign organisations or governments', the burden of shouldering the war for
Eritrean independence is totally based on the Eritrean people. Of all the Eritrean
people, the peasantry has the main burden of the struggle. The Eritrean People's
Liberation Army is almost totally composed of the middle and poor peasants. The
organised militias in the countryside also come from this same class. In addition
to this defence and military responsibility, 'the unarmed peasants have made a
great contribution by shouldering the task of . . . support of the front-line
fighters with food, water and other necessities'. No doubt, then, the burden of
Eritrean independence and the burden of building a new and modern Eritrea
depends primarily on the correct handling of the peasant question.
Although the role of the peasantry in the Eritrean struggle is clearly appreciated,
the EPLF sees the success of the revolution from the perspective of the national
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democratic revolution. The EPLF National Democratic Programme (NDP) of
1975 was based on the premise that:
The Eritrean revolution has to be based on the worker-peasant alliance. This is because
without the alliance of the peasantry, the proletariat cannot be victorious over its enemies
and without the leadership of the proletariat, the peasantry cannot win its liberation.

The EPLF holds that in the era of imperialism where monopoly capitalism has
penetrated all corners of the world, the Eritrean revolution must go through two
stages, the national democratic revolution and the socialist revolution. In the
first, transitional stage, the alliance of all democratic forces, in particular the
worker-peasant alliance against feudalism, colonialism, and imperialism must be
forged. This is a pre-condition for the success of the second stage, namely the
socialist revolution. In the first stage the peasantry, 'which constitutes the
overwhelming majority of the Eritrean people and which leads a wretched life, is
the main force of the Eritrean revolution' (NDP). This transitional stage of the
new democratic revolution demands that guidance and leadership come from the
workers. The first stage is dialectically related to and the foundation for the
success of the socialist mode of production and socio-economic relations. Hence
the adoption of a national democratic programme based on the demise of twostage revolution. Part two of the Programme dealing with agriculture (Articles 3
& 9), directly concerns the peasantry:
Abolish feudal land relations and carry out an equitable distribution of land. Strive to
introduce co-operative farms by creating conditions of co-operation and mutual assistance
so as to develop a modern and advanced system of agriculture and animal husbandry
capable of increasing the income and improving the lot of the peasantry. Promote an
association that will organise, politicise and arm the peasants with a clear revolutionary
outlook so they can fully participate in the anti-colonial and anti-feudal struggle, defend the
gains of the revolution, free themselves from oppression and economic exploitation, and
manage their own affairs (EPLF 1977:24, 25).

To this end, therefore, the study of peasant social structure in light of the history
that preceded it was found to be essential. Major factors taken into consideration
included land, labour, means of production, producton relations and
superstructural relations. Each region, each section, each village was to be
studied independently and in relation to the overall Eritrean situation. No a
priori assumptions were made as to the revolutionary nature of a certain fraction
of the rural peasant population. The method of work concerning the
understanding of the peasant population was summed up by Sabhat Efraim,
Chairman of the Department of Mass Administration:
Our organisation makes thorough preparations before it initiates the struggle. We make
detailed investigation of the political, economic and social life of the village where the land
reform is to be carried out. We study the relations and contradictions between various
tribes and nationalities, the strength of the feudalists and other rectionaries, the influence
of religious fanaticism and other backward sentiments. We analyse the level of
organisation and consciousness of the masses. Our experience shows that it is not correct
to assume a priori that in every particular case the poor and middle peasants will take a
resolute stand in favour of land reform, even though the poor and middle peasants may
realise that the land reform is in effect their stand. If the land reform does not succeed or is
reversed, the poor and middle peasants fear that the feudalists will expropriate their land or
deprive them of the means of gaining supplementary income. For these reasons, the poor
and middle peasants might oppose the land reform to take a wavering stand.
To ensure the success of the land reform, we organise the poor, middle and rich peasants
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separately and carry out sustained propaganda and agitation so as to raise the
consciousness and develop the self-confidence of the oppressed peasants. In addition we
organise a core of the most conscious peasants who, convinced that there is no force that
can reverse the land reform, fearlessly face the feudalists in all mass meetings and lead the
peasants' struggle even under difficult conditions. We also organise a people's militia from
among the oppressed peasants to terrorise the feudalists and suppress them if necessary.
If in addition a People's Assembly dominated by the poor and middle peasants is
established, an extremely favourable situation is created for successful land reform (EPLF
1978: 26, 27).

Two cases can illustrate this method of work. Azen is situated in the province of
Hamasien, the most populous province of Eritrea, and one much influenced by
the dynamics of European colonialism. Easily accessible to the city of Asmara,
most of the peasantry in Azen have alternated between agricultural work and
wage employment outside their villages. According to the findings of EPLF, of
the 1,200 households in Azen 75 per cent were classified as poor peasants, 20 per
cent middle peasants and 5 per cent as rich peasants. The land around Azen is
exhausted; arable land is not plentiful, and the Ethiopian state owned substantial
amounts of the fertile land. Nevertheless, the community had land of its own and
land tenure was organised by the diesa system, which provided for redistribution
of land every seven years. This periodic distribution implied that all the villagers
who owned the hut they lived in were entitled to a portion of land. Traditionally,
land was graded into three classes: fertile, medium and poor. Each household
was supposed to have an equal fraction from each grade of land. Theoretically
this was the foundation of the land tenure system in Azen.
The EPLF discovered that land distribution in Azen had been postponed for 38
years, and that during this period the holdings of the landlords and rich peasants
had increased while the number of poor and middle peasants had also increased.
Rural class differentiation favouring those who had land, the labour and the
implements to exploit it, became acute throughout the period of Haile-Selassie's
rule. It was not uncommon to see peasants who had lived in the village for more
than 38 years — peasants with children, young married peasants — without a
portion of land. Throughout this period the peasants demanded the distribution
of land and took their cases to the village headman, the district governor, and to
the government. However, nothing was done, the interests of the peasantry
clashed with the interests of the Ethiopian state bureaucracy. This was the
situation in Azen when it was liberated by the EPLF.
The EPLF sent its armed propaganda unit to Azen in 1974. These teams were to
promote democratic political agitation, mobilise the peasant masses, and initiate
the necessary rural class struggle after a careful assessment of the economic
situation. To this end, class conscious peasants were recruited from among the
poor and middle peasants and organised in underground cells, in preparation for
building democratic mass organisations. The peasant association of the EPLF
which was to become the centre of rural power in Azen was built in this manner.
When the necessary mass work was done, an open democratic fight ensued. The
people of the village assembled and the question of village political power was
openly discussed. Now all the able-bodied villagers participated in this open
struggle. The assembly was no longer under the control of the ruling classes or
attended only by men. The assembly became an arena of mass class struggle with
each individual in the village, regardless of religion or sex, having full right to
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participate. This is how the mass organ of the EPLF summed up the village
situation in Azen:
The question of political power was raised at mass political meetings . . . In the course of
the discussions two diametrically opposed views were presented. The overwhelming
majority of the peasants spearheaded by the cell members voted for the popularly elected
village assembly. The feudal lords and a section of the rich peasants were for preserving
the status quo, but their view was totally unacceptable to the peasant masses and was
repudiated and condemned outright. Women who never participated in political meetings
and had no political rights before played a vigorous role in the historic event. It was a
turning point for Azen (AESNA 1977:5).

Once things had developed this far, with the poor, middle and rich peasants
proportionately represented in the village assembly, the question of land reform
became the issue for discussion. Exactly one month after the transfer of village
power to the People's Revolutionary Committee, the whole edifice of the
traditional land tenure system began to crumble. Land was divided among the
peasants. For the first time women were on an equal footing with men
concerning the distribution of land. But the gains of the peasants have to be
defended primarily by the peasants themselves. Towards this end, people's
militias were established in Azen. To increase production and yield, farm cooperatives were built.
The Medri-zen tenant revolt and confiscation of land provides quite a different
experience. It was not only the landlords and the rich peasants who were
confronted. In Medri-zen the landowners were also the moral and spiritual
leaders, namely the Coptic Church. Medri-zen is located close to the Debre-Sina
monastery which owned a significant portion of the village land. The village is
composed of 500 households. The villagers worked on church land as tenants and
gave one-third of their produce to the monastery. Disputes concerning land
ownership had a long history in the village, each side claiming ownership of the
land. In such cases the Ethiopian government intervened on behalf of the
monastery, since the interests of the church and the Ethiopian crown coincided.
After intense political and agitational work similar to that conducted in Azen,
under the guidance of the EPLF, the Medri-zen peasantry confiscated the land
and called it their own. This action touched off a chain of reaction. It polarised
class antagonisms throughout the surrounding area. The Medri-zen area was an
EPLF zone, but nearby the ELF had control. The Debre-Sina religious hierarchy
defended its interests. All the churches around Debre-Sena were mobilised. The
unholy and anti-religious nature of the EPLF was preached by the church. As
they were in a liberated zone, the church hierarchy could not call upon the
protection of the Ethiopian government and, hence, turned to the ELF for help.
Consistent with its policy of postponing social revolution until Eritrean
independence is won, the ELF supported the claims of the church and defended
the rural status quo. On the other hand a strong peasant alliance, which extended
beyond Medri-zen and even the EPLF-controlled area was being forged. A united
front action of the peasantry in both localities continued and land came under the
control of the peasantry. The church counterplot lost its momentum, particularly
since the unity of the church could not be maintained. The rank and file of the
clergy openly sided with the demands of the peasantry, and the ruling hierarchy
of the church was isolated. The magic of high culture crumbled and the hostility
of the tenants 'threatened to burn the monsteries' (AESNA 1977:4).
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Azen and Medri-zen are models of peasant power mobilised under EPLF
leadership. The correct handling of the land question implied the active
participation of the peasants with clear political direction. The EPLF, in
implementing the national democratic programme, gave the necessary guidance
to the peasantry but it can be said that the actual work of liberating the peasant
from the yoke of feudal idiocy, oppression and exploitation was done by the
peasants themselves. By the end of 1977 more than 90 per cent of the Eritrean
territory was under ELF and EPLF control. The EPLF-controlled areas of Azen
and Medri-zen became models of peasant emancipation. The task was difficult but
the goal of the EPLF is to create a modern, new and strong Eritrea, where
exploitation of man by man will be a thing of the past. Towards this end there was
a clear appreciation of the problem in accordance with the demands of the
national democratic revolution. In 1978 the Soviet-backed Ethiopian army
invaded Eritrea to rid the country of what the Dergue called the ELF and EPLF
'bandits'. The ELF fought the much superior and heavily mechanised Ethiopian
army bravely but unwisely. The ELF never recovered from this crushing defeat.
The EPLF on the other hand abandoned its liberated areas and retreated intact
to a base area in the lowlands. After withstanding six major Ethiopian offensives,
in 1984 the EPLF has now begun to expand its liberated areas.
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Somalia and the World Economy
David D. Laitin and Said S. Samatar
The performance of the 'socialist' period of Somali development after 1970, and
the present predicament of the different path since defeat in the Ogaadeen war
in 1978, are analysed against the background of the pre-colonial pastoral
economy and the colonial plantation system.

Somalia is on the periphery of the world economy. Its role in the world economy
has long been that of a supplier of primary products and an importer of
manufactures. Per capita gross national product in Somalia is about $150, which
is one-fortieth of the figure in the USA. The World Bank's Berg Report claims
that the Somali figure for GNP per capita has decreased since independence. In
this article, we shall describe developments in the Somali economy, and recent
attempts to bring about industrial growth.
Pastoralism and the Precolonial Economy
The economic backbone of Somalia is, of course, the camel. It is both the source of
life and the cause of losing it, and its husbandry is, from the Somali viewpoint, the
most honourable profession. Given that most of the Somali peninsula is a desert,
nomads must trek great distances between grasslands and water. Only the
camel, which needs to be watered once every 20-25 days, can commute distances
of such length.
The camel's generosity to Somalis is crucial to their survival. The she-camel's
milk is delicious, refreshing and thirst-quenching, providing up to two gallons a
day in the wet season, a gallon in the dry; her meat is tasty and tender like veal;
her skin is utilised as draperies for the nomadic hut which shelters the Somalis
from the elements. The burden-bearing he-camel is the main transport vehicle
and carries the children, the aged, the sick and the nomad's belongings for
hundreds of miles every year. Amazingly, too, in an uncommonly dry season, the
nomad can extract the last drops of water in the land from the camel's stomach.
In the dry season, the nomadic hamlet — consisting of women, children, married
men and their household effects, the burden-carrying he-camels, a few milchcamels, and the flocks of cattle and goats — grazes as a unit, keeping a radius of
*This article has been excerpted from Chapters 4-6 of Somalia: A Nation in Search of a
State (forthcoming), published by Westview Press. The authors and editors wish to thank
the Westview Press for permitting us to use material from the text for purposes of this
publication.
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thirty miles from a water hole. In southern Somalia, in the interriverine area, the
members of the hamlet will plant sorghum to supplement the diet. In a constantly
changing set of political alliances, the number of nomadic hamlets which move
together range from one lone household to thirty or forty families.
The rest of the camels are placed in the care of unmarried males ranging in age
from about eight to twenty-five. Their task is demanding and their life scarcely
enviable. In their search for sufficient forage, the camels move far and
frequently, which means that young men have to build makeshift kraals from
thorn bushes every few days, if not every day. At night the camels have to be put
in the kraal to secure them from plundering humans and from animal predators
such as lions and hyenas. The young men have to make the long march with the
camels to a water-point at least once every month, often over forbidding terrain
and in a debilitating climate. Moreover, they have to keep on the look-out for the
marauding bands of looters who are often on the loose.
Two other important socio-economic roles must be described for a fuller
understanding of the pastoral economy. Inevitably, the heer or nomadic hamlet
would face conflict with other heers perhaps over rights to a water hole, or over
an issue of camel theft. The economic success of any heer therefore traditionally
depended on the skill of its warriors, called warrenleh. Fighting skill, and with it
the construction of deadly spears, has always been a crucial part of the nomadic
economy.
Not all conflicts have led to war. Always in nomadic society conflict melds with
conciliation. In Somali culture, in contrast to the warrenleh there is the wadaad,
the man of religion. These men, often educated in Islamic schools in the Middle
East and in Somalia as well, develop bonds among themselves that often
transcended kinship ties. They travel with the nomads, and among themselves in
brotherhoods. Both the devout Muslims among the heer members or the
travelling mystics are regularly called upon to settle disputes.
Although self-sufficient, the nomadic life has never been completely isolated from
the rest of the world. Nomads for many centuries have sold cows, goats and older
camels to butchers in the coastal cities. For this, they would buy tea, coffee
beans, and salt. In the nineteenth century, nomads in the north were quick to see
opportunities for selling goats to middlemen representing the British, who
needed to supply meat to their colony in Aden, which was a coaling station for the
boats that travelled through the Suez canal. By the turn of the century, 1,000
cattle and 80,000 sheep and goats were exported annually from Berbera to Aden.
Though pastoralism is by no means the central fact of Somalia's precolonial past,
it has remained, as it does today, the most vibrant sector of Somalia's economy.
By the mid-1970s the government estimated that there were 34 million domestic
animals in the national herd, of which 5.3 million were camels, 4 million cattle, 9.5
million sheep, and 15 million goats. This herd constitutes a formidable national
resource. In fact, the sale of live animals to the Middle East remains the
strongest export earner for the Somali Republic, and in 1980 it accounted for
approximately 85 per cent of export earnings. The richer nomads become well
established international businessmen. Nomads who remain in the bush use their
revenues to help educate their children in the cities of Somalia and abroad, to
purchase clothes and food, and to buy radios and cassettes, so they can keep up
with world news and developments in Somali verse.
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It is important to remember that the Horn of Africa has never housed an isolated
economy. From the fifteenth century, the northern ports of Zeyla' and Berbera
played important roles in Arab economies. Military equipment, slaves, hides and
skins, gums, ghee, ostrich feathers, and ivory were traded at these ports.
International commerce continues to be a central occupation in the Somali
economy. About a quarter of a million Somalis, taking advantage of the massive
profits of the oil exporting countries on the Arab Gulf, have established
themselves in the Arab peninsula. Many of them have developed a form of trade
known as the franco valuta system, in which they purchase goods from foreign
traders in the Arab states for sale in Somalia. The goods arrive in Somalia as
gifts to relatives, and the relatives of course sell the goods for profit. The Somali
state has been uneasy about the system, and tried, on numerous occasions, to
outlaw it. But whatever the future of franco valuta, a significant percentage of
Somali wealth will be the result of inventive deals in foreign trade, a profession
with deep historical roots in Somalia.
Colonial Developments in the Somali Economy
Two major economic developments occurred during Somalia's period of
European rule. In the south, the Italians laid the basis for a profitable export
orientated agriculture through the creation of large plantations and irrigation
systems. And, in both the north and the south, many Somalis became salaried
employees of the colonial state.
Plantation Agriculture
In the early century, Italian schemes to use Somalia for the settlement of Italian
citizens from crowded Europe failed miserably. In 1919, however, with the
arrival to Somalia of the Duke of Abruzzi, and with the technical support of the
fascist government of Governor De Vecchi, a radical breakthrough occurred. On
the Shabelle River, the Societa Agricola Italio-Somalia (SAIS) became an
agricultural consortium producing cotton, sugar, bananas, oil and soap. The
company made contracts with the Bantu peoples who were already farming along
the Shabelle river. These people spoke Somali but were not really a part of the
nomadic hierarchy, nor did they share the lineage and genealogical systems of
Somali nomads. The company paid them a wage for planting and harvesting
export crops on newly opened cultivatable land, and permitted them to keep
gardens on the land already under cultivation.
Half the land cultivated was for personal use; half for the company. By these
contracts, SAIS was able to get some 30,000 hectares under cultivation for
export agriculture. The original company, and the many that were to follow, had
considerable difficulty in procuring an adequate labour force. The Bantu
population, in good years, preferred to work their own farms. The nomads had
nothing but contempt for wage labour. Consequently, in periods of shortage of
labour supply, the colonial state collaborated with the consortia to recruit
agricultural workers forcibly.
In a later period, a sugar plantation in Jowhar and a large salt extraction plant at
Ras Haafuun created significant earnings. But the banana remained the highest
revenue earner. The Italian government gave to Somalia's producers sole rights
to the Italian market. This act both protected the plantations from competition
and reduced the incentive to become internationally competitive and thereby to
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capture new markets. Nonetheless, the Somali bananas have a distinctive taste,
and they have earned a strong loyalty among customers in Italy. By 1954 some
10,000 hectares of land were under banana cultivation. In independent Somalia,
next to live animals and their products, bananas have been the main export
earner.
Colonial control in Africa has invariably created a demand for salaried officials.
In British Somaliland, many of the nomads scorned European education and
fought against the establishment of Christian missions. There was consequently
no pool of literate Somalis to work for the British administration. Non-Somalis
were therefore hired. But Somalis soon caught on to the economic potential of
compliance with the colonial state. In the south very quickly, grudgingly in the
north, Somalis sent some of their children to colonial and mission schools. These
Somalis found positions in the colonial police forces, as customs agents, as
bookkeepers, as medical personnel, and of course, as teachers. They resided in
urban areas, and helped to develop a new Somali urban culture. Literate in
Italian or English, the new generation of Somali bureaucrats were equipped to
challenge the colonial control of European elites. Many of them became political
activists, and sought to rid their land of foreign control. Yet to a certain extent,
by virtue of their new economic roles, these people were divorced from the harsh
realities of Somali pastoral life. Within the Somali context, salaried employment
was very attractive. But in economic terms, it had a fatal flaw: salaried officials
did not produce exportable surplus. By the time of independence, a hefty per cent
of Somalia's budget went to this new salaried class. As of 1976, it was estimated
that approximately 72,000 Somalis worked for government salaries out of a paid
work force of 167,000.
Somalia's Economic Development, 1960-69
At the time of political independence, Somalia had four distinct economic sectors.
The largest, involving about 65 per cent of the population, was engaged in a
pastoral or semi-pastoral life. The second was the plantation economy, which only
involved a small per cent of Somalis, but accounted for nearly half of Somalia's
export earnings. The third was in the hands of a small commercial class that
owned shops or indulged in international trade. Finally, there was a growing
public service sector of salaried officials — teachers, parliamentarians, soldiers,
policemen, government ministers, employees of ministries, other civil servants,
teachers, and health officials.
The Somali state in 1960 was in no position to promote development by
compelling the society to delay gratification. The newly independent Somali state
was on the brink of political chaos. The changing coalitions of clans meant
constant shifts of leadership and challenges to the Prime Ministers' ministerial
appointments. Furthermore, the diplomatic and military campaigns to reunite
the dismembered parts of the Somali nation took much attention away from the
demands of economic development. Despite the rhetoric of 'five year plans'
coming from Mogadishu, there was virtually no central management of economic
development in the newly indpendent Somali state.
The most significant change in the first nine years of independence was in the
growth of public employment. In order to pay for the enormous growth in
recurrent expenditure to employ so many people, Somali leaders engaged in an
inventive strategy of playing off the two superpowers against each other.
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Refusing either to be 'capitalist' or 'communist' but appearing to be interested in
both, Somali leaders procured more international aid per capita than any other
country in Africa. In the decade of the 1960s, Somalia received US$90 per capita
in foreign economic assistance, about twice the average for sub-Saharan Africa.
This helped to pay for increasing numbers of bureaucrats and parliamentarians,
who lived ostentatious and opulent lives in Mogadishu, and for a five fold increase
in the size of the Somali army.
To be sure, much of the foreign aid did go into infrastructural investment and
other worthy projects. In this period, the state constructed roads, factories to
produce milk, textiles, tinned meat and fish. Also many schools, a national
theatre, and a national airline. But most Somalis — and the aid officials who were
supposedly overseeing these investments — felt frustrated. Factory production
barely got off the ground and was beset with endless delays. Medicine donated by
the World Health Organisation found its way into private pharmacies; foreign
exchange for development projects was expended for vehicles that became
private taxis owned by the families of parliamentarians; and the custom's duties
were privately appropriated. An aura of corruption — what the Somalis call
musuq maasuq — pervaded all of Somali economic life. This subverted the ability
of the state to lead Somali out of the economic doldrums.
'Scientific Socialism' — 1970 and After
On 20 October 1970, one year after his successful coup d'etat, President
Mahammed Siyaad Barre announced:
In our Revolution we believe that we have broken the chain of a consumer economy based
on imports, and we are free to decide our destiny. And in order to realise the interests of the
Somali people, their achievement of a better life, the full development of their potentialities
and the fulfillment of their aspirations, we solemnly declare Somalia to be a Socialist State.

In saying this Siyaad no doubt meant to please the Soviet advisors who had
helped to make the coup a success. He knew virtually nothing about MarxismLeninism before this time, and often embarrassed himself in public by his
frequent and ill-informed declarations about socialism. In a public meeting in
which Siyaad attempted to court the young intellectuals of Mogadishu, one
impertinent scholar asked the President if he knew that Marx was a jew. Siyaad
reportedly turned to his advisors and asked why he had not been told that.
Yet Siyaad had a number of indigenous resources available to him to help
construct a socialist programme. Many young Somali intellectuals, like
Mahammed Aaden Sheikh who was to become Minister of Health and later
Minister of Information and National Guidance, had received their higher
education in Italy, and were well-acquainted with the philosophy of the Italian
Communist Party. Some of them had organised a Somali political party in the
early independence years, Hawl iyo Hantiwadaag (Work and Socialism), that
espoused a socialist ideology. Furthermore, many other African states had
already adopted the ideology of socialism as a critique of the world division of
labour that relegated Africa to the bottom rung. The teachings of Kwame
Nkrumah, Sekou Toure and Julius Nyerere were well known among the educated
salariat of Somalia. The corruption of the civilian regime, and the enthusiasm of
the advocates of socialism made Siyaad's speech in 1970 a very popular one.
Siyaad had first to promise the nomads that hantiwadaag (socialism, but literally,
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sharing of wealth) did not mean that their herds would be seized by government
for communal distribution. He then had to promise the wadaads (religious men)
that socialism posed no threat to Islam, and to promise them a role in the building
of socialism:
Our Islamic faith teaches us that its inherent values are perennial and continually evolving
as people progress. These basic tenets of our religion cannot be interpreted in a static
sense, but rather as a dynamic force... Hence the need for our religious leaders to probe
within the social reality... (Speech by Siyaad Baare, 17 February 1970)

Potential opposition disarmed, Siyaad moved to the task of socialist construction.
As we shall see, Siyaad's socialism employed innovation and invention, but it was
never without a strong dose of pragmatism and a refusal to take abstract
ideology too seriously. His first moves was bring more of the Somali economy
under state control. Thus banks, insurance companies, petroleum distribution
firms, schools, and the sugar-refining plant were nationalised, and national
agencies were created to market construction materials and foodstuffs.
Despite these highly visible moves towards socialism, Siyaad's regime went out
of its way to reassure small shopowners that socialism did not mean the end of
small private enterprise, and that their investments would be protected.
Similarly, camel owners were reassured that the government would not interfere
in their sector either: they were considered to be workers rather than capitalists
(even though camels are still the chief indicator of wealth in Somalia). In addition,
the government stated that the banana plantations would remain in private
hands 'in so far as they continue to contribute to our national development'
(Africa Report, December 1971). The two major export items then, bananas and
livestock, remained under private ownership
In this regard, Siyaad's regime conformed to the pattern set by most mixed
economies in today's world. A year after he declared Somalia a socialist state, the
President made this statement at Mogadishu's annual trade fair:
Because the first year of the Revolution brought a period of change to the country's affairs,
there was perhaps some justification for suspicion among (the businessmen). But since
that time the Revolution has made it clear that "clean business" had nothing to fear. In
fact, we have made several appeals to businessmen to invest their money in this country
(28 September 1971).

More than mere appeals have been made. As the journal Africa reported in
November 1973:
The present investment code restricts the right of transfer home of profits in any one year
to 15 per cent of the capital initially invested in the business, while in case the profits do not
reach that level the difference can be added to the remittance over a period of three years.

Revolutionary socialist rhetoric aside, the Somali government's position on local
capitalist enterprise and foreign direct investment seemed to be 'reformist
capitalist' with a few symbolic nationalisations. Furthermore, these
nationalisations occurred at points of high visibility or in connection with
discoveries of unethical practices, not as part of i planned development
programme.
The creation of co-operatives became a cornerstone of the programme to build a
socialist economy. In 1974 the government enacted a Law on Co-operative
Development. It was initially aimed at the nomadic sector. Under co-operatives,
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nomadic groups would learn to share scarce resources more efficiently and
peacefully. The scientific management of rangeland — allowance for
regeneration of grazing lands, the building of new water holes — would only be
possible under a form of socialist co-operation. In each of the fourteen cooperatives that have been created, each family is allocated an area of 200 to 300
hectares of grazing land. In time of drought, common land is made available.
Once these co-operatives were in place, the government moved in to provide
educational and health services, as well as to provide a marketing outlet for its
excess stock.
In the late 1970s, the United Nations Development Programme, the Kuwait Arab
Fund, the United States Agency for International Development (AID) and the
Food and Agricultural Organisation helped to fund more ambitious range cooperatives. The first was the Northern Rangelands Development Project in 1977;
and then in 1979 a Central Rangelands Project got under way. In both these
projects, nomads were asked to create grazing associations that work with
technical personnel to manage grazing lands scientifically. The associations
decide the rotation of grazing areas, the use of reserves, and the digging of new
boreholes.
The severe drought of 1974 provided a new set of opportunities for the cooperative movement. In 1975, with help from the Soviet Union, some 90,000
nomads were transported from their nomadic hamlets to agricultural and fishing
co-operatives in the south. Agricultural co-operatives were established at
Dujuuma (18,000 hectares), Kurtun Waarey (6,000 hectares), and Sablaale (6,000
hectares). With further help from the Kuwait Arab Fund and the World Bank,
large irrigation schemes were constructed to open up new farming lands for
these nomads turned agriculturalists. On these farms, maize, beans, groundnuts
and rice have been planted. The government provides seed, water, management,
health facilities and schools. It pays salaries to the workers, and is the sole
purchaser of the produce. The farms are therefore in no sense 'co-operatives';
rather they are state-owned farms. They have become havens for women and
children, since many of the men have returned to their home areas hoping to
restore their herds.
Fishing co-operatives were created in a similar way. But even more than
farming, nomads abhor fishing. Few Somalis ever fished, and eating fish was
rare in nomadic culture. In fact, only a few of the communities on the Benaadir
coast had a tradition of fishing. In the 1970s, fishing accounted for less than 1 per
cent of Somalia's GDP. But in 1975, new settlements along the coast were built
for the resettled nomads at 'Eel Haamed, Eyl, 'Adale, and Baraawe. The Soviet
Union provided modern trawlers to catch fish and spiny lobsters. When the
Soviets left Somalia, so did their boats, and the Somalia government has
procurred replacements from Australia and Italy. But the co-operatives have not
been self sustaining. When the Soviet advisors left, the annual catch was in the
thousands of tons; by 1980, less than 500 tons of fish and lobster were caught.
Perhaps more important for socialist construction than the source of ownership
of production is the relationship of workers to their environment. The colonial
economy was of course deeply alienating. Interested in economic extraction
rather than socio-economic development, the colonial state failed understandably
to generate the energy and enthusiasm of its work force. Siyaad's socialism
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mobilised the Somali people and this helped them overcome some of their
alienation. Through his speeches and teaching at orientation courses in military
camps, Siyaad began to inculcate values of self-help and initiative.
The most interesting project associated with the campaign to get Somalis to take
an active part in the development of their country was the sand-dune stabilisation
project. Along the Benaadir coast, sand dunes were moving inexorably inland,
and had begun to encroach upon some of the better farmland of the banana
plantations, and, more ominously, onto the new road that was constructed to
facilitate the export of plantation crops. The government recruited a permanent
work force to plant bushes in the dunes to prevent further erosion. Volunteers
were requested to help out on Fridays, the Islamic holiday. The project caught
the imagination of Mogadishu's salariat, and soon many other Somalis, from the
President, to civil servants, to nomads, could be seen, tool in hand, setting
seedlings in the sand. One Somali observed that 'here is the true fusion of
socialist theory and practice.' Indeed the project inculcated the belief that
collective action brings benefits that many Somalis, both today and in the future,
can share.
The ideology of popular participation in socialist construction continued to
facilitate collective action. In 1974, a period of the worst drought in human
memory in the Horn, the Somali government was able to organise a massive
resettlement scheme enabling northern nomads to become fishermen and
farmers in co-operatives in the south. What might have been a task beyond the
administrative capacity of the civilian regime was done with efficiency and
energy by the socialist state. The ultimate battle to eradicate smallpox was also
organised in this period, government health workers co-operating vigorously
with world health authorities. A glance at construction sites in Somalia in this
period, or of government offices, would have shown that hard work and collective
action was worthwhile.
With no reliable figures for GDP, any discussion of economic growth in Somalia
becomes highly conjectural. The regime's claim that Somalia was approaching
'take-off is, of course, far fetched, but for those people who had seen Somalia
before the revolution, and then again in the mid-1970s, progress was impressive.
During this period the government helped to reorganise the milk factory to raise
its production, and founded a tomato canning factory, a cigarette and match
factory, a packaging plant making carboard boxes and polythene bags, a wheat
flour and pasta factory, several grain mills, and a petroleum refinery. In addition,
the state put the meat processing plant in Kismaayu into operation, as well as a
fish processing factory in Laas-Qoray. It also began to expand sugar operations
in Jowhar and build a new facility in Afgooye. To be sure, some of these plants,
including a textile factory in Bal'ad, were under construction before the advent of
socialism. What the socialist government did was to overcome the inertia holding
these plants back from production.
But this apparent progress implied by these ventures and proclaimed by the
regime was belied by the available statistics. In the 1974 government pamphlet
'Agriculture in the Service of the Nation,' the regime stated that 'agriculture was
a thriving occupation for the Somali people even in the ancient times. . . It was
lamentable, however, that Somali agriculture should suffer a severe setback
during the era of foreign domination.' The pamphlet is replete with accounts of
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successful co-operative schemes, irrigation schemes, land development projects,
underground water utilisation projects, grain storage projects, etc. But when
data provided by the Statistical Office are examined, a different picture emerges.
For example, in the production of bananas, the country's second biggest export,
the Ministry of Agriculture claimed that the takeover of their marketing in May
1970 by the National Banana Board was 'a great leap forward for the Somali
banana!' Furthermore, 'considerable improvements' have been made 'in the yield
per hectare due to the adoption of better irrigation application and drainage
practices, fertilizer application and intensive spraying methods,' and new
markets for Somali bananas were developed in the Middle East and the German
Democratic Republic, reducing the constricting effect of Italian monopsony. In
addition, the Ministry reported, new roads for bringing the bananas to the ports
were built, as well as a new banana packaging plant to ensure better marketing
with less waste. 'The export of bananas has,' the report concludes, 'shown a
tremendous rise from 1970 onward' but the complete figures (not the selected
ones provided by the ministry) show otherwise. While the Ministry propagandists
claim that 1973 was a bad year for bananas because of weather problems, the
data show that 1973 was a watershed year, and after that (except for a recovery
in 1976) banana exports declined disastrously. (See Table I).
Table I: Economic Performance in Somalia, Pre- and Post-Revolution
Imports and Exports in Metric Tons

Banana Exports
1966
1967
1968
1969

93,889
70,450
86,073
91,491

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

99,659
103,673
116,497
102,225
96,950
69,868
107,473
33,460
48,712
38,322

Grain Imports
Pre-Revolution
44,626
35,737
34,819
49,688

Processed
Meat Exports
707
1,069
1,022
1,104

Post-Revolution
58,519
114,321
56,507
50,403
27,352
94,828
94,447
106,705
16,581
8,399

2,157
5,025
4,359
3,200
3,607
4,673
4,559
2,419
39
554

Notes: 1. All data from UN Yearbooks of International Trade Statistics. The first column is
product listing 051.3; the second reflects the sum of 04 items. The third column is from
product listing 01.
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The situation with respect to grain is similar. A governmental 'crash programme'
in agriculture had as its primary goal 'to increase national food production
toward the attainment of sustained self-sufficiency with emphasis on import
substituting crops.' It was claimed that new hectares had been brought into
production, that new schemes for making nomads into peasants had been
developed, and that production levels had been raised. But a look at imports of
rice and other cereals (See Table I) reveals a different situation. Even with the
drought years of 1971 and again in 1975 omitted, the data do not demonstrate
anything approaching self-sufficiency in food. The reduced figures in 1978-79
reflect a country at war, cut off from normal trade supplies, and not a domestic
grain recovery. In fact, from 1970 through to 1979, domestic grain production
slid by 7 per cent in a slow but continuous decline.
There is no doubt that the drought, which lasted for several years and threatened
the very existence of the Somali nation, was at the heart of Somalia's agricultural
problems. But the problem runs deeper. The figures suggest that agricultural
progress in Somalia, which was central to Siyaad's concerns, was at best erratic.
To be sure, in his espousal of socialist ideology, the President demonstrated the
importance of changing the basis of the Somali economy from nomadic herding to
settled agriculture. He has not only overcome nomadic resistance to settled life,
but even generated a modicum of enthusiasum among the civil servants and the
new farmers. But the failure to reach the goals of self-sufficiency in grain must
also be recorded.
In at least one area, manufactures, statistics confirm the reports of visitors and
the revolutionary rhetoric. Prior to the revolution, Somali tinned meats could not
penetrate the international market. While tinned meats were still but a small
percentage of total Somali exports (7.57 per cent in 1972, 5.44 per cent in 1973),
Table I shows that revolutionary ardour and organisation had in this case
produced modest but positive results. And to show broader progress, Somalia's
exports in manufactured goods were negligible in 1969. By the early 1970s, about
20 per cent of Somali exports were manufactured goods.
In summary, in the post-revolutionary period, economic growth in Somalia was
more apparent than real. Where available, statistics show only limited gains and
some losses in various economic sectors. In terms of economic output there was
but a marginal difference between Somalia under the socialist regime and under
the previous civilian regime. It would be wrong therefore to conclude that
'scientific socialism' led Somalia out of economic poverty, or changed Somalia's
role in the world division of labour. Somalia remains a poor country that exports
animals to Arabia and bananas to Europe. Nevertheless, in the period from
1969-74, the socialist economic programme succeeded in demonstrating to the
citizenry that collective action can yield productive results. Several social reforms
of long-lasting import were also carried out, including the adoption of a script for
the national language (enabling Somali to become the official language of
government and education and also facilitating mass literacy) and the
commitment, both legally and socially, to enhance the status of women in Somali
society.
For a number of reasons — the Ogaadeen war in 1977-78 and the subsequent
political crisis within the Somali state — even the limited progress of the early
1970s could not be sustained. We shall now review the data demonstrating a clear
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economic decline in Somalia of the late 1970s, and suggest the meaning of this
decline for the future of Somalia. What is most important to keep in mind with
regard to the socialist experiment, however, is that it instilled a clear sense in the
Somali people that they are capable of shaping their economic destiny in ways
commensurate with their egalitarian social values.
The Socialist Revolution Post-1975
In the period from 1969 through 1974, as we have seen, the Somali economy was
invigorated by the ideology of scientific socialism. Self-help schemes and crash
programmes demonstrated that vision and hard work can yield fruit. By the
mid-1970s, and especially since the Ogaadeen debacle of 1978, when Somali
forces failed in their attempt to aid the Western Somali Liberation Front (which
seeks to seperate from Ethiopia), government control over the economy began to
weaken, with disastrous results. Mismanagement and corruption began to
replace vision and enthusiasm. Two trends, which have ominous implications for
the Somali people over the next decade, deserve special consideration.
Table II: Somalia: External Debt
Million Somali Shillings
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1. Increasing Foreign Debt. Somalia's foreign debt, as in many other oil
importing countries, has got out of hand. Up until 1971, foreign debt increased at
a rate commensurate with increased earnings from exports. But then it took off.
By 1979, Somalia owed over 4,000 million shillings (see Table II). This would
constitute the earnings on the total export of bananas (based on 1978 exports) for
75 years. About one third of this debt is owed each to the eastern bloc, OECD
countries, and OPEC countries.
To be sure, many of these loans, especially to the Soviet Union, can be written off
at this time (unless Somalia chooses to realign with the East). Furthermore, loans
from the West are on the softest of terms, and few OECD countries really expect
repayment. Most important, Somalia had not been saddled with a growing
petroleum bill. Throughout 1982-83, it received free refined petroleum from
Saudi Arabia. Somalia's debt burden is in fact only six per cent of export
earnings, which is not particularly bad under present conditions.
But if Somalia hasn't yet had to pay a heavy economic price for its rapidly
escalating debt figures, it will indeed be forced to pay a high political price,
certainly if it ever attempts to open up relations with the Soviet Union again.
Meanwhile, Somali leaders have little latitude for economic management without
first consulting the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. No
government in Somalia, so long as it wishes to have open lines of credit in the
world economy, can possibly regain the freedom of action available to the new
revolutionary government in 1969. Just as Kofi Busia was shackled by the
economic errors of Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana, so will any future government of
Somalia be compelled to answer for the debts incurred by the present regime.
Any leader who comes to power in Somalia will be watched carefully by Somalia's
creditors, and this fact will constrain Somalia's freedom for at least a generation.
Table III: Movement Toward Monoculture (Supplies of live animals to Arabia)
As a percentage of total exports
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2. Regression in Somalia's Role in the World Economy. Somalia joined the
modern world economy in the late 19th century when Somali nomads began to
supply live animals for regular sale to the British colony in Aden. Mussolini
envisioned La Grande Somalia, in which plantation agriculture would enrich the
Horn (and the Italian plantation owners as well). Subsequent Somali nationalists
had visions not unlike Mussolini's, and they hoped to develop the Somali economy
to provide food and manufactures for its population, and a wider array of exports
to generate hard currency. In the early years after the revolution of 1969, as we
have seen, there was some attempts at diversification. But recent trends suggest
that Somalia's economy is regressing back to the role it played in the 19th
century world economy. In the late 1960s, the export of live animals constituted
less than 50 per cent of Somalia's total export earnings; by 1978, those exports
were nearly 90 per cent of export earnings. (See Table III). On the other side of
the coin is the story of manufacturing. While only a negligible part of Somalia's
exports in the 1960s, but rising by the mid-1970s to around 20 per cent of total
exports, since the Ogaadeen war, things indeed have fallen apart. By 1978, the
figure approached nil.
The same story is repeated when the data on production (rather than export) of
manufactures are examined. In 1970, 30,600 tons of sugar were produced; in
1979, the figure was down to 21,120. In 1975, Somalia produced 14.43 million tins
of canned meat and 2,220 tons of canned fish. In 1979, only 1.50 millon tins of
canned meat was produced and a negligible amount of canned fish. In textiles
there was some improvement, but in milk, pasta, packaging materials, cigarettes
and matches, the trend has been downward since the mid-1970s.
Somalia's regression in its position in the world division of labour has
considerable consequences for political relations. Most important is the fact that
Somalia is increasingly tied to the economy of the Arab world. Already Somalia's
economic and cultural connection with the Arab world is at least as strong as its
connection with the dominant industrial states in the world economy. In
development assistance, bilateral aid from OPEC states has outpaced the funds
from the advanced industrial states. By 1979, OPEC development aid to Somalia
was about twice as high as aid from OECD states. Also, nearly 90 per cent of
Somalia's exports went to Saudi Arabia in 1978. Even if exports and imports are
combined, trade with Arab states is more substantial than with OECD states,
and the figure would be even higher if Saudi Arabia charged Somalia for
petroleum. Perhaps more important, the percentage of Somali university
students studying in OECD states has declined considerably since the early
1970s, while the number of Somali university students in Arab states has more
than quadrupled since 1973. (See Table IV).
Somalia joined the Arab League in 1974, partly for economic reasons. Somali
leaders recognised that the explosion of oil prices would mean hefty pay-offs for
those who called themselves Arabs. Many Somalis, especially in the south,
refused to think of themselves as Arabs. But in the future, with more Somalis
receiving higher education in Arab states, more Somalis engaging in trade with
Arab middlemen, more Somalis working for aid projects funded by OPEC, and
more Somalis spending their working lives in Arab states, Somalia will be far
more dependent on the Arab world. Already Saudi Arabia has put pressure on
Somalia to compromise its national language policy by introducing more Arabic
language material in the school curriculum. Together with the fact that Somalia
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Table IV: Somalia: Ties with OECD and Arab League Compared
1973

1976

1979

A. Foreign Aid (Million $ ODA)
OECD — DAC (Bilateral)
OPEC (Bilateral)

19.32
—

20.07
33.40

49.8
94.8

B. Imports plus exports
OECD
Arab League

7974
77.6
91.6

1976
93.0
120.2

1978
163.3
173.2

C. Somali Students at Universities
OECD
Arab League

1973
424
90

1976
362
157

1979
548
380

Sources: A. OECD Development Co-operation Review (various years)
B. UN Yearbook of International Trade Statistics (various years)
C. UNESCO Statistical Yearbook (various years).

has become primarily a supplier of live animals to Saudi Arabia, these links raise
the spectre of sub-imperialism.
Debt and regression in the world division of labour are the burdens which
continue to hamper the Somali economy. By mid-1981, the government of the
Somali Democratic Republic, now more closely allied with the West, reached an
agreement with the International Monetary Fund that led to two consecutive
stand-by agreements. These helped get Somalia out of arrears in its payment of
interest on its foreign debt. To meet the IMF's demands, the Somali government
was compelled to devalue the Somali shilling significantly and to decrease state
involvement in the economy. While the IMF reports that 'Somalia has been able
to achieve, within a short span of time, substantial improvement in its economic
conditions,' (Calika, 1984) there is no indication that any structural changes have
as yet taken place. Because of the IMF clean bill of health, large US AID and
World Bank projects, which bring with them hard currency, have been approved.
Despite this ominous picture, the positive factors which could potentially be
turned to advantage are numerous: a stable population with a low growth rate
(by African standards); and a religious, linguistic and cultural homogeneity (again
rare by sub-Saharan African standards) that enables the Somalis to coexist
peacefully under the severest of crises and to be relatively free of the kind of
ruinous tribal and religious antagonisms which engulf many African states.
Furthermore, the country's geographic location at the confluence of the
international waterways of the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean places it in a zone
of intercommunication, encouraging trade and facilitating the flow of ideas and
global trends.
Most important, though least understood, Somalia has ample agricultural
resources to feed its people comfortably. Contrary to its image as a barren desert
Somalia possess some of the best farmable land in Africa, notably in the
extensive stretch of land between the Shabeelle and Juba rivers. The UNDP's
informed estimate is that of the eight million hectares available for cultivation in
Somalia, only a miniscule 380,000 is under regular use.
What this signifies is that the illness of the Somali economy, like that of Ethiopia
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and the Sudan, and indeed much of Africa, does not so much result from scarcity
of natural resources as from a failure to mobilise, harness and direct purposefully
the human resources essential for fostering economic growth and national selfsuffiency. But only when government cleans its own house and brings the 'big
men' in its household to public accountability, can it hope to energise the average
Somali worker from apathy and petty theft into a productive member of society,
and transform Somalia from a nation perennially on the international dole to one
capable of feeding itself from its ample resources.
Somalia remains predominantly a pastoral economy — another issue that has to
be faced. Nomads continue to follow an annual cycle as their camels move from
grassland to water in a recurrent pattern. Over the centuries, Somali nomadic
clans would adjust politically and geographically given changed ecological
circumstances. For a thousand years, Somali clans moved northwards in search
of grazing land and water. Droughts brought death, migration and the
readjustment of clan attachments. Just as it is absurd to assume that the past
was without change, it is absurd to assume that the future will hold to the same
patterns as the past. Two recent changes are obvious. Somali nomadic clans can
no longer migrate great distances, as the boundaries of the modern state do not
permit such penetration. Furthermore, Somali nomads need not necessarily
suffer from a natural triage amid the worst droughts. There now exists a
centralised Somali state that can truck water to destitute nomads, and to resettle
them temporarily in camps. One important consequence of these two changes is
the overgrazing of the Somali bush and the concomitant desertification of grazing
lands. Famine and drought appear to reoccur at faster rates than in the past. In
1964, and again in 1966-7, 1973-4, and 1977-79 droughts were particularly
severe. What can this mean for the future viability of the Somali nomad? What
might be done for the nomadic life? Preserve it so that the symbiotic relationship
between Somali and camel can survive? Or allow it to disappear by making
industrial development a priority or by 'settling' the nomads as fishermen or
cultivators? These are some of the questions that must be asked as any Somali
government attempts to fashion Somalia's economic future.
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Briefings
THE POLITICS OF REPATRIATION: ETHIOPIAN REFUGEES IN
DJIBOUTI, 1977-83.
On 27 June 1977, the French Territory of Afars and Issas became an independent
state and assumed the name of Djibouti. The new republic, formed from the last
outpost of France's African empire, was confronted with a number of daunting
problems. According to one United Nations report, Djibouti inherited 'a frail
economy with an inadequate economic and social infrastructure'. GDP per
capita stood at under $115m, the country's only real sources of income being
trade through the port and railway into Ethiopia, and the spending of around
20,000 French citizens residing mainly in Djibouti city. With a population of just
320,000, an exceptionally harsh climate and almost no agricultural or industrial
sector on which to build, the prospects for economic development were remote.
Politically, Djibouti's future was equally uncertain. France had controlled the
colony by exploiting the ethnic division between the Afars (around 40 per cent of
the population) and the Issa Somalis (around 60 per cent). In the short period of
public consultation that preceded independence it proved impossible to establish
a political or organisational consensus between the two groups. A veteran Issa
politician, Hassan Gouled, became President, and in the early months of
independence his government actively discriminated against the minority
population. The Afars, who had been favoured by the French, grew increasingly
restless.
The political tensions within Djibouti were exacerbated by the country's external
relationships. One neighbour, Somalia, had played a part in securing its
independence, and harboured ambitions of incorporating Djibouti into an
expanded Somali state. The other neighbour, Ethiopia, was highly dependent on
its rail link with Djibouti's deep-water port, and was therefore worried by the
dominant position which the Somali-speaking Issas had established. To redress
the political balance the government in Addis Ababa provided arms and training
to Afar rebels in Djibouti, provoking fears that Ethiopia was also planning to
annex the new state. To keep these two potential predators at bay, Hassan
Gouled was happy to reach an agreement with France that allowed 4,000 of the
former colonial power's troops to remain in the country.
Before the government and people of Djibouti could even begin to address these
serious problems, two new constraints on the country's economic and political
development emerged. Firstly, the rainy season failed for two consecutive years,
decimating the livestock population and leaving a quarter of the human
inhabitants dependent on emergency food relief. Secondly, and even more
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serious, Djibouti's two neighbours became entrenched in a bloody military
conflict when Somalia attempted to take control of the Ogaden region in eastern
Ethiopia. As a result of the war, the transit trade on which Djibouti's economy
depended was seriously disrupted. Government revenue slumped, unemployment
levels grew and the cost of living soared, imposing new hardships on an already
impoverished population.
The Refugee Influx
In addition to these immediate difficulties, the drought and war in 1977-78 left
Djibouti with what has proved to be a long-term political and economic problem:
an influx of Ethiopian refugees. By the time of Djibouti's independence in June
1977, 3,000 Ethiopians of Issa Somali ethnic origin had already fled into the
country from villages along the railway between the border and Dire Dawa.
Within six months the number of refugees had grown to 8,000, three-quarters of
whom were accommodated in primitive camps near the towns of Ali Sabieh and
Dikhil. By the middle of 1980, when the Ogaden conflict had flared up again, the
refugee population totalled 42,000, over 10 per cent of the country's inhabitants.
According to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), up to 38,000 of this number were Issa Somalis from the Ogaden, the
majority of them women and children from a pastoral or agricultural
background. In addition, there were around 4,000 refugee students,
professionals and skilled people who had left Ethiopia to escape from persecution
by the military government which took power in 1974. A further 500 refugees
from the Ethiopian-controlled territory of Eritrea had congregated in Djibouti
city, which also housed up to 20,000 illegal immigrants, mostly from Somalia,
eking out an existence from casual labour and the informal sector.
As a signatory to the United Nations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees,
the government of Djibouti acknowledged its obligation to assist the Ethiopians,
and looked to the international community for help in this task. The UNHCR
responded to this situation by allocating $470,000 to an assistance programme
for 1977-78, a figure which had risen to over $4.0 million in 1982.
The Search for a Solution
In the 35 years since its formation, the UNHCR has developed three 'durable
solutions' to refugee situations throughout the world: the repatriation of
refugees to their country of origin, resettlement in a third country, and local
settlement in the country of first asylum. In the immediate aftermath of the
refugee influx into Djibouti only the third of these solutions seemed applicable to
the displaced Ethiopians. Repatriation was ruled out by the continuing conflict in
the Ogaden and the Ethiopian government's campaign of terror against its real
and suspected opponents. Resettlement abroad (primarily the USA) was feasible
for the small number of educated refugees but out of the question for the much
larger number from rural and nomadic backgrounds. Consequently, and despite
the severe constraints already imposed on Djibouti's economy and infrastructure,
some efforts were made to encourage the local settlement of the refugees
pending a normalisation of the situation within Ethiopia. In 1978, for example,
irrigated farming and fisheries projects were initiated, designed to allow over
1,000 refugees and Djibouti nationals to become self-supporting. This approach
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to the refugee situation was confirmed by the report of a UN Inter-Agency
Mission that visited Djibouti in June 1980. The government's policy, it noted, was
'to develop long-term plans and programmes that will go beyond humanitarian
assstance by encouraging refugees to become self-supporting and productive
members of economically viable communities'.
By the time of that report the policy of local settlement was already coming
under pressure from several quarters, and repatriation to Ethiopia was emerging
as the newly-preferred 'durable solution' amongst the governments and
intergovernmental agencies concerned. For the government of Djibouti, it had
quickly become clear that the continued presence of the refugees could only
exacerbate the serious problems already confronting the country. The economy,
already strained to breaking point by the drought and Ogaden conflict, could not
carry the burden of 40,000 largely non-productive newcomers, even with
international aid and assistance. Politically, the influx of so many Somali Issas
reinforced the numerical superiority of the dominant ethnic group, and thereby
threatened to provoke the Afar rebels into new and more destructive acts of
violence. In addition, the government feared a growing level of unrest amongst
Issas and Afars alike if scarce national resources were seen to be used for the
benefit of the refugee population.
Djibouti's delicate external relations were also put at risk by the refugees'
presence. By 1979 Ethiopia's army, with Cuban support, had repelled Somalia's
first assault on the Ogaden. Nevertheless, many problems remained for the
government in Addis Ababa. After the war and the excesses of the 'Red Terror'
campaign of 1976-78, Ethiopia urgently needed to improve its standing in the
international community and to attract economic aid. At the same time, the
Ethiopian government had to contend with the activities of nationalist
movements in Eritrea and Tigray which, within Ethiopia and elsewhere, were
successfully mobilising support for their cause. All of these objectives were
obstructed by the presence of 40,000 Ethiopians in Djibouti, some of whom were
political dissidents and none of whom seemed willing to return home.
Both Djibouti and Ethiopia, therefore, had good reasons for wishing to see the
refugees repatriated. While this coincidence of interest on the refugee issue was
emerging, other factors were forcing the government of Djibouti to align its
foreign policy more closely with Ethiopia. First, Hassan Gouled was compelled to
take closer note of Ethiopia's wishes by virtue of its successful demonstration of
regional military superority in the Ogaden conflict. Second, through its support
for the Afar rebels in Djibouti, the Ethiopian government had an effective means
of placing more direct pressure on Hassan Gouled. Thus in May 1978 the capture
of a French engineer by Afar militants prompted Hassan Gouled to send a highlevel mission to Addis Ababa in order to negotiate the settlement of several
outstanding disputes between the two countries. Finally, Djibouti and Ethiopia
were drawn closer together by the urgent need of both countries to restore traffic
on the vital rail link between Addis Ababa and Djibouti city.
First Initiative towards Repatriation
The desire of both governments to take an initiative on the question of
repatriation soon began to take concrete forms. In the first half of 1980, the
authorities in Djibouti started to move those refugees who had settled in the city
into the camps at Ali Sabieh and Dikhil. This encountered resistance from certain
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refugees who, according to some reports, were induced to leave the city by being
arrested, detained overnight and forced to work for a day without pay on
government construction projects. Meanwhile, the two governments were
holding discussions that led to a 'basic understanding on how to implement
voluntary repatriation'. On 16 June 1980 the Ethiopian government issued
Proclamation 183, entitled 'The Repatriation of Ethiopian Refugees in the
Republic of Djibouti'. It declared an amnesty for any refugee who wished to
return, and established a Co-ordinating Committee to organise the repatriaton
and rehabilitation of any returnees. The next month, Ethiopian officials travelled
to the two camps in Djibouti, where they explained the amnesty and tried to
persuade the refugees to return. Although the refugees were living in a very
harsh environment, without land, animals, paid employment or recreational
facilities, the offer was rejected.
At this point a new protagonist, the UNHCR, joined the two governments in
their attempt to resolve the refugee situation by means of voluntary repatriation.
The UNHCR had experience of organising successful repatriation programmes
in African countries such as Algeria, Sudan, Mozambique, Angola and Chad. In
each of these cases, large numbers of refugees had agreed to return to their
homes after civil wars had been concluded or liberation struggles had been won.
The question in Djibouti was whether the Ethiopian refugees would be willing to
return to their own country while it continued to suffer from the effects of war,
environmental disaster and governmental repression.
This question was soon answered in the negative. In September 1980
representatives of the two governments and the UNHCR convened a Tripartite
Commission to examine the idea of a voluntary repatriation programme.
According to the government of Djibouti, the meeting proved to be 'premature'
and resulted in no action being taken. Four months later, a representative of the
World Council of Churches who visited the refugees in Djibouti revealed why the
meeting had been 'premature'. While they were 'living under miserable
conditions', he observed, 'the refugees' attitude towards the amnesty was a waitand-see one at best, and at worst, a clear expression of fear to return'. 'My
judgement', he concluded, 'is that under present circumstances there is
extremely little hope that the Ethiopian promulgation of amnesty will be
accepted by the refugees in Djibouti'.
The Refugees under Pressure
By the first half of 1981 an impasse had been reached. The governments of
Djibouti and Ethiopia were determined to see the repatriation of the refugees,
and the UNHCR was willing to assist them in this objective. The refugees
themselves, however, had no intention of leaving. •
The first indication that a new approach to this problem had been adopted came
in July 1981, when reports from Ethiopia suggested- that 20 refugees had been
forcibly repatriated from Djibouti, fourteen of whom had been executed on their
return. Further reports in October and November alleged that up to 200 more
refugees had been taken across the border. At the same time, rumours were
circulating that nomads in the border area had been armed and instructed to
prevent any new refugees from entering Djibouti.
Firm evidence of forcible repatriation first came to light in February 1982. Early
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in the month, Djibouti's Minister of the Interior travelled to Ethiopia. On his
return, he announced that legitimate refugees would be moved to the camps at
Ali Sabieh and Dikhil, and aliens without the necessary documentation would be
expelled from the country. Arrests began on 13 February, when 17 refugees
without identity cards were sentenced to between three and six months
imprisonment prior to their deportation.
On 15 February 1982 a much larger police exercise was launched. Several poorer
quarters of Djibouti city were sealed off, and a house-to-house search was
undertaken. A variety of people, including refugees, Djibouti nationals and
resident Ethiopians, were taken away and detained. Some of those with valid
refugee or residence documents were released, and around 100 illegal Somali
immigrants were returned to their country by lorry. Early in the morning of 16
February about 100 detained Ethiopians were loaded into two box-cars normally
used for transporting charcoal on the railway line between Addis Ababa and
Djibouti city. Some of this number were eventually released inside Djibouti, and a
number who jumped from the train were captured and loaded on again by the
security forces. Eighty-seven Ethiopians, including 76 recognised refugees and
six refugees already accepted for resettlement in the USA, were marched across
the border at Dewelle and held at the military post. Reports suggest that after
being interviewed they were sent to Dire Dawa. They were held there for further
questioning under very poor conditions for at least three weeks, and eventually
taken to court. Two were acquitted, and 85 were given prison sentences of seven
months, with an optional fine of 700 Birr (around £160). These sentences were, in
fact, quite light, as in November 1981 the Ethiopian government had issued
Proclamation 215, which provided for sentences of up to 25 years 'rigorous
imprisonment' for anyone found guilty of leaving or attempting to leave the
country.
There were a number of responses to these events. The US embassy, which had
stopped recruiting refugees for resettlement at the end of January 1982, issued
identity cards to the 400 awaiting departure to America and speeded up their
evacuation. The UNHCR provided temporary papers to Ethiopians whose
application for refugee status was still in process, and made representations to
the government of Djibouti about the deportations. In response, the authorities
gave an assurance that in future exercises to expel illegal immigrants, the
UNHCR would be consulted to prevent the removal of genuine refugees.
However, this assurance was conditional on the removal of refugees from
Djibouti city into the two camps. The UNHCR accepted this condition, and told
the refugees that rations would no longer be distributed in the city. The refugees
themselves were understandably alarmed by the deportations and the inability of
the UNHCR to prevent them. Such fears were reinforced when the Minister of
the Interior ordered neighbourhood chiefs in the city to conduct a thorough
census, providing details of the legal status of every inhabitant.
Over the next few months, the refugees were subjected to intermittent
harassment, but no further instances of forced repatriation were reported.
Towards the end of the year, however, when the publicity surrounding the earlier
deportations had died down, the Djibouti authorities began to apply new pressure
on the refugees. In November 1982, 42 new refugees who arrived at Dikhil camp
were allegedly sent back to Ethiopia before their applications for asylum could be
processed. The same month, security personnel in the camps began to classify the
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refugees into 'non-political' and 'political' categories, and to interrogate the
latter group. On 16 December, forty-three people at Dikhil camp were rounded
up for deportation, 18 of them were registered refugees. One Eritrean couple
attempted to commit suicide, and were quietly resettled in Egypt. Further
contraventions of the understanding reached with the UNHCR took place five
days later. On 21 December a large number of applications for refugee status
were turned down by the Eligibility Commission. UNHCR officials warned the
unsuccessful applicants to run away, as their protection could not be guaranteed.
The following day arrests began, and 72 refugees and asylum-seekers were
stripped of their clothing and papers and detained overnight in a small cell.
Fearing a repetition of such action, many of the refugees lving in Dikhil camp
moved back into Djibouti city. The next day, 22 December, medical workers
issued a statement condemning the deportations and stating that refugees who
had been injured by the security forces were being denied medical treatment.
The Tripartite Commission, January-February 1983
Despite the disturbing events that had taken place in November and December
1982, at the end of January 1983 the UNHCR agreed to meet representatives of
the Ethiopian and Djibouti governments in a new Tripartite Commission
convened to discuss the question of voluntary repatriation. There were a number
of very worrying features of this meeting and the recommendations which it
made.
First, despite the growing fears amongst the refugee population, considerable
secrecy surrounded the meeting. Its report was not released until March 1983,
and in the intervening two months, UNHCR officials in Djibouti were actively
discouraged from discussing its recommendations with the refugees. Following
the Tripartite Commission a survey of the refugee population undertaken in
December 1981 which included the names, origins and occupations of the rural
Ethiopians in Djibouti was passed on to the authorities in Addis Ababa. While
officially done to provide useful information for rehabilitation projects, the
transfer also represented a serious breach of confidentiality in the prevailing
circumstances.
Secondly, throughout the proceedings of the Commission there was an
assumption that the refugees should return to Ethiopia, irrespective of their
wishes. Thus the government of Djibouti stated that due to the 'spreading
economic crisis and the impossibility of assimilation . . . the time has come to
envisage new arrangements for the refugees . . . and to consider first of all their
return to their own country'. The refugees' presence was 'a problem for which
there is, in our opinion, no longer any need'. Significantly, although the
government agreed to inform the refugees of the measures being taken for their
reception and rehabilitation in Ethiopia, no commitment was made to consult
them on their desire to return.
Thirdly, the Commission acted with what can only be described as indecent haste.
In its recommendations, the Ethiopian government and UNHCR agreed to draw
up and present an assistance programme for returnees in just 15 days. This was
completed on time, but only on the basis of a very hasty survey of villages along
the railway line, which failed to examine outlying hamlets and boreholes, many of
which had been destroyed in the Ogaden conflict. More seriously, perhaps, haste
produced confusion. In both Djibouti and Ethiopia announcements were made to
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the effect that all the refugees were to be actually repatriated within the 15 days.
This inaccurate piece of news was picked up by Reuters, and subsequently
published in the international press. Its effect was to reinforce the fear and
tension that already existed amongst the refugee community in Djibouti, and
thereby make genuinely voluntary repatriation an even more distant prospect.
Finally, the Tripartite Commission was disturbing in that it coincided with
several new initiatives to induce the refugees to leave Djibouti. Not long after the
meeting the local newspaper, La Nation, began to publish articles clearly
designed to stir up feeling against the Ethiopians. At the same time, the activity
of security forces in the two refugee camps was stepped up, and rations were
reduced. The reduction was made without full consideration of its nutritional
effects, and before long, an increase in diseases such as scurvy and beri-beri was
reported.
Not surprisingly, the authorities in Djibouti were concerned to prevent any public
disclosusre of the disturbing trend of events in the refugee camps. At Ali Sabieh,
which was under the control of an authoritarian and politically well-connected
Commissaire, several foreign visitors were harassed or prevented from
conducting detailed interviews with the refugees. One person who did manage to
speak with the refugees reported that voluntary repatriation was out of the
question. Not a single refugee interviewed in March 1983 was willing to leave for
Ethiopia, and some said would rather drown in the sea than return. According to
some reports, a few had even volunteered to fight with Iraq in the Gulf War as a
way of avoiding compulsory repatriation!
The refugees' unwillingness to leave the barren state of Djibouti was based on a
number of considerations. Many still had vivid memories of the Ogaden conflict
and the periodic droughts which had afflicted their homes in Ethiopia.
Government policies in Ethiopia, such as land reform, property confiscation and
military conscription acted as further disincentives to repatriation. Fear of such
policies was undoubtedly reinforced by rumours spread by some of the 'political'
refugees, who were only too happy to discredit the Mengistu regime. Finally,
some of the refugees had positive reasons to remain in Djibouti. Their children
had been born there, and were receiving a relatively good education. A small
number had established businesses in the camps, while nomadic refugees who
regularly traded food rations across the border recognised that repatriation
would destroy their livelihood. Significantly, by the end of March 1983, 900 of the
refugees were reported to have fled to Somalia, proving that if they were to be
forced out of Djibouti, then they certainly had no desire to go to Ethiopia.
The Tripartite Commission, April 1983
By the end of March 1983, the movement towards repatriation had gained a
momentum of its own. Encouraged by Ethiopia, the government of Hassan
Gouled showed every situation of inducing the refugees to leave, by whatever
means were necessary. The UNHCR, determined to established a model for
future voluntary repatriation programmes, and increasingly concerned that
Djibouti would renounce its commitment to the UN Protocol on Refugees, seems
unable and unwilling to prevent the use of coercive methods. Nevertheless,
criticism of the programme was mounting in the international press and amongst
voluntary refugee agencies, and it could not be ignored.
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On 15-16 April 1983 the Tripartite Commission met again. Its report 'noted with
regret and rejected categorically a certain campaign of systematic distortion of
facts regarding efforts deployed by the two governments and the UNHCR to
seek durable solutions to the problem of refugees in Djibouti'. Despite this display
of bravura, the proceedings of the Commission contained an implicit recognition
that abuses had taken place in Djibouti, and that consultation, or at least the
appearance of consultation, with the refugees must be ensured. Thus the Djibouti
delegation agreed 'to pursue efforts to inform refugees on prevailing conditions
in their areas of origin, and, in particular, to disseminate information on the
decisions of the commission relating to the voluntary character of the
repatriation procedures adopted and the proposed programme of assistance to
returnees'. The members of the Commission agreed that the registration of
refugees who wished to return to Ethiopia would begin immediately. While this
proceeded, the UNHCR would mobilise the resources required to implement the
Ethiopian government's rehabilitation programme, and the government of
Djibouti would ensure that its local officials recognised the voluntary nature of
the exercise. An information programme using radio, TV, the press and visits to
Ethiopia by refugee leaders would be used to convince the refugees that it was
safe for them to return. Those who did not wish to return would be allowed to
remain in Djibouti, and UNHCR and voluntary agency representatives would be
allowed to check on the progress of the repatriation programme oh both sides of
the border.
It now seemed that sufficient safeguards had been built into the repatriation
programme, and that the registration of voluntary returnees could proceed in an
orderly manner. Events over the next four months were to prove that this was a
rather optimistic assesssment of the situation. At the beginning of May, the
information programme promised by the Tripartite Commission commenced. At
the same time, however, an unofficial 'disinformation programme' orchestrated
by the Ali Sabieh Commissaire also started. Contrary to the understandings of
the Commission, the refugees were told through loudspeaker announcements
and public meetings that they should leave the country as soon as possible.
Rations would soon be withdrawn from the camps, and would only be available at
a reception centre 100 miles inside the Ethiopian border. Hearing this news, the
refugees became extremely agitated and disturbances took place.
The UNHCR did little to prevent this disinformation campaign, still believing
that any interference would simply prompt the government to abandon the
provisions of the Tripartite Commission and to organise mass deportations of
refugees. Indeed, in June the UNHCR announced that 1,000 refugees had
already crossed the border in response to the Commission's recommendations
and safeguards, and that 10,000 more were expected to leave for Ethiopia within
the next four months. Other observers noted that while a small number of
refugees were trickling across the border into Ethiopia, such movements were
nothing new. In fact, many of the 'returnees' registering with the UNHCR in
Ethiopia had left Djibouti up to two years earlier.
When the UNHCR began to register those refugees in Djibouti who were
prepared to leave, events in the Ali Sabieh camp again cast doubt on the
voluntary nature of the exercise. Some refugees who refused to register for
repatriation were arrested, and harassment by the police and military in both
camps intensified. One senior UNHCR official was ordered to leave the Ali
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Sabieh camp, and the relatively inexperienced UNHCR Repatriation Officers
failed to ascertain whether the refugees who presented themselves for
registration were genuinely willing to return. At the same time, the small
number of refugees still arriving in Djibouti from Ethiopia were allegedly being
sent back before they had even submitted an application for asylum. By the end
of August, an observer reported, the voluntary repatriation programme was 'a
fiasco'. Another eye-witness noted that it was still encountering 'a considerable
amount of consumer resistance'.
The Refugees Return
In September 1983 events in Djibouti took an unexpectedly positive turn. The
registration of potential returnees, which had been proceeding at the
unrealistically high rate of 50 a day, slowed down to a far more credible 100 a
week. On 19 September the official programme of voluntary repatriation began,
when 117 refugees boarded a train in Djibouti, and were greeted in Ethiopia by
free food, entertainments, and several hundred assorted diplomats, journalists
and UNHCR officials flown in especially for the occasion. Within a month around
1,500 more had returned to Ethiopia, and by the end of 1983 the figure had
reached 3,800. A further 3,200 refugees had crossed the border independently,
bringing the total number of returnees to around 7,000.
Why had some refugees changed their mind so quickly about the desirability of
returning to Ethiopia? Three tentative answers can be suggested. Firstly,
towards the end of August the UNHCR adopted a much tougher line in its
negotiations with the government of Djibouti. As a result, the campaign of
intimidation was halted and the refugees were able to consider the offer of
repatriation in a calmer atmosphere. Secondly, in the first week of September, 40
refugee representatives were taken to Ethiopia for an overnight stay, where they
examined the reception centres that awaited them, talked at length to the local
population and gained assurances that their property would be returned in full.
Finally, having been reassured in this way, the refugees were fully aware that
their future in Djibouti was at best a limited one. After four years of intermittent
harassment and intimidation, the refugees' morale was low, and the advantages
of remaining in Djibouti were difficult to perceive. For 7,000 at least, it was
preferable to live in poverty in their own troubled country than to remain in a
foreign country that offered few, if any, prospects of advancement.
Conclusion
Three outstanding questions remain to be answered about the programme of
voluntary repatriation for Ethiopian refugees in Djibouti.
Will the voluntary character of the programme be maintained? There are still
around 25,000 Ethiopian refugees in Djibouti, and it is very unlikely that more
than 2,000 will be allowed to settle in the country permanently. What will happen
to those who have so far showed no interest in returning to Ethiopia, especially
those whose political and socio-economic background renders them liable to
persecution?
How will the refugees cope on their return? Although a major reception and
rehabilitation programme has been established for the returnees, Ethiopia is still
driven by conflict and the Dire Dawa region to which they have gone has not fully
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recovered from the Ogaden war. Food and equipment is being flown into the
area, but can existing health and education facilities absorb the new arrivals?
Can the kind of abuses that took place in Djibouti between 1980 and 1983 be
prevented from occurring again or elsewhere? As the preceding narrative has
indicated, the refugees were effectively at the mercy of two governments who
wished to see them repatriated, and an intergovernmental agency, the UNHCR,
which was certainly unable and perhaps unwilling, to offer them adequate
protection. One of the arguments used by UNHCR officials to justify the
organisation's cautious approach towards refugee protection in Djibouti was that
if the government were pushed too hard, it would simply renounce the UN
Convention and Protocol on refugees and deport the Ethiopians en masse. But
what use are the Convention and Protocol if they are not observed? Could it be
that the UNHCR was in fact prepared to countenance the pressure put on the
refugees in order to activate the repatriation programme which it had devised? If
so, can refugees anywhere have much confidence in an organisation ostensibly
designed to protect their interests?
March 1984

Jeff Crisp
Information Division, British Refugee Council

THE FUTURE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
A discussion organised by Noureddine Abdi, Algerian socialist, with Samir
Amin, Egyptian economist and author of numerous works on the Third
World, Paul Vieille, French sociologist and director of the monthly Peuples
Mediterraneans, to which he also contributes, and Amin Maalouf, Lebanese
writer and journalist (An-Nahar Arab and An-Nahar International, as well
as Jeune Afrique), together with contributions from Maged Nehme, a Syrian
writer and Alya Souirys, from Tunisia.
INTRODUCTION (Noureddine Abdi):
I see the Mediterranean region with a North African eye and look eventually to a
developmental path which derives specifically from this perspective. But for this
to occur, we need time to absorb the consequences of worldwide capitalist
development, in which this region has been as much a victim as an initiator. This
is, it seems, the only way in which the past can be understood and the present be
put in context, so that we can predict what a better future will be. This, at least, is
the spirit in which the following discussion was undertaken.
We can organise the discussion around three major points. First, a consideration
which is probably more concerned with geography and history, namely: is the
Mediterranean the boundary between two different worlds, or is it the centre of a .
single world? Second, has the 1973 energy crisis modified the way in which the
Mediterranean world is seen, both by those who live to the north and to the south
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prevented from occurring again or elsewhere? As the preceding narrative has
indicated, the refugees were effectively at the mercy of two governments who
wished to see them repatriated, and an intergovernmental agency, the UNHCR,
which was certainly unable and perhaps unwilling, to offer them adequate
protection. One of the arguments used by UNHCR officials to justify the
organisation's cautious approach towards refugee protection in Djibouti was that
if the government were pushed too hard, it would simply renounce the UN
Convention and Protocol on refugees and deport the Ethiopians en masse. But
what use are the Convention and Protocol if they are not observed? Could it be
that the UNHCR was in fact prepared to countenance the pressure put on the
refugees in order to activate the repatriation programme which it had devised? If
so, can refugees anywhere have much confidence in an organisation ostensibly
designed to protect their interests?
March 1984

Jeff Crisp
Information Division, British Refugee Council

THE FUTURE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
A discussion organised by Noureddine Abdi, Algerian socialist, with Samir
Amin, Egyptian economist and author of numerous works on the Third
World, Paul Vieille, French sociologist and director of the monthly Peuples
Mediterraneans, to which he also contributes, and Amin Maalouf, Lebanese
writer and journalist (An-Nahar Arab and An-Nahar International, as well
as Jeune Afrique), together with contributions from Maged Nehme, a Syrian
writer and Alya Souirys, from Tunisia.
INTRODUCTION (Noureddine Abdi):
I see the Mediterranean region with a North African eye and look eventually to a
developmental path which derives specifically from this perspective. But for this
to occur, we need time to absorb the consequences of worldwide capitalist
development, in which this region has been as much a victim as an initiator. This
is, it seems, the only way in which the past can be understood and the present be
put in context, so that we can predict what a better future will be. This, at least, is
the spirit in which the following discussion was undertaken.
We can organise the discussion around three major points. First, a consideration
which is probably more concerned with geography and history, namely: is the
Mediterranean the boundary between two different worlds, or is it the centre of a .
single world? Second, has the 1973 energy crisis modified the way in which the
Mediterranean world is seen, both by those who live to the north and to the south
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of it? Third, is the Mediterranean region simply no more than a source of
resistance to political hegemonism, both in present day terms and in terms of
what may occur in the future, or does it really offer a genuine potential for an
alternative?
1. The Mediterranean Region — Unity and Diversity
ABDI: Is the Mediterranean the boundary between two worlds, or is it the
centre of a single one?
VIEILLE: To begin by considering geographical and historical questions is to
stand the problem on its head because, if there is a 'Mediterranean problem'
today, it is solely for political reasons. Like many other parts of the world, the
Mediterranean is really both a unitary and multiple reality at the same time. The
choice between these two possibilities is solely a political choice. The
Mediterranean sea itself is seen as a boundary between north and south today
because of the effects of one-and-a-half centuries of colonialism, added to a
pattern of unequal relationships that is far older. If one tries today to see the
Mediterranean against the background of northern Europe, a certain number of
elements that make for unity appear which clearly have an independent existence
but which have become hidden and forgotten. Indeed, this hidden quality about
the Mediterranean is really self-evident — after all, people who have been living
together for four or five millenia, who have continued to fight amongst
themselves, have exchanged populations, goods and ideas. Yet social science tells
us, 'But there is no unity here!'
However, if one tries to see Mediterranean societies in terms of relationships
between form, function and structure, it is immediately evident that there are
forms which have equivalent functions within the structures that exist, indeed, in
terms of the latter, there are aspects which are remarkably similar. For example,
a certain number of common forms which, alone, have no evident significance,
acquire a clear purpose once they are inserted in the structure. An excellent
example is the role of 'honour' within the social structure; you can see that it is a
critical concept, it is both a common and a core feature throughout the
Mediterranean. One could also take the concept of the state. There are a series of
elements like that which make it impossible to say that, in practice, there are
relatively similar structures throughout the region. Let me come back to what I
said at the beginning, the presumption is always political in nature and it is this
that determines in what way one looks at any object. The problem is basically to
know what one wants to establish — thereafter objects take on differing
meanings.
AMIN: I must say that I agree with what you say. One can only hope to offer an
answer to this question of unity or diversity by first clarifying the political issue,
simply because there are two elements involved — both unity and diversity exist
at the same time. It does not matter whether one starts from the standpoints of
geography or history, the striking thing is that there are resonances in structure
and form; there are analogies, kinship relations and contiguities. Of course, the
diversity is there too, but its significance lies elsewhere.
Geography, for example, has extracted a type of rural civilisation from agrarian
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structures and has, perhaps, associated with it types of family organisation, etc.,
which exemplify the actual patterns of kinship that exist throughout the
Mediterranean region — although always, of course, with those specific features
which are appropriate to each element within it. There are other similarities also,
which are due more to history than to geography, and these are more interesting
perhaps. The importance of cities in the history of this region of urban civilisation
can, perhaps, by set against the nature of northern, eastern and central Europe
which were much less urbanised until a much more modern period. The
similarities also extend to factors associated with this character: in terms of the
forms of expression of political life, for example, or in the fact that the region
never knew feudalism, as had been the case in the rest of Europe, relying instead
on the strength of a clerical or mercantile aristocracy. This was linked to the
urban character, something which has left traces even to this day in
contemporary politics — the phenomenon of clientelism, for instance . . . This
character has also provided the region with its diversity; the existence of
populous communities living cheek by jowl is still a characteristic of the typical
city or the region, at least until the contemporary period.
If one puts history and geography aside, the tendency is to slip into a discussion
about the, 'community of Mediterranean peoples' — a discussion that I do not
think will take us very far. After all, the history which is important for a modern
political vision is the history of the last four centuries, particularly that of the last
century. It is a history that has divided the world and fixed a relatively rigid
frontier between two different worlds — the developed capitalist world and the
dominated, underdeveloped world. Now, it just so happens that in the region in
which we find ourselves, the frontier is, in fact, the Mediterranean. North of the
Mediterranean one is European — even if one is also Mediterranean. And to the
south, one was one of those colonised by Europe, even if as a result of the
Ottoman experience. The south was the area for European imperialist expansion.
Indeed, the Mediterranean has not been truly 'Mediterranean' for centuries. You
would probably have to go back to the Phoenicians, the Greeks or the Romans to
find the original examples of the Mediterranean dominated by a Mediterranean
power. Then came the Arabs and, after them, the Italian city states. After that,
the Mediterranean became British and now, for a short time at least perhaps, it is
American, as a result of the Second World War.
Now, this particular historical pattern created a polarisation, with a sense of
being part of Europe dominating on the one side, whereas on the other people felt
part of the Arab world. Amongst those that we can call the 'European peoples'
this sentiment transcended the real conflict of national interests within Europe
itself, just as it transcended class conflicts — which were no less of a reality. In
fact, history will not let us reduce social actors to nothing more than social classes
by denying the existence of other social realities, such as, for example, nations, or
even the conflicts between nations, by simply putting them all on the same
footing. There is a community, a sense of European solidarity, which is probably
the result of the last century and which developed through a series of violent
conflicts.
The other factor which, although crystallising out, has not achieved its final form,
is that which involves Arabs. The development of an Arab consciousness was
hesitant, being more involved in its resistance to a burgeoning imperialism and
having delayed taking into account the change in relationship between the
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different powers throughout the world. As a result, it has hesitated between
adopting the Islamic archetype of the Umma or accepting the pattern of
Ottomanism — membership of the Ottoman empire and caliphate — only to
emerge, with the birth of an Arab bourgeoisie, in the form of Arab nationalism, in
the proper sense of the term which sees itself as distinct from both Ottomanism
and Islam. Indeed, the final development of this concept is far from achieved
today and may even be in a state of crisis.
If, then, one tries to understand this history, it is easy to come up with a blunt
answer to the question of whether the Mediterranean is a frontier or the centre of
a world. Currently, it is a frontier between two worlds, a capitalist world which is
European and developed (for it is difficult to separate these three factors from
each other) and an underdeveloped capitalist world which is dominated and
peripheral. This reality is made manifest by two institutions. On the one hand,
there is the European Community and the Council of Europe, to which all
European powers wish to belong. There are, of course, contradictions,
particularly between Mediterranean European countries and those of northern
Europe, for they do not have the same interests in agriculture, for example,
because the former are still backward with respect to industrial development,
and so on. Nonetheless, they all aspire to be part of the generality; it is a common
hope, a hope that runs from right to left through the political spectrum.
However, I said that there were two institutions — well, on the one hand there is
the European Community and, on the other, there is the Arab League. Both
institutions correspond to real hopes and their existence necessarily means that it
is impossible, at present, to create a permanent institution, however moderate,
which would mirror the Mediterranean states.
VIEILLE: I must say that, at least as far as the northern part of the
Mediterranean is concerned, I cannot conceive of it in terms of states, but rather
in terms of regions. The relationship between northern and southern Europe is
essentially an ideological one, otherwise the economic status of southern Europe
is somewhat similar to that in the southern Mediterranean region. Emigration,
for example, comes from the southern Mediterranean regions, but it also comes
from southern Europe. The whole of the Mediterranean, both its northern and its
southern shores, have been colonised by tourist organisations for the leisure of
northern Europe. It is for reasons like this that I believe that the Mediterranean
links between north and south could reveal to those who live along the northern
coastline that, in the end, they are closer to those along its southern shore than to
the peoples who live in northern Europe.
MAALOUF: I think that one important element, in particular during the last
two decades, has been that there is no longer one group of Mediterranean
countries which is trying or even has the capacity to dominate the other. One
reason for this is that real world power has now moved away from the
Mediterranean. There is now a certain balance, because of petrol, but also
because of many other factors. Indeed, there is more equilibrium now than there
has been at any time for several centuries past. I must say that it seems
unthinkable to me that a European would have a greater degree of fellow feeling
for an Arab than for another European, any more than a Dane or a Tunisian
Arab would for a Frenchman or for an Egyptian. Nonetheless, for the first time
there are now conditions which allow for a certain common awareness. It will, no
doubt, continue to be secondary for years to come to other aspects, but one is
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aware that it is beginning. In this respect, I do not feel that it is particularly
worthwhile to seek out similarities between Mediterranean nations, mainly
because these similarities are not necessarily a facet of unity. On occasion they
are just the opposite. A third point that I would like to raise, one which I believe
to be the real cause of friction between the European and Arab worlds — for the
latter is really what we mean when we talk about the southern Mediterranean
region — is the role of the Israeli factor. It seems to be that this is the only
example of immedate and direct cultural confrontation.

2. The Mediterranean Today
ABDI: Another question — I suggest that we pass on to the following point,
namely that the 1973 energy crisis may have modified the vision that one has,
both of the north and the south of the Mediterranean. We should consider
whether there are not a certain number of indications which suggest that hydrocarbon resources are a worthy subject for consideration for multinationals, for
example, and whether, as a result of this, oil exporting countries have not been
effectively abandoned to the secondary sectors of the world economy.
VIEILLE: In this case we shall have to take the whole of the energy problem
into account in considering this crisis which was called an energy crisis, the 1973
energy crisis. How did it happen, what actually happened, what was the role of
the United States in it? I believe that an essential consideration for the United
States is that it must ultimately dominate oil producing countries. It must
dominate them by any and all means and one of the major factors that the United
States uses is to divide up the Mediterranean region — it is a vital consideration
for them. Any kind of Mediterranean understanding worries them because,
amongst other things, everything has already been arranged and southern
Europe has been left to northern Europe to look after.
As a result, local nationalist movements, such as the one in Languedoc, the
Occitanists, refuse to take the Mediterranean region into account. They cannot
offer a solution, or, more correctly, their preferred solution, the solution implied
in ideas such as those put foward by someone like Laffont, i.e. the relative
autonomy of Occitania — but still depending on the multinationals. Even in
Corsica the Corsican movement became very active during a period when it was
believed that oil had been discovered in the eastern plain. As a result, influential
people began to suggest that, if autonomy were obtained, oil revenues would
provide the necessary income. Nowadays, one of the main ideas held by what we
can call the Corsican bourgeoisie has been to turn Corsica into a kind of Monaco
on a Mediterranean wide scale, an area of casinos. That gives you a good idea of
how the ruling groups in southern Europe think, but such ideas will not help the
people who live there. The workers and peasants of Languedoc, the workers of
Corsica, will get no benefit from that and, in the end, they will realise that they
have nothing whatever to do with northern Europe. They will have to separate
themseves from this and find other allies elsewhere. In short, the problem now
becomes one of strategy.
As far as other regions are concerned, matters are somewhat similar in the
southern Mediterranean region. It is not, for example, those classes which
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effectively benefit from oil rents, which they alone effectively consume, who
declare for independence and development — they are Westernised and
Europeanised. Who is really against the West? Only the peasants and the
workers. It is not the states which could push for a new policy against the West,
which, in this part of the world, means effectively Europe, it is the popular
movement itself, the social movement which can and should demand different
international alliances in this part of the world. Indeed, the problem is not one of
nations, but basically one for a social movement, one of the strategy of such a
movement in this part of the world.
AMIN: Abdi, you ask the question of whether those countries on the southern
shore of the Mediterranean, that is to say the Arabs, were turning towards
second-order powers in Europe. Perhaps one could complement that question
with the following: is Europe, particularly southern Europe, with special
reference to the Left, turning towards other partners as a means of further
distancing itself from the United States? Perhaps one should add a further
supplementary question. Do people in southern Europe also want to distance
themselves from the north somewhat and, if they do, will they also turn to
humbler partners from the Arab countries and from the Third World? I
personally doubt it. I do not believe that such a change would be real or have
profound roots. Of course, it is true that France will never really cut its umbilical
cords with North Africa, but there was a period when Europe was remarkable for
its absence in the Arab world, up to 1973. The only two powers that were
therefore in the region were the United States and the Soviet Union. Divisions in
the Arab world then revolved around alliances — alliances with the Soviet Union
or with the United States. Europe only rediscovered the existence of the Arab
world suddenly in 1973 — not because of the Palestinian War but simply because
of the rise in oil prices. Europe then realised its vulnerability, not just in financial
and economic terms, but also in strategic terms; it realised that, should conflict
occur, both North and South in Europe would be threatened in terms of its access
to this vital commodity. It realised that any conflict in the region between the two
superpowers, whatever its outcome, could only occur to the detriment of Europe.
In short, Europe rediscovered that it needed to be a political actor in the region.
Its first reappearance, from an economic point of view, was as a supplier in the oil
'boom', a role that was shared with America and Japan. Of course, by Europe
here, I mean all of Europe, in which the most strongly capitalist elements of
Europe — German capital — would dominate, but in which France and Italy
would also play a role in the supply of turnkey projects to North Africa, the Gulf
and Iran. Then it reappeared politically, but taking up a different political stance
over the Palestinian issue. Although it now appeared that Zionism would no
longer be supported unilaterally and absolutely, as in the past, there were still
tendencies in that direction. Europe also apparently wanted to develop its own
independent foreign policy, although one can still ask if it did not develop it in the
wake of the United States. From that point of view the example of Sinai is
illuminating — throughout the whole of that affair, the United States continued
to be the dominant element.
From the Arab point of view, the starting point has to be the shocks given to
Arab bourgeoisies — the failures in Palestine, the failure of the radical nationalist
and Nassero-Baathist left, with the concomitant exhaustion of its policies.
Related to that failure was the removal of the Soviet Union from the region. The
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starting point, then, is the strengthening of the Arab right-wing — the
development of capital in the Gulf and the consequences of the collapse of radical
nationalism which paved the way for Infitah. In fact, the general tendency in the
Arab world is towards Infitah — it is not just an Egyptian phenomenon, one can
see it at work in Syria, Iraq, even in Algeria, not to mention countries like
Tunisia, where Ben Salah has given way to Nouira. Is all this a tendency which
tries to base itself on support from second rank capitalist states, or is it really a
tendency towards integration in the global system with the Americans at its
head. I tend to see it as the second alternative.
In other words, I see no sign at present of a move towards a more autonomous
European policy, in the face of the United States, which will depend on an Arab
alliance. In the same way, I see no sign from the Arab side either of any search
toward a greater autonomy from the United States which would depend on
Europe. No doubt that is why dialogue gets nowhere. The Euro-Arab dialogue is
a typical example. On what does Europe base its dialogue with the Arab world?
On the EEC-Maghreb agreements, of course. A moment ago, I said, as a joke,
"The North Africa issue and tomatoes" . . . In short, a mundane vision of North
Africa's future which is couched in terms of the preservation of old markets
which derive their justification from the colonial system by basically setting the
populations of the north and the south of the Mediterranean against each other —
to the benefit of northern Europe. That is one of the elements of the dialogue.
Another is the use of cheap Moroccan and Tunisian labour in export textile
industries. And Europe is petitioned so that it will not shut its gates on these neocolonial industries. Any dialogue which involves these factors could only end up
being completely devoid of value.
Then there is the 'trilogue', which is even worse, involving as it does, doing the
same thing to Black Africa, only this time using Arab money to do it. In other
words, its purpose is to make of 'co-operation' with Arab money an additional
instrument for European imperialism in Africa. In reality, the so-called cooperation is, at present, no more than that. Of course, it could be something very
different, a real co-operation which would reinforce the autonomy of those
participating in it, but this would require that the continued subjugation of Arab
and African countries to imperialism would have to be recognised.
We have been thinking about the Mediterranean community, forgetting that
there is another sea as well — the Sahara. Indeed, what we have said about the
affinities between population groups to the North and South of the
Mediterranean could equally well be said of the Arab communities along the
northern edge of the Sahara and the populations of what is at least one-third of
Africa south of the Sahara — the Sudanese and Sahelian savannah. It is not just a
question of a common religion, but also of very old relationships which imply that
such groups do in practice have links between them. In any case, in replying to
your original factors which are dominant along the northern and southern shores
of the Mediterranean tend towards a reconciliation between groups there. On the
contrary, I only see that both sets of factors play a role in global integration.
Let me turn back now to the issue of regionalism. I must say that social reality
seems to me to allow for different levels. There are first essential socialities —
classes — and there is always the temptations to try to reduce global reality to this
dimension. Another tendency, on the other hand, which has a bourgeois origin,
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would argue that since nations exist, they are the only reality. The reality of
classes can be admitted if need be, even as far as regions are concerned.
However, even this social reality is subordinate today. I mean that, for example,
the political awareness of reality means that a Languedocian does not vote in
terms of 'Languedocian interests' but in terms of the way in which he can see his
problems being solved, including regional problems, by a power which he has to
accept as pre-eminent — namely, the power of France. He does not question the
unity of France — he just discusses the ways in which it is expressed. I cannot see
anything wrong in that. I merely note that regional issues are thus subordinate
and it then follows that it is difficult to see why, to take up a point made by Paul
Vieille, that any Languedocian should try to solve his problems through Algiers
or Cairo, since he knows that he can only do that in Paris or Brussels. In other
words, he can articulate these different social realities, be they social classes,
nations or regions. Simply, they are differently articulated, depending on
historical circumstance and contingency. The only way, indeed, in which one can
avoid having to deal with absolute social realities is by taking contingent
circumstance into account and thus allowing for those factors which have a
significant effect. I believe that there is a movement towards regionalism
throughout France — and elsewhere as well. Nor do I dislike it, just the opposite,
particularly as I feel that it has progressive elements within it. Nonetheless,
people in the regions involved constituted nation-state communities, and as
members of a European community. It is this that has fixed the limits to their
political attitudes.
I must say that I think that the problem of 'regions' is far more important for
those who live in the southern Mediterranean rather than those in the north. In
the southern Mediterranean the problem is so acute that it sometimes threatens
the existence of states themselves. There is a disequilibrium between Europe,
where nations have already been formed, whatever problems still remain, and the
Arab world where the concept of nation is often threatened and where nations
are still affirming their identities. Between these two extremes there is an
enormous gulf, which makes any dialogue between them on this theme very
difficult.
Furthermore, the Arab world is even less effectively re-integrated by recent
history than the European world has been. There are good reasons for this, for
capitalist development here is more superficial and more recent, as well as being
dominated from outside. The result is that certain states in the Arab world have
frontiers that are recent and artificial, while others have historical roots of a
certain depth. Yet, on the other hand, this world is also divided between diverse
peoples, with certain levels of national consciousness. There is an awareness of
being Syrian and Arab, or Egyptian and Arab, Moroccan and Arab . . . The
region continues to be divided into communities which are not just religious, in
the widest sense of the term — Muslim with a Christian minority, but also into
communities within the corpus of Islam itself, communities which are ethnic and
linguistic in nature. It is also made up of societies which themselves are divided
into antagonistic classes.
At this point, I feel that I must take up a position which could be considered to be
ideological — a political position. What I find progressive in the Arab world today
is the affirmation and the pre-eminence within political consciousness of the
political statement that popular unified awareness is the primary concern. I
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specifically suggest 'popular' and not 'socialist', because this poses the problems
of relations between classes — the proletariat and peasantries (in the plural). I
also use the term unified in the sense that popular class struggle must, if it is to
prevail, be located within the framework of strategic objectives — in this case
unity of the Arab nation. However, this objective may not negate other social
realities that have an effective existence; it cannot crush through the weight of
bureaucracy — as has so often been the case with Arab nations — or other
realities, by denying their existence, realities such as Berbers, the blacks of
southern Sudan, or the Christians and Muslims of Lebanon (depending on which
side of the confessional divide one finds oneself). On the contrary, it is vital to
integrate this diversity into the perspective of popular Arab unity.
SOUIRYS: How does one define Arab national consciousness? I always find
problems with this concept, personally, because I cannot set limits to it. It can
cover such a wide range or be so limited in its outlook. Is it assimilated into what
one can equate with a national Islamic consciousness — which, in any case, would
be a false vision? How, then, does one define Arab national consciousness?
AMIN: I do not believe in an Islamic response to the problems of our time, any
more than there is a Christian answer. I think that this is a false problem. It's like
trying to find the secret of perpetual motion. Nonetheless, as far as the Arab
world is concerned, we are currently in a period of regresson in terms of political
awareness. The reason is that, for better or for worse, we have already had to
overcome this problem (of consciousness) twice before. There were two critical
moments — the first through the aid of the developing bourgeoisie of the 19th
century and its successor, the liberal bourgeoisie which made the separation
between Islam and the Arab consciousness possible; and the second which was
even more advanced and created an even more populist response without being
socialist, namely through Nasserism and Baathism before they declined. It was a
question of an Arab awareness, not an Islamic one, but not that this was in
conflict with Islam, far from it, but it was not founded on Islam. The purpose was
not to find an Islamic political economy, but rather a political economy of the
socialist transition from an underdeveloped country dominated by imperialism,
despite all the historical limitations involved. Yet it was these limits that led to
this development being halted, and this hiatus led us into the current period of
regression. Nasserism and Baathism could not proceed far enough and now there
is a renewal of Islamic fundamentalism instead.
3. The Mediterranean to Come
ABDI: We now come to the third point. What happens now to the
Mediterranean, what will be its path?
AMIN: I wonder if we can really talk of a 'socialist path' for the Mediterranean.
Socialism is not part of current concerns anywhere, for the real conflicts in the
Mediterranean, whether they be in the north or in the south, do not relate to that
prospect. As a result, it is too ambitious to talk of an ultimate 'Mediterranean
path'. I believe, and this is something which seems to me to have some political
value, that the answer for any attitude should be to admit that, in reality, the
situation of Mediterranean peoples is relatively subordinate — both in the north
and the south of the Mediterranean region — to the world capitalist system.
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Indeed, the situation of some groups is relatively more subordinate than that of
others. World centres of gravity are not situated around the Mediterranean,
neither on its northern, nor on its southern shores. It then follows that the
Mediterranean is, and perhaps can be effectively, a centre for resistance, for a
popular struggle against hegemony. Nor are these hegemonies simply those
which dominate in the political world today — those from America and the Soviet
Union; they also include the economic hegemonies of the capitalist system — the
capital of monopolies, be they American, European or Japanese — which do not
have their centres of gravity around the Mediterranean, not even along its
northern shore. If it is an area of resistance, then, from a popular point of view,
from the point of view of the struggle itself, there are areas of common interest
which could lead towards a co-ordination of the struggles. The struggles of
Mediterranean peoples against a real form of domination is against real forces
which have not only shaped their past but still fashion their present and limit
their future. I believe in strategies that disperse multinationals as far as southern
Europe and the Arab world is concerned. Here I approach the position of Paul
Vieille — there are areas of common struggle. The tourist future reserved for
Corsica and Tunisia is a source of common struggle for both Corsicans and
Tunisians against a capitalism that has retained for this region subordinate roles
in different ways. Thus this is a field for resistance. The hegemony exists, it
functions and it will certainly continue to function. However, I do not feel that we
have reached a point where popular forces in both the north and south of the
Mediterranean have acquired such a degree of awareness that they will demand
their 'own path of development' — or, as is said now, 'another development', if
one wishes to avoid saying socialist. The northern Mediterranean is still within
the framework of European capitalism, with all the myths that that implies. In
the south, attitudes are still restricted to the pattern of nationalism and the
success of reactionary forces in seizing control again. Indeed, it seems to me that
this could define the object around which we can co-operate — resistance to
capitalist domination by means of the major hegemonies, and not a
'governmental' attempt at Euro-Arab dialogue. Talk of agreements between
states, given their present nature and the way in which their natures will develop
in the future, means that the logic of imperialist domination will triumph and that
the question of real co-operation between people involved in a common struggle
will be pushed aside.
VIEILLE: It seems to me that this third question reduces to the proposition at
which we arrived earlier. In effect, Mediterranean people are searching for a
strategy for development. The Iranian question, the fundamentalist Muslim
Brother type of movements that one sees elsewhere, basically indicate a failure
and underline that a search for something different is taking place amongst the
popular classes in these countries. For me, the problem is one of the discussion
between identity and development, indeed, the question that was raised in issue
No. 16 of Peuples Mediterraneans. It is quite remarkable that there is no
contradiction, for the popular classes in Iran, between the concern for
development and concern for identity. Identity expresses itself in development
and development is development of the identity, evidently — and it is very
evident that this is so in popular awareness. The problem is, however, that there
are no intellectuals in Iran now, nor, no doubt, in the Arab countries, nor in
southern Europe are there any intellectuals, who have understood this problem
and succeeded in making the link between identity and development. This seems
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to me to be a fundamental consideration and, because it is, it defines the
perspective from which a strategy of scientific research and of intellectual
reflection should take place. But, how are these compatible? What does it mean to
talk of Islam and development? Is it a contradiction or not? I do not believe that it
is. In the same way, in southern France what is the relation between Occitanism
and development? It is an important question. In Laffont's writings,
development is never really defined. There is a claim to identity which depends on
an historical myth. People are aware of the problem, because they say, 'In fact,
yes, we have been treated with contempt and those people are giving us back our
honour'. That really is how the peasants in Languedoc think and, in Iran it is
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FIVE REASONS WHY THE
ERITREANS NEED YOUR
HELP
— Over a million people face famine as a result of
drought and war
— Eritrea has been devastated by the 23-year-old
war, during which crops, animals and homes
have been destroyed by the Ethiopians, and
hundreds of thousands displaced
— Much of Eritrea has been without rain for the
past four successive years
— Owing to the drought there will be no harvest at
the end of the year
— Eritrea receives no assistance from international
bodies such as UNICEF and the World Food
Programme
Donations to: ERITREAN RELIEF ASSN., BCM
BOX 865, LONDON WC1V 6XX. Registered
Charity No.272845.
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DRAMATIC SHIFTS IN THE MILITARY BALANCE IN THE HORN: THE
1984 ERITREAN OFFENSIVE
The Post-1948 Stalemate
In the mid-1970s, the Eritrean liberation movement made very considerable
advances, going beyond any others in Africa in reaching the stage of positional
warfare and occupying towns. Indeed in 1977 they controlled almost all towns in
the country except the main port, Massawa and the capital, Asmara — both of
which were under siege. But then the Soviet Union intervened, their navy
bombarded Eritrean positions around Massawa; they armed and directed a huge,
new Ethiopian army, which reversed the military balance, especially after
pushing the Somali army out of the Ogaden in 1978. This offensive was able to
reopen the main roads to the Ethiopian army, so the Eritrean People's
Liberation Front withdrew from the towns to avoid them being shelled. They

ERITREA
" L I B E R A T E D AREAS
H J M O B I L E WARFARE ZONPS
SSH GUERRILLA ZONES
ETHIOPIAN ARMY GARRISON!
EPIA FORWARD POSITIONS
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withdrew northwards to a wedge-shaped rugged base area in the Sahel province
running south from a section of the Sudan border away from the coast, to a point
around the one town over which they retained control, Nacfa. The other
liberation movement, the Eritrean Liberation Front, for a time did attempt to
stand firm but were crushed. However, they did hold on to the remote northwestern plains in the Barka province among the pastoral peoples who had formed
their original base of support (see Gebre-Mehdin's article in this issue). But in
1981 these areas were wrested from their control by the EPLF.
It is only when one sees the harsh environment, the narrow ravines and rugged
terrain that one can fully comprehend how the EPLF has been able to withstand
several massive offensives by heavily-armed Ethiopian armies numbering
100,000 and the artillery and air bombardments. 'The mountains were our
friends', was how the political Secretary of the Front expressed it to me last
year.
With the EPLF fighters successfully dug in along the front-line, since the major
offensive, the sixth, in early 1982, there had been virtual stalemate at the front.
The Ethiopians had exhausted their attacking capability; the EPLF was not in a
position to hold open terrain when it counter-attacked. However, a guerilla war
of increasing scale continued behind Ethiopian lines. In part this consisted of
attacks in some strength on the more isolated towns away from the front line, on
supply convoys along the main roads — enough to dislodge the Ethiopian
garrisons and capture equipment, but still 'hit-and-run' in that once captured,
posts were not held on to and defended. But the work of politicisation, the
building up of an armed people's militia and low-level insurgency went on in the
heavily populated south/central agricultural highlands that have always been the
main source of EPLF support.
These tactics paid off. The peasant-supported guerilla activity confined the
Ethiopian army and its direct control more and more to the major towns and to
areas along the main roads. This gave the EPLF scope to develop their own, very
effective, clandestine supply lines from the northern base area southwards into
the highlands, through the countryside cutting across the main transport
arteries. In turn, this gave them scope to pursue relatively unhindered their own
social and political programmes among the peasantry, away from the roads. At
the moment these include the distribution of famine relief supplies.

The Eritrean Counter-attack
In a dramatic offensive in the first half of 1984 the EPLF has now broken out of
its encirclement in all directions and in the process radically altered its own
logistical position and the whole military and political balance in the Horn.
There is clearly now a new phase of the struggle. The EPLF have taken up open
offensives for the first time in six years. No longer just content to hold the line
around the base area while making guerilla incursions on a hit-and-run basis
elsewhere, they are once again attacking and taking towns. They have also
switched back to conventional, positional warfare and not just guerilla methods.
The attack in March 1984 across the coastal plain, which gave the EPLF control
over a long stretch of the Red Sea coast and the small but strategic port of Mersa
Teklay, was carried out using tanks and artillery. It resulted in some thousands
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of Ethiopian troops being outflanked in a pincer movement which pinned them to
the coast with nowhere to go except into the sea or into capture.
The western end of the trunk road to Asmara was wrested from the Ethiopian
army with the capture of the strategic town of Tessenei in January 1984, and this
in turn gives the EPLF its own access to the outside world along a main road.
This access has been dramatically widened by the EPLF offensive in the northeast, their capture of the border town of Korora and their control of the road into
the Sudan. They also have open access to the Red Sea.
The EPLF's improved logistic position has already paid off. They have
recaptured other towns and are challenging others; in March they claimed to
have liberated two small towns in the densely populated highlands in the south,
thus opening up a new front, but also giving the prospect of internal sources of
food surpluses once the drought is over. Of course in choosing to occupy towns
and roads they invited retaliatory bombing from the Ethiopians and the
population of Tessenei had to be evacuated just as had happened to Nacfa in the
past. But the Ethiopian's air superiority and their capability of inflicting such
damage as to force the EPLF to fight an underground war has been significantly
undermined by the daring attack in May on the airport at Asmara, the capital.
They claim to have put out of action 30 per cent of the entire Ethiopian air force
and 60 per cent of its operational capacity in Eritrea.
The result of these advances has dramatically changed the positions on the
ground. From occupying a barren rugged base area with a sparse nomad
population, cut off from easy access to other parts of the country or the world
outside, the EPLF now has an established military presence in most regions. It
controls the whole of the border with the Sudan and a good stretch of the coast. It
is prepared to take on the weakened and no doubt now demoralised Ethiopian
forces in open combat. They in turn seem to be being beaten back by these
conventional attacks and guerilla tactics into a small, more easily defensible and
suppliable pocket along the corridor between Asmara and the main port of
Massawa — their position in 1977.
The EPLF's Strategy for Mobilisation
There are several grounds for EPLF's ability to defend for so long and now
counter-attack and for their gaining pre-eminence within the country. But central
to their strategy has been a real and effective commitment to self-reliance that is
very much in evidence in the base areas. Transport offers but one example —
though a crucial one in circumstances where all equipment and even food, for
fighters and the starving, has hitherto had to be brought into the unproductive,
barren base area where there were no roads. To do this a large fleet of trucks —
themselves all captured from the enemy — were kept in good running order by a
network of garages staffed by mechanics trained by the movement, capable of
not only servicing and repairs but conversions of military transports and even
engineering of spare parts.
Military effectiveness depends not only on sound tactics and self-reliant
structures but on mobilising broad political support. In part this results from the
EPLF's provisions of services — health, education, famine relief (whose creative
character has been documented by several other observers). But broader efforts
have also been made to mobilise the people and get them to transform their lot
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themselves and not just pander to their needs. Two related programmes are at
the heart of the EPLF's strategy. The first is the agrarian reform measures
introduced into the agricultural highlands that Gebre-Mehdin's article suggests is
the distinctive social transformation introduced by the EPLF — a different
reform from the abolition of landlordism in the south that is the Ethiopian
revolution's great achievement. But two new challenges are posed by the new
situation on the ground achieved by the military successes. Relatively open access
for the EPLF to the southern highlands will make it possible to determine
whether the initial land reform survived intact the Ethiopian occupation of those
areas in the last few years. A second issue to be posed is whether a further stage
of building on the initial land redistribution is to take place in those regions. The
biggest challenge for EPLF's strategy of social transformation, however, faces
them in the pastoral areas in the north and west — whose people started the
process by their 1940's movement ending serfdom, of which the Eritrean
movement and the EPLF in particular became beneficiaries (see Gebre-Mehdin
again). Now that the EPLF have a secure footing in these areas and have begun
to establish themselves there and the areas are free from attack, can they work
out a meaningful further stage of agrarian reform relevant to a livestock
economy?
The Future?
If such efforts go some way to explaining recent military gains, what prospects
lie ahead? First, the significance of the new balance of forces should be
understood. It rules out finally for all to see any hope the Ethiopians have of
imposing their own solution militarily. On the other hand, though the Eritreans
have moved from defence to attack, a further long and bitter struggle would no
doubt be necessary for them to liberate the whole territory of Eritrea by force of
arms — especially if Ethiopia continues to receive the same degree of military
support from the Soviet Union.
All the more urgent then is the search for a political solution to this long and
bloody war. A basic formula for this has been laid out in the EPLF's proposal for
a UN-run referendum giving people the choice of independence, incorporation or
regional autonomy, and it is hard to think of any other acceptable method of
ensuring self-determination. But the Front has anyway offered to meet the
Ethiopian regime for talks without any pre-conditions.
However reasonable this formula, there is no guarantee of a negotiated
settlement. And yet the urgency for this can be appreciated if one possible
scenario is considered. The recent military success of the EPLF may give the
Eritreans an impregnable position, but coupled with the successes of other
national movements (see Luckham & Gbeyehu, and Wright's Briefing on Tigray)
another consequence may be a serious weakening of the military regime in Addis
Ababa. But even those who would gladly see the end to military rule or that of
Mengistu might pause to contemplate the dangers if there is simply a
disintegration of any central power in Ethiopia. A vacuum would not suit the
interests of those national movements like the Tigray and Oromo that seek only
regional autonomy, nor an independent Eritrea — especially if it were one into
which the US were tempted to move, either to replace or to co-exist competitively
with the USSR. The 'radical' national movements, with control of access to the
Red Sea coast, would become unambiguously the immediate enemy of the US and
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maybe both great powers. All the movements have thus to concern themselves
with the issue of central power in Addis Ababa. Whatever is the outcome it is
certain that, with so much at stake, neither of the great powers is in a position to
take any initiatives for peace in Eritrea (or elsewhere in the Horn). All the
greater pity therefore that the Eritrean question is ignored by African states
who have an interest in a solution that does not generate disintegration and
greater outside involvement, and by the UN which might usefully reshoulder the
responsibility it irresponsibly delegated to imperial Ethiopia in 1952.
Lionel Cliffe

REPORT ON A REFUGEE CONFERENCE
In March 1984 a symposium was held at St. Anne's College, Oxford on Assistance
to Refugees: Alternative Approaches. It was unusual and innovative in academic
circles, at least in Europe, because the aim was that it should offer a platform for
refugees and refugee representatives to articulate how they define their
problems and how they see possible solutions. It was thus a test of how far people
in the West are yet ready to allow those whose voice is usually ignored to actually
speak, and whether those with differing degrees of academic, political weight and
the 'humanitarian' resources would allow themselves to listen.
Over 100 people attended this intensive five-day meeting which focused almost
exclusively on Africa in anticipation of the forthcoming Second International
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa (ICARA II) meeting in Geneva in
July. Most of the major areas of concern to refugees, host governments, donors
and agencies were scheduled for discussion during the symposium: health,
education, economic viability, protection, resettlement and repatriation among
them. A wide range of issues and differing views were touched on during the
programme, and justice cannot be done in a limited space to the debates that took
place within the different sessions. Instead of attempting a description of the
content of the discussions, or a summary of the final plenary on
recommendations (which are available from Queen Elizabeth House, St. Giles,
Oxford), I want to look at two issues which were highlighted during the
conference — issues not unique to this particular meeting but which rather seem
to recur each time 'the receivers' are invited to debate with 'the givers' in an
international forum. The two issues are refugee participation, and the ability (or
otherwise) of confronting real alternative approaches to problems which have
existed for a long time.
The central purpose of hearing the refugees perhaps conflicted in part with
another aspect to the meeting, which was to invite African host government
representatives to speak, for, while they carry the burden of refugee assistance,
their voices too are usually ignored. So the participation of people from the third
world, predominantly Africa, was substantial with refugees attending from
Sudan, Kenya, Algeria among other countries, plus many who are studying or
resident in the UK, as well as representatives of the Sudanese and Somali
governments. While the presence of senior government representatives
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inevitably inhibited some free discussion by refugees who had asylum and
protection in those countries, their contributions did illuminate some of the
problems faced by African governments in poor countries in trying to cope with
the massive refugee influxes and long-term communities.
It is salutory to realise how rarely those affected by policy decisions are ever
invited to attend meetings where their needs are debated. Perhaps it is precisely
because it is so rare that the few occasions on which it happens seem to run into
serious difficulties in genuinely allowing these participants a voice. This
symposium was dominated by a number of keynote papers, given in plenary
sessions with only limited time for discussion afterwards. One session per day
only was spent in smaller, less structured workshop groups. Yet the papers were
not presented by representatives of the various refugee groups, but by 'refugee
experts'. Many of the papers were competent, polished, interesting, but they
were not given by the invited refugees; nor did they (with one or two notable
exceptions such as in health) present the conference with any new ideas or
alternative approaches. They were fairly standard papers given predominantly
by men used to presenting such ideas in a number of different places and
occasions.
How does such a situation arise in a forum looking for 'alternative viewpoints'? It
is clear that those with power, those who are used to dominating, those who have
always been the 'leaders' and the speakers find it hard to take a back seat. But
what were the justifications/constraints that allowed this to happen when the
intention was to give the floor to those usually denied it? First, it seems it is
possible to get 'the powerful' (i.e., potential donors, the United Nations
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), governments that you want to influence,
etc) to come to a conference only if well-known people are speaking. To become
well-known it is necessary to attend many such meetings, to travel, to have a
prestigious post — most of which are denied to the refugees who attended.
Second, keynote speakers are expected to be polished — and while some of the
refugee participants were very polished being ex-Ministers or academics, others
had recently arrived from camps or the urban slums of eastern Africa and were
not able to give a standard conference presentation. Two further reasons which
affect the nature of paper presentation, and which possibly militated against
allowing the refugee participants from speaking at keynote sessions came out in
two revealing exchanges during the conference. In one, a well-known Third
World international civil servant followed his 'global' review of some of the issues
with a homily to the refugees present. He told them to stop being parochial, to let
go of their particular concerns, widen their horizons, see their plight in
comparative terms — and then people would listen. One refugee employed in
Sudan replied that they only have experience of their own situation —
international travel is closed to them, travelling within Africa or, even within a
country in Africa, is often impossible because of poverty, problems with travel
documents, or security. Refugees as a general rule do not take a global
perspective of refugee issues, both because it is by definition beyond their reach,
and also because the solutions to their problems are more rooted in their
particular socio-economic and political environment rather than in generalised
'refugee solutions' which transcend the specifics of their situation.
In the second exchange an American academic on secondment to the US State
Department who was due to talk on the obviously intensely unpopular issue of
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repatriation, jokingly remarked, "I hope I will survive this experience". Of
course he did, and from his safe position could take a detached view of the issues
involved in repatriation. It was graphically pointed out from the floor during the
discussion that followed that many refugees did not survive the forcible
repatriation which has happened in various African countries in recent years.
The refugee who spoke was emotional, personally involved and, some would say,
'unprofessisonal' in his intervention. The contrast was clear, and 'emotionalism',
'commitment', 'total involvement' are not characteristics encouraged at
international meetings.
Perhaps there is one over-riding consideration militating against allowing those
defined as 'powerless', 'weak', 'dependent' and 'the recipients' to speak freely.
When some did speak out, over meals, in the workshops, in the plenary
discussions, and informally, some of their concerns were forcibly expressed.
It was clear they did not start from the position those who work with them start.
Their concerns, their definition of the problems and their solutions are different,
and ultimately not easily accommodated within the operational framework of
non-governmental agencies, or within the bureaucracy of the UNHCR or host
governments.
Despite the fact that they were put in the position of responding to frameworks
set up by 'experts', if called upon at all, refugee participants did raise several key
issues and it was clear refugee groups do have some 'alternative approaches' to
those of governments, UNHCR and voluntary agencies. The radical approaches
of SWAPO of Namibia to education and camp life were presented, as were those
of the POLISARIO of Saharawi, though in both cases European sympathisers
rather than representatives of the movements presented the material. On the
other hand the African National Congress of South Africa was not present, and
neither the Eritrean Relief Association nor the Relief Society of Tigray,
mentioned elsewhere in this Issue, had the opportunity to talk fully about their
innovatory programmes both in the refugee camps and behind the lines. Little
was said about the way refugee groups are struggling to tackle such problems as
drought, health, farming, education and restructuring the role of women in
society.
Among the main demands made by a number of refugees at the conference were
that their situation must be understood in its specific and essentially political
context. The term 'refugee' and a 'global' approach makes it possible to fudge the
political issues involved, but they demanded that any study of, or proposed
solutions to the problems of any group of refugees, should start with
consideration of the international and local political aspects of the situation. Only
when the causes of refugee exodus are understood can any lasting solutions begin
to emerge. While the conference agenda ended with a debate about the political
scene, they wanted it to start there, because without a clear grasp of this factor,
all other assistance can all too easily be wasted. A second demand, which was
reflected in the final conference recommendations, was that refugees be allowed
to participate in decisions made about their lives. Many went further and wanted
to be able to determine their own future — both demands a far cry from existing
practise where refugees are almost never consulted in major decisions affecting
their existence. One of the issues that typifies this lack of consultation is
repatriation. While the UNHCR holds repatriation to be one of its three 'durable
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solutions', and while it is the one they would like to promote above resettlement
or local settlement, the refugees themselves feel the UNHCR should have
nothing to do with it. The refugees do not accept that it is the role of an
international agency supposedly representing their interests, to return refugees
from whence they came, when the political situation at home has not changed.
The heated exchanges about the repatriation schemes from Djibouti to Ethiopia
and Zaire to Uganda highlighted the totally different way refugees seek to solve
the problems.
A third demand was that the media working with refugees and the UNHCR stop
defining refugees as homogeneous, dependent, weak, needy, etc. They are
different peoples, from different political and economic situations. Many of them
are actively engaged in struggle, they are strong, determined, they have a
programme and an agenda and they do not fit the stereotype so often seen on
posters, or read about in official reports.
Their call for the right to self-determination, for support in their struggle, for the
right to radically change education, health and agricultural provision, for the
right to determine their own priorities. Their stress on the specificity and
political nature of their situation cannot easily be accommodated within the terms
of reference of many who work for them, but are not yet willing or able to work
with them.
Tina Wallace

COMBATING FAMINE: A REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY

Five years of drought have gripped Tigray province in northern Ethiopia.
Population movements across the highland massif, down the escarpment and into
the relatively fertile western region have been enormous as harvests fail and
oxen die. Recent nutritional surveys indicate that over 22 per cent of the children
in the drought belt that stretches from deep in the south of Tigray across the
central highlands and down the eastern escarpment are severely malnourished.
Over 85 per cent of Tigray — everywhere except the big garrison towns and the
main roads — is outside the control of the central Ethiopian government and
under the administration of the Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF), a
liberation movement which in less than a decade of armed resistance against the
military junta in Addis has established a popular base in Tigray's countryside and
villages. But although only 15 per cent of drought victims can be reached through
government channels, drought aid to Ethiopia is being disbursed in the ratio of 30
to 1 in favour of the government controlled areas. TPLF-held areas are also
effectively cut off from the rest of Ethiopia's markets and transportation
systems. But despite these seemingly overwhelming constraints, an assistance
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operation is being mounted in the western region of Tigray which adopts a
revolutionary perspective, both in its analysis of the famine and in its plans for its
long-term eradication.
The fertile western region of Tigray, as yet unaffected by drought, produces an
average annual surplus of 30,000-35,000 metric tonnes. For the last 18 months, it
has received thousands of migrants from the drought belt in Tigray and parts of
Wollo and Gondar. All alternative migration routes have been cut by the war and
it has also become the focus of an assistance programme that goes far beyond
relief. Of course, migrants coming to the west from the drought areas have to be
fed, coming as they do with nothing. Currently (May 1984) there are 54,000
migrants in 13 reception centres in the Shire and Wolkeit districts of the western
administrative region with 20,000 more on their way from the central region.
Over 500,000 migrants have passed through the three checkpoints established at
the three gateway towns of Edaga Habrte, Adi Daro and Adi Nebreid and a total
of 600,000 are expected this year. These migrants have thus nearly doubled the
population of the western region but there is relative social calm in the area due,
in large measure, to the response of the local population to the disaster.
By 1982, after two years of failed rains in the densely populated highlands, the
impending movement of thousands of peasants in search of food threatened to
swamp the resources of a region already battered by nine years of war. It was
necessary to establish the widest possible social base for the relief programme. In
order to involve the people in the programme, Relief and Rehabilitation
Committees (RRC) were elected early last year in every village, initially to
identify the drought-stricken areas but also gather data on needs and report
back. These data provided the basis for the planning of the relief programme. But
having assessed by the enormity of the problem (according to the Relief Society
of Tigray, 1.2 million people were seriously affected last year) and the scarcity of
the resources available (last year 5,093 tons of food were received from aid
agencies, enough to feed only 4 per cent of the population in need), the priority
quickly became to mobilise and raise the consciousness of both the drought
victims and those still unaffected. Meetings, discussions and seminars were held
in the grain producing areas in the west to make people there aware of the food
situation in the drought areas and the role they could play in the crisis. For these
people, themselves recent migrants from the highlands and already highly
politicised by the nine-year-old liberation struggle, the solution to the problem
was self-evident: 'United we stand, divided we fall.' And in anticipation of large
numbers of migrants, new administrative zones were created in Shire and
Wolkeit to allow for maximum co-ordination of activities.
In the drought belt, peasants were themselves mobilised and counselled through
seminars and meetings for the enormous task of trying to remain self-reliant in
the face of disaster. Innovative and indeed revolutionary survival strategies
developed on a local and national level: money from the treasury of the local
People's Councils and churches was made available on a revolving credit fund
basis through the RRCs to income generating projects; migrants arriving in the
west were granted monopolies on certain crafts and seasonal work (incense
gathering in southern Tigray) by the local administrative authorities; migrants
were encouraged to take advantage of the regional differences in grain prices
through trading, using animals bought or hired on credit from the revolving
credit funds; youth organisations in the drought belt hired pack animals to bring
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grain from western Tigray to the sick and those unable to leave the drought
regions.
Altogether over 70 per cent of last year's 400,000 migrants, and some 90 per cent
of this year's 520,000, have been productively integrated into the western
agricultural communities on the basis of a family for a family. These 'guest'
migrants share the domestic and agricultural work of their hosts in return for
shelter and food, and are integrated into the local RRCs through their own
elected representatives. Regular meetings are held in these reception villages to
ease tensions that may arise between migrants and the indigenous people and to
assess the situation in the area with regard to jobs.
The Relief Society of Tigray (REST), an independent humanitarian organisation
working in areas under TPLF control, administers the Reception Centres
(although the migrants and local people build them and the migrants themselves
fully participate in running them), organises and implements the purchase and
movement of food, and co-ordinates its work with the local Social Affairs
Committee of the People's Council.
As REST operates its relief'programme in a war zone, it has relied heavily on
TPLF for the security of its operations. TPLF has also provided over twenty
trucks for transporting relief goods; 1,250 tons of grain from its own agricultural
areas, trained paramedical personnel for the clinics in the Reception Centres and
seconded some staff to REST for the establishment of Reception Centres.
For both REST and the TPLF, though essential, relief is only a holding
operation, the dual purpose of which is to prevent further migration and to allow
the migrants the possibility of return. The real cure for the omnipresent poverty
of Tigray lies within the drought areas themselves. And although the drought
victims are, to some extent, cushioned by the extensive infrastructure developed
in TPLF-held areas during the nine years' fighting, the short- and long-term
effects of the drought are socially disruptive and economically devastating. An
increase in admission figures for the 1983 school year was expected, but only
18,000 students actually enrolled, a decrease of nearly 9,000 or 33 per cent on
1982. Some schools in the drought belt have been closed altogether as attendance
rates plummeted. The planned expansion of the public clinic network has been
halted as all trained paramedical personnel and drug supplies are already fully
stretched to cover the current emergency medical needs in the western region.
As the rains continue to fail and relief becomes ever more pressing, meagre
resources are reluctantly but necessarily diverted away from priority
development initiatives — programmes which have shown not only spectacular
results but have demonstrated the actual possibility of reconstituting the fertility
of the long-neglected central highlands. Apart from the long-term structural
damage done to the fragile economic base through the depletion of seed and food
reserves and the decimation of livestock herds in the drought areas, the most
serious consequence of the current drought has been the weakening of the local
and regional administrative networks. These networks, built up from sectoral
mass organisations, village committees and mass meetings to form bitos or
People's Councils representing either several small villages, towns or subdistricts — are the concrete and practical realisation of self-determination, the
very object of the revolution itself. But as whole villages empty out, particularly
in the southern reaches of the province, these rural administrative structures
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break down, programmes of political education are disrupted and all the mediumand long-term development programmes for the area suspended. It is
particularly difficult also to monitor the real indicators of increasing
impoverishment in more than the most general terms (villages becoming empty,
more migrants passing the checkpoints) because the population in the drought
belt is in constant motion trying to find food, temporary work and markets for
their cattle.
Faced with these onerous problems, however, REST and the TPLF with strong
popular support have limited many of the short-term consequences of a drought
of this scale — i.e., massive deaths, mass exodus and social disintegration — by
tightly controlling the population movements through its own administrative
channels and by keeping migrants productive and essentially non-dependent in
the west.
Although the western region is now the focus of the largest grain surplus in
Tigray, the territory as a whole used to produce large surpluses. The original
settlers were grain-producing highland farmers. As late as the 16th century, a
Portuguese traveller spoke of abundant crop yields. But by the time of its
complete subjugation by the Amhara ruling feudals at the turn of the century,
Tigray was already suffering from the effects of gross over-cultivation and land
misuse. Ethiopia as a whole was a perennial target of drought and famine, hitting
the northern part of the empire hard. These famines more often than not struck
Tigray at times of abundant harvests, demonstrating clearly the effects of the
intensely exploitative relations of production in the countryside. The crippling
extraction of the peasants' surplus by the Addis Ababa regime and the complete
lack of re-investment in the province, meant a gradual erosion of the productive
capacity of the peasants and their growing impoverishment as they mortgaged
their land at high interest rates and sold their livestock to buy food and pay taxes.
These taxation levels eventually rose to 50 per cent or more of yield on church
lands, and monarchs extended these taxation rights over regions to military
officers and courtiers which effectively changed the control of land and made the
farmer virtually a tenant on his own land. An additional factor in this gradual
weakening of Tigray's socio-economic fabric was the fact that most of the anticolonial military confrontations between the Italians and Ethiopia were fought on
Tigrean soil.
Commercialisation of subsistence agriculture oriented towards export which
began in the 1960s, caused peasant deprivation and evictions in other areas of
Ethiopia (notably Arussi province), and had its effects in Tigray, especially
through the TAHADU scheme in the western region. Subsistence agriculture
continued to stagnate while cash crop production areas were receiving huge
investments.
Further damage has been done to the economy over the last nine years as a result
of the fighting between the TPLF and the central government. REST estimates
that in this nine-year period, over 20,000 tons of grain have been either
confiscated or burnt by the army, 10,000 head of livestock killed or confiscated,
8,000 civilians killed and 200,000 people displaced. The last campaign was
mounted by the Ethiopian army in 1982 at a time when the effects of the drought
were beginning to be very severe.
Thus gradually over this century, migration from and within Tigray has become
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continuous and often final. Whole famillies were obliterated from the social
landscape. Tigreans became the wanderers of the empire, a population of
increasingly landless and impoverished peasants, a population highly vulnerable
to drought conditions. In 1972, when drought and famine struck northern
Ethiopia hard, 25 per cent of the Tigrean peasantry had little or no land and 42
per cent of those who did own land had holdings of less than one hectare. Tigray
had three urban-based hospitals, five high schools and one Italian built road for
its five million people. Furthermore, Tigray was beholden to a highly centralised
and autocratic government which had neither a commitment to Tigray's rural
poor or the capacity to implement any emergency measures.
The handling of the 1972/74 drought, which claimed the lives of thousands of
peasants in the highlands of Wollo and Tigray, has been blamed to some extent
on the then autocratic regime's inability to efficiently administer and distribute
assistance. There was no government body — such as today's Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission — to make appropriate, if inaccurate, noises in the
international arena. And, on the whole, the famine was presented as a 'natural'
and indeed unavoidable disaster which called for immediate relief — and only
relief — a view still widely held by the international humanitarian community.
What the Ethiopian authorities failed to recognise in 1972, and what the analysis
and handling of the current drought in Tigray demonstrates, is that the root
cause of famine is not primarily climatic but lies essentially in the nature of the
social and economic relations inside Tigray itself. In 1972 grain merchants and
rich landowners made fortunes from the destitution of the peasants who were
forced to sell their cattle and mortgage their land to buy food at a price the
merchants set. Today, however, land cannot be sold and there is an effective
price control monitored by the elected local People's Council which has prevented
hoarding even at this time of acute shortage. In fact the traditionally
conservative merchants have been engaging in a healthy trading operation in
grain, helping to centralise the local surpluses for the famine relief operation in
the west. Although it would be quite possible for TPLF to confiscate all the
western surplus for the relief operation (even though it would feed less than 15
per cent of those in need), as they say themselves "Who, then, would produce for
our drought victims next year?" Statistically speaking, the drought is worse now
than in 1972 when, at the peak of the crisis, there were 60,000 people in reception
centres. This year REST already has 50,000 people in reception centres in Tigray
alone. The Ethiopian provinces of Wollo and Gondar are also drought afflicted
and neighbouring Eritrea has 1.2 million people at risk. People have died in
Tigray. The first report of the Drought Commission (a permanent body set up
last year after the second congress of TPLF in February 1983, comprised of
TPLF, REST and People's Council's Representatives, to produce consolidated
reports on the developing situation) stated that, 17,924 people had died due to
drought in 1983. But this is nowhere near the 200,000 that died in 1972/74.
At the onset of the armed struggle against the Ethiopian military junta in 1975,
infant mortality rates in Tigray were excessively high, child brides the rule and
there were no doctors outside the urban areas. According to figures published in
February by the TPLF, in 1983 over half a million people received treatment in
the 63 public clinics and 2,216 women gave birth there. The age of consent is now
16 for women (it is 15 in France). Extensive land reform in over 80 per cent of the
territory has established 1.2 hectares as the average family landholding size and
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600 women have been trained to plough and make their own agricultural
implements. Age-old taboos are being swept away and new confidence
generated, especially among young peasant women and the poor farmers. For it
is these farmers who now have the courage to attempt another cultivation in the
highlands even after five years of failure, and the interest and commitment to the
area which prompted them to go and discuss the pilot agricultural projects begun
by REST and TPLF in 1982 of water spreading and soil terracing techniques in
the drought villages.
The results achieved by these projects, described in a recent report of a wellknown British-based charity as 'spectacular', have demonstrated the actual
possibility of regenerating the agricultural potential of the soil eroded and
deforested highland plateau of Tigray. They will also stop the perennial
migration from this densely populated area. Because there were no rains in 1983,
most of the 50,000 migrants who returned to the central region to plant were
forced back to the west by January 1984 when their food supplies ran out.
Under a proposed £3 million soil conservation and irrigation programme, 80,000
farmers will be permanently retained in the drought areas. The same amount of
money would provide food and shelter for 95,000 migrants for only six months.
REST, it seems, has found the rational and long-term solution to the problem of
poverty and destitution which has haunted Tigray for generations. More
importantly, it has had the courage to implement this policy in the middle of the
worst Ethiopian drought in living memory. Ironically, though, this policy has
found few allies in the developed world among those who claim the same
objectives for themselves.
Kirsty Wright

A NEW DAWN FOR WOMEN IN ERITREA
A two day International Conference is being prepared by the National Union of
Eritrean Women (NUEWmn), to be held in the Netherlands in the middle of
March 1985. This is the first time such a conference has been organised.
Objectives of the Conference
• to present to the outside world the Eritrean struggle in general and the
struggle of Eritrean women in particular;
• to serve as a forum for discussion on the condition of women inside Eritrea, as
well as those who have been obliged to emigrate to other African countries, to
Europe, the Middle East, North America and Australia;
• to strengthen the ties between the NUEWmn and other organisations — social,
political and cultural, especially women's organisations;
• to mobilise political and material support to Eritrean women.
An organising committee, composed of Eritreans and non-Eritreans, has been
formed. It is presently engaged in contacting organisations and individuals in
various countries, gathering information material, and making the necessary
administrative arrangements for the holding of the conference.
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Women and the Armed Struggle in Eritrea
The ultimate goal of the armed struggle in Eritrea is to abolish what remains of
colonial and feudal domination and to set up in its place a system that promotes
liberation, justice and democracy for all. This process is already under way and
the role that Eritrean women are playing in it is indeed remarkable.
When in 1961 the armed struggle started, under the leadership of the Eritrea
Liberation Front (ELF), numerous Eritrean women who were against the
oppressive feudal system and its constraints, attempted to take part. However,
the leadership which was itself dominated by feudal elements, discouraged
women from participating in the armed struggle. They showed no interest in the
problems of the women: indeed their attitudes were not essentially different from
the traditional ones characteristic of feudalism.
It was only with the creation of the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front (EPLF) in
1970 that there began to be respect for people's democratic rights in general and
those of women in particular. This respect took concrete form with the setting up
of the EPLF mass organisations which have grown and flourished over the last
decade or so, both inside liberated Eritrea, in those parts of Eritrea still occupied
by Ethiopian troops and within the emigrant communities all over the world. This
organisation of the Eritrean people is, indeed, one of the most important
achievements of the EPLF.
The National Union of Eritrean Women is one of the most dynamic of the mass
organisations. Thanks to its efforts, Eritrean women at the Front and in areas
under EPLF control, participate in all kinds of activity, without any
discrimination based on sex. And, in order to up-grade women's skills, a wide
variety of training programmes is being carried out.
Above all, the active presence of women in the front line and the enormous
sacrifices that they are paying there bears testimony to their contribution to the
national struggle for the liberation of the Eritrean people and for their own
emancipation. In this way a solid foundation is being laid for a society based on
equality, justice and democracy.
Women in the Rural Areas
In the past, although Eritrean women participated in agricultural production,
their contribution was always under-rated. An Eritrean woman was not entitled
to own land. She was forbidden even to express her views on affairs of general
concern to all the members of her community. But, with the birth of the EPLF,
all this is changing. A totally new situation has emerged. The Front has
embarked on a redistribution of land in which women are now eligible to hold in
their own right, on an equal footing with the men. In addition, they can elect and
be elected in the village assembly or in any other local administrative body.
Women in the Urban Areas
As most of the Eritrean towns are still controlled by the Ethiopians, the lives of
their inhabitants, both women and men, are very hard, as they are subject to all
the tensions and humiliations inflicted by the occupying forces. In spite of this,
however, a large number of women clandestinely belong to the women's mass
association of EPLF and are constantly risking their lives in carrying out such
tasks as information collecting, passing messages, distributing illegal leaflets and
hiding those who have to escape from the enemy troops. Many women, especially
young ones, have indeed fled from the towns to join the EPLF in the liberated
areas.
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Those who have remained behind usually work in factories or offices, either for
the Ethiopian Government or for private business. Some are teachers. As
Eritreans under Ethiopian domination, none of them, either women or men, have
their rights respected as workers, but as usual, the women are worse off. They do
not receive equal pay for equal work and their wages are very low indeed. They
have to share their earnings among the many members of their family, including
the older generation. There are very few opportunities for higher education: they
are encouraged to leave school, get married and be housewives. So most of them,
on marriage, are transferred from the control of their fathers to that of their
husbands. Medical facilities are scarce and expensive. Free service can only be
obtained after long bureaucratic procedures so that most urban Eritreans have
recourse to traditional healers which are relatively cheap and accessible.
Women as Refugees Abroad
Today the number of Eritrean refugees dispersed all over the world is estimated
at over half a million. Many of them are women and they are forced to accept the
harsh realities of immigrants and refugees. They often work as slaves, in
appalling conditions. They are obliged to take jobs with no security, no health
insurance, no future. They have few, if any, educational or training
opportunities. Despite these difficult circumstances, however, they have
persevered in the struggle for independence as they know that this will help to
bring them their own freedom and emancipation.
Eritrean women refugees are to be found in neighbouring African countries, in
various countries of Europe, in the Middle East, in North America and in
Australia. They are of all ages, from relatively mature women, women of child
bearing age and teenage girls. The vast majority work as domestic servants; a
very few find jobs in offices. Still fewer are students. But their participation in
the NUEWmn is massive: in the liberated areas all women are members, in the
semi-liberated'areas, large members of women are clandestinely participating
and among the emigrant communities large numbers of women are members.
Eritrean Women in the Medical Field
Health service has been one of the main areas in which Eritrean women have
been participating with great enthusiasm and in large numbers. Many dressers
and nurses have been trained. However, due both to limited resources and the
war situation, it has not yet been possible to organise medical training at a higher
level. Besides the nurses and dressers serving in the hospitals, clinics and health
centres in the liberated areas, there are many women 'bare-foot doctors' who
give vital medical services to people who do not have access to the regular EPLF
hospitals, clinics and health centres.
Women and Culture

Apart from the literacy education carried out by the EPLF education department
and by other mass organisations, NUEWmn has assigned women cadres to give
intensive literacy classes to illiterate Eritrean women. As a result of all these
efforts, thousands and thousands of Eritrean women can now read and write and
also correspond with friends and relatives, which was unthinkable in the past.
They also actively participate in teaching academic subjects such as mathematics,
geography, history, political education and other subjects of particular interest
and relevance to women. They are also taking part in various technical training
programmes to improve their skills.
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Women's Role in Organising the People
Women cadres are vigorously taking part in the process of organising and
politicising the Eritrean people in general, especially those women who have been
victims of feudal oppression. There are places where women are not allowed to
enter into any kind of contact with men: they may not even be seen talking to
them. In such instances, the role that women cadres can play is crucial. Thanks to
their persistent efforts to help liberate their sisters from the chains of
oppression, misery and ignorance, many women are now actively participating in
their national liberation struggle. They help to take decisions, they can freely
express their views at any time and they undertake all kinds of nation building
activities.
The National Union of Eritrean Women
The National Union of Eritrean Women is one of the mass organisations of the
EPLF. It is composed of national, regional, branch and sub-branches; it is run by
an Executive Committee which is elected by the NUEWmn congresses, which
are held once every two years.
The NUEWmn and International Relations
The NUEWmn, at all levels of their organisation, are anxious to develop their
contacts with other organisations that are or could be interested in the Eritrean
struggle for self-determination. They are now participating in the conferences,
congresses, seminars and festivals of other organisations and inviting them to
similar events being organised by themselves. They are also constantly engaged
in trying to expand political and material support for their cause.
For further details of the Conference contact the ROAPE office in Sheffield
or the NUEWmn at Via Tallone 7, Milan, Italy.
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AMPO reports on what is happening to
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Debates
THE WORKERS' STRUGGLE IN SOUTH AFRICA:
A COMMENT
Like your commentator Bob Fine, we read with considerable interest the keynote
address of FOSATU General Secretary Joe Foster (reprinted in ROAPE 24).
Any discussion of strategic and tactical questions of the trade union movement by
a leading official of a militant South African trade union federation would in itself
be of interest. What makes Foster's speech doubly significant is that he goes
much further than most considerations of trade union strategy to pose questions
of the role of the working class in the liberation struggle, and its need to
establish, through independent organisation, the proletarian leadership of the
broader struggle. Foster further emphasises the need for clear political direction
at all levels of working class struggle. These are certainly crucial questions to be
debated within workers' organisations and the national liberation movement if
the struggle against apartheid is to create conditions for a transition to socialism.
Moreover this speech represents a considerable advance over previous public
positions taken by Foster as FOSATU General Secretary. Here Foster clearly
acknowledges the need for a strategy of political struggle by the working class,
whereas in a 1981 interview he was arguing for an abstention from political
struggles on the grounds that 'you can't fight the state and employers at the
same time' (SASPU National, 2, 7 September 1981). Foster's current
acknowledgement of the positive role and achievements of the ANC likewise
represents a departure from such formulations as:' Ja well we know for example
that we will be considered enemies by the ANC . . . I can't see that the national
liberation movement is striving for the same sort of society as us' (Ibid.).
Whilst acknowledging the advance in FOSATU's position which this speech
represents — it was adopted as official FOSATU policy at its April 1982
Congress — we nevertheless have serious reservations about some of the
positions taken and their political implications. We would also query the
interpretations and consequent implications for solidarity practices placed on the
speech by Fine. While not asserting that the position of Foster and Fine are
identical, we would like to raise a number of problems common to both, as these
seem to us to pose pressing questions about the character of the struggle against
Apartheid in South Africa, and more particularly, the role of the working class in
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this struggle. We would hope that these questions are taken up in a wider debate.
The political problems in the respective positions of Foster and Fine seem to us to
derive in the first instance from the illegitimate analytical method of imposing
ready-made, extraneous and historicist models onto the concrete South African
reality. Models are constructed based on other historical experiences which
become the basis for a purely verificationist analysis in which the concrete reality
in South Africa either 'passes' or 'fails'.
This method significantly shapes both Foster and Fine's central concept of a
'working class movement'. Both explicitly define 'a working class movement' in
terms of the perceived characteristics of such movements in 'advanced industrial
countries'. The model movement so defined is then held up both as the strategic
objective of working class struggles in South Africa and as the yardstick against
which to measure past and present workers' organisations. Foster's model
appears to embrace both the social democratic movements of Western Europe
and the organisations in the socialist countries of Eastern Europe. Fine's if
anything seems more closely derived from the British experience, where, we are
told, 'struggles for unconditional state recognition of free trade unions laid the
foundations for the growth of working class political parties' (p.99). We were
stunned by the implication that British labourism could serve as a model for the
development of revolutionary working class organisation in South Africa — when
in fact in the South African context it proved to be an ideological form perfectly
compatible with racist and class collaborationist practices during this century.
This imposition of ready-made models drawn from the experience of 'advanced
industrial societies' affects the way in which the history of working class
struggles in South Africa is understood — and the lessons drawn therefrom. This
is no mere academic quibble. It has profound political implications. It leads firstly
to such inaccurate and, in a South African context, highly sectarian statements
as 'there has not been and is not a working class movement in South Africa'
(p.107). Moreover, the questions of the limits of trade unionism and the need for
independent working class leadership in the broad liberation struggle are hardly
'new' concerns in South Africa as Fine so naively suggests (pp.97-8). They have
been the site of ongoing sharp debate and struggle within working class and
other popular organisations in South Africa since at least the 1920s. To dismiss
these blithely ignores the concrete struggles and traditions through which the
working class and its political consciousness was formed in South Africa. The
South African proletariat is not some collective tabula rasa waiting for the
correct line to be inscribed on it before it is galvanised into revolutionary action.
It contains its own traditions, political culture and consciousness which have to be
confronted in any strategy to develop a 'working class polities'. To the extent that
both Foster and Fine do try to confront this experience, it is dismissed through
the imposition of yet another a priori model — that of 'populism' (Foster) or
'popular frontism' (Fine). Thus despite its rich history of struggle the South
African proletariat has not developed the Foster/Fine model of the desirable
'working class movement', because it has been consistently misled and its
struggles diluted by 'populism' or popular frontism. Both imply the subordination
of the needs and aspirations of the working class to other class forces — and
particularly the petty bourgeoisie — which are a priori presumed to have
directed in the past and, presumably, continue to direct today such, again, a
priori 'populist' movements as the ANC as instruments for the advancement of
petty bourgeois interests. For Fine such popular frontism represents a supposed
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'classless alliance for democracy' in which the 'democratic movement is in fact
led by democratic elements of the bourgeoisie or petty bourgeoisie. The working
class is merely wheeled in and out like the crowd in a Shakespearean drama'. This
is clever imagery, but his case is argued by simple assertion. No analysis of the
concrete practices of either the South African Congress of Trade Unions or the
ANC is offered. The reader has to take on trust his claim that 'there is good
reason to believe' that SACTU 'subordinated the specific interests and
organisations (sic) of workers' to the other class forces which a priori led to the
'popular front'.
This simple application of the model of a 'popular front' to historical and
contemporary struggles in South Africa leads to a series of profound
misconceptions which vitally affect the political conclusions drawn — leaving
aside the somewhat insulting implication that the ignorant South African
working class sits around passively waiting for the petty bourgeoisie to wheel it
in and out at will, and itself is incapable of entering the historical stage and acting
upon it. The first of these problems is a theoretical one. This method of both
Foster and Fine rests on a glaring elision of concepts. They equate unlike things
and treat them as if they were the same. Both use terms such as 'popular
struggle' and 'populism' interchangeably — implying that the one is the same as
the other. There is a critical difference between a popular campaign to build an
alliance of different oppressed class forces on the one hand, and an attempt to
mobilise a broad political unity which explicitly denies and attempts to conceal
class differences among the mobilised on the other. Only the latter can validly be
labelled populist. The characteristic feature of populism is its refusal to confront
and its denial of class. A class alliance on the other hand recognises the different
classes incorporated in the alliance and the contradictions between them. Class
thus remains central in such a conception. However, for Fine there is no apparent
problem in equating these two very different phenomena when he talks of 'a
classtess or inter-class political campaign for democracy' (our emphasis).
SACTU is then accused of such classless popular frontism. Such a position
contains more than the germs of a workerism which defines all such alliances as a
priori populist.
It further involves gross distortion of trade union history in South Africa. Fine
does raise a number of legitimate questions about the relationship of SACTU to
the early phase of armed struggles immediately after the adoption of this
strategy in the early 1960s. However in doing so he collapses two very distinct
periods in the history of working class and popular struggles against apartheid
and then judges the earlier period in terms of his criticisms of the strategy of the
latter. Different strategies and conceptions were at work and the strategies and
mistakes of the period of the turn to armed struggle cannot be used to explain the
strategies of the earlier period. Thus we would strongly dispute that the forms
of working class organisation in the 1950s can be understood simply in terms of
the model of popular frontism, in which 'the social demands of the workers are
simply relegated . . . (or) actively repressed by the leadership of the popular
front' (p.97). The formation of SACTU in 1955 represented an important advance
in working class organisation. SACTU's fundamental founding principle that the
interests of the working class in South Africa cannot be won simply through
trade union organisation but demand an active struggle for state power, has not
been rendered redundant by the formulations of Foster and Fine. As a militant
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trade union federation, SACTU and its member unions fought for the social and
political demands of workers. SACTU and its history in the 1950s cannot be
reduced to that of a mere 'workers voice' or 'industrial muscle' in a 'popular
front' which 'subordinates the specific interests' of workers to — by implication
— 'populist' protest campaigns. Here Fine's unproblematic collapsing of a class
alliance into a 'classless campaign for democracy' is especially misleading. It is a
gross distortion, and highly sectarian, to imply that specifically working class
demands had no impact on the content of the democratic struggles of the 1950s —
that they were subordinated to those of the petty bourgeoisie. The summation of
the demands of this democratic movement — the Congress Alliance of which
SACTU was part — came with the Freedom Charter of 1955. Whilst the Charter
is not a socialist programme, it nevertheless goes way beyond a mere demand for
democratic political rights to advocate the dismantling of the existing form of
state and profound social and economic transformations. In fact the inclusion of
such demands as extensive nationalisation and a re-division of the land in the
context of a non-racial conception of the South African social formation,
provoked a profound split within the petty bourgeois forces in the class alliance
which made up the Congress movement. Its more reactionary elements withdrew
to form the Pan Africanist Congress in 1959 based on precisely such an
'apparently classless' populism.
Fine's failure to periodise SACTU's history leads to another incorrect
assumption about contemporary South Africa being smuggled into his argument.
The way in which the notion of 'popular front' is used to explain this history
contains the implication that the subsequent political and strategic conceptions of
the Congress movement have remained static since the early 1960s and that no
lessons have been drawn from the mistakes of this period. Yet even a superficial
reading of the documents of the ANC demonstrates significant advances in the
conception of the relationship between the class forces of which the liberation
movement is currently composed. Thus the 1969 Strategy and Tactics of the ANC
argues that under the concrete conditions of South Africa
it is inconceivable for liberation to have any meaning without the return of the wealth and
the land to the people as a whole. It is therefore a fundamental feature of our strategy that
victory must embrace more than formal political democracy. To allow the existing
economic interests to retain their interests intact is to feed the root of racial supremacy
and does not represent even a shadow of liberation.

It is for this reason that the ANC assigns a 'special role' to the working class: 'It
is historically understandable that the double oppressed and doubly exploited
working class constitutes a reinforcing layer of our struggle for liberation and
socialism and does not stand in conflict with the national interest'.
Whilst these formulations remain ambiguous and reflect the character of the
ANC as a class alliance uniting the contradictory demands of various oppressed
class forces, the question of working class leadership within this alliance has been
posed centrally by leading ANC theoreticians. A recent formulation puts it as
follows:
The achievement of the aims of the National Democratic Revolution demands a broad
alliance of all classes and strata, especially amongst the racially oppressed, who can be
mobilised in support of these aims. Although all classes amongst the black oppressed have
an interest in ending national oppression, they do not share the same goals of a
fundamental transformation of a liberated South Africa. The inevitable victory of the
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national liberation movement can only be truly meaningful and guaranteed if the capitalist
system of exploitation which is the true foundation and purpose of racial oppression, is
destroyed. For this reason . . . within the broad alliance for national liberation the working
class must be the leading revolutionary force. This means t h a t . . . the end result of the
present phase of our struggle must be the winning of peoples' power and the creation of
a state in which the working class in town and countryside in alliance with the poor
peasants, will be the leading force (African Communist, 87, 1981, p.32).

This last quote highlights the remaining problems of the formulations of Foster
and Fine. These are more fundamental because they go to the heart of working
class strategy in the current period, rather than an understanding of the history
of working class struggles. The first of these is the failure to pose centrally the
question that independent working class organisation in South Africa must
confront the need to seize state power. Whilst clearly a leader of a legal trade
union movement in South Africa cannot legitimately be criticised for failing to
pose such questions in a public speech, the logic of Foster's comments on history,
the desired nature of working class organisation and its links with other
oppressed class forces, indicate a position very similar to that of Fine. We shall
concentrate then on Fine's analysis.
Fine begins by arguing that unions are forced to confront the question of the
state in South Africa and 'the political question of apartheid'. Moreover, his
comment is hinged around the statement that in the South African context 'the
relationship between the workers' struggle and the popular struggle against
apartheid as a "system of racial oppression which denies democratic rights to all
blacks" become a key strategic issue' (pp.95 and 96). He implicitly criticises
economistic or syndicalist unions which 'abstained from the question of state
power and so left this field free to forces outside the working class' (p.97). So far
so good. However, what is absent is a consideration of the need to seize state
power as an immediate strategic objective. Obviously Fine's short comment
cannot reasonably be expected to pose or resolve all key questions. However, it
seems to us that here and elsewhere Fine is putting forward a conception of the
apartheid state which has the logic of questioning the necessity of an immediate
strategic objective of the seizure of state power.
Fine's formulations seem to us based on an extreme version of recent 'relational'
theories of the capitalist state. Fine, de Glerq and Innes argued that the capitalist
state, such as that of South Africa, is 'a repressive force which is located in the
nexus of contradictory social relations and whose character is determined by the
changing relations between the classes involved' (our emphasis). Hirsch and Nicol
have characterised this as a 'jellyfish' view of the state: 'Their state is a poisonous
jellyfish; formless but potent, it drifts up and down the shore as the tide of class
struggle turns. There seems to be nothing specifically capitalist about it except
that in capitalist society it is controlled by the capitalist class'. Thus while this
conception of the capitalist state correctly sees it as a site of class contradiction
and class struggle rather than an unproblematic instrument to be laid hold of and
used by this or that class, it fails to raise as a central issue the question of class
hegemony within the state. This class hegemony is not ensured simply by the fact
that the capitalist class 'controls' the state in some way. It is present, and
reproduced in the very structures and apparatuses of the state. It is for this
reason that generations of Marxists have recognised as Marx did that the
working class cannot simply 'lay hold of the read-made state apparatus and wield
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it for their own purpose'. The structures and apparatuses of the capitalist state
have themselves to be dismantled, and a new structure of political relations
established, in order to ensure working class hegemony. Thus, Fine's definition
of the state, and his failure to grapple with the question of hegemony, lead to an
overestimation of the gains that can be made through struggles within the
existing form of state. In the article cited above, Fine and his co-authors go as far
as to argue that through participation in the industrial relations structures of the
apartheid state the proletariat can transform them, i.e. imprint a form of
proletarian hegemony on crucial apparatuses of the apartheid capitalist state.
This 'jellyfish' notion of the state likewise underestimates the limits which the
capitalist form of the state (and in South Africa, the specific characteristics which
apartheid gives to the capitalist state) impose on the realisation of the social,
political and economic objectives of the working class. Taken to its extremes this
approach can lead to a denial of the necessity for any revolutionary struggle to
establish working class power, to make a qualitative break with the bourgeois
state. Rather it substitutes a conception in which through the extension of
existing struggles for immediate economic, social and political demands, and the
slow accumulation of quantitative victories, eventually (how?) quantity is
transformed into quality. Whilst neither Foster nor Fine explicitly go this far,
such formulations as 'a working class perspective . . . do(es) not counterpose
reform to revolution' (p.98) are dangerously close to a denial of the immediate
strategic centrality of the struggle for state power.
Furthermore, Fine's statement that workers 'do not counterpose reform to
revolution', when taken in the context of his other writings, also contains a
misconception. Fine and Welsh have attacked those trade unons which rejected
participation in the apartheid state's new 'registration' scheme as 'boycottists'
unable to recognise the need for fighting for immediate demands. We would
argue that workers must counterpose reform to revolution. They must pose the
question of the seizure of state power. However, to assert the need for a
revolutionary strategy is not as Fine's sneer about 'boycottism' implies, to
advocate a purist abstention from anything but the violent struggle for state
power. The seizure of state power is a strategic objective. It demands a practice
of combined forms of struggle, legal and illegal, the posing of immediate demands
as well as a minimum programme.
This raises two final interlinked problems, those pf organisation and alliances.
The main thrust of Foster's speech is the need for a specifically 'working class
politics' undiluted by the interest of other classes. Furthermore, the proletariat
has to organise its involvement in the broader liberation struggle in such a way as
to impose its own leadership over the struggle. For Foster this means an
avoidance of 'populist' politics, such as that of the ANC, in order to ensure 'that
the popular movement is not highjacked by elements who in the end have no
option but to turn against their worker supporters' (ROAPE 24, plO7). He
attacks other unions which advocate a formal 'anti-state unity' of the trade union
movement with 'the wider popular struggle' rather than working for a
proletarian unity against capital. Fine correctly points out that the 'substance'
and 'content' of this 'working class politics' still remain an open question. What is
clear in Foster's speech is that here he advocates a substantive 'working class
politics' centred on the trade unions, and more particularly, on FOSATU. The
central tasks that he proposes are the consolidation of FOSATU on the factory
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floor in order to give 'leadership and direction' to the development of working
class politics. Whilst in one breath he recognises the limits of trade unionism, in
the other he explicitly advocates a retreat into trade unions. Trade unions, and
again, FOSATU, appear as the guarantee that the 'popular struggle' is not
highjacked by the petty bourgeoisie. Trade unions provide the essential base from
which the working class makes its forays into politics. Alliances with other class
forces are thus to be made through the trade unions as the real bulwark of
'genuine' working class politics.
The question of the forms of organisation of proletarian struggle have been at
issue in Marxism since its emergence over a century ago. We cannot go into all
the myriad problems and positions here. However, we wish to sketch some of the
fundamental political problems with Foster's position in the hope that they
stimulate debate.
The logic of Foster's argument is to defer alliances between the proletariat and
other oppressed class forces in the 'wider popular struggle' until the working
class has consolidated its 'working class organisation'. The struggle to overthrow
the existing state is deferred until the proletariat has undergone a period of
purification and emerged from its self-isolation armed with the perfect form of
organisation — itself unspecified: a political party? trade union? something
completely new? This strikes us as a formula for abstentionism. The question of
alliances with other oppressed class forces is a central question to be confronted
now. Moreover the logic of Foster's position that trade unions are the
appropriate form of organisation for ensuring proletarian hegemony in the
'wider popular struggle' is itself extremely dubious. This debate is at least as old
as Lenin. Nevertheless, there seems a real syndicalist logic to Foster's position.
What makes trade unions such a pure and sacrosanct form of working class
organisation? Precisely the history of the 'advanced industrial countries' held up
by Foster, let alone the history of trade unionism in South Africa, shows that
trade unions as such are as vulnerable to capture by petty bourgeois politics as
are, say, political organisations such as the ANC.
This position which privileges trade unions rests on a glaring form of class
essentialism. It assumes that left to themselves the trade unions will naturally
and unproblematically adopt a 'real' 'proletarian' politics, will arrive at an
undiluted 'revolutionary' position which is somehow naturally imprinted on the
working class. Freed of the influence of all petty bourgeois forces this genuine
'proletarian politics' will flower of its own accord. Again the villain of the piece is
the influence of the petty bourgeoisie. What is not confronted are the real
ideologies and political cultures through which the working class itself was
formed in South Africa — ideologies which themselves contained allegedly petty
bourgeois characteristics. Once again this raises a host of problems which have
long confronted Marxist politics; we would simply say that 'genuine' proletarian
consciousness is not a product of isolation and abstention.
Fine does see the need for 'new organisations especially designed for political
activity' on the part of the working class (p.99). This throw-away line is of crucial
significance for political practice. What exactly is being advocated here? A new
political party outside of the traditions of the ANC? Entrism of a type practised
unsuccessfully by the self-appointed 'vanguard' who make up South African's
'section' of the Militant tendency? Or a serious attempt to build on those
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traditions and practices of the ANC open to the development of a working class
perspective? These are in many ways the fundamental questions of South African
politics. Of course if the ANC is a priori dismissed as 'populist' or a 'popular
front', the latter course is also, a priori, precluded. However, if it is seen as a
class alliance, replete with its own contradictions and class struggles, in which
the crucial question is the establishment of working class leadership of the class
alliance, then a very different, and we would argue, far more positive, political
perspective is opened.
Finally, we feel it is important to draw attention to certain sectarian assumptions
made by Foster and Fine. In the section of his speech where Foster poses the
question of the appropriate form of trade union unity, he strongly asserts
FOSATU's view of the need for 'disciplined unity' of the progressive trade union
groupings. This prescription is in fact widely disputed within the democratic
trade union movement in South Africa. He nevertheless advocated the
development of such a disciplined unity as the only kind which can meet
FOSATU's objectives, and concludes that 'we should not hesitate to attack those
who are impeding' FOSATU's particular vision of a 'working class movement'.
Thus the debate within working class organisations is not to be carried out by
FOSATU trying to convince and persuade other groupings of the superiority of
its conceptions, but through sectarian attacks, which in our view will do little to
advance the urgently needed goal of working class unity.
Implicit in Fine's commentary and explicit in his other interventions into trade
union debates in South Africa is a similar sectarianism, which assumed that it is
only in FOSATU that 'a working class political perspective' is being developed.
Leaving aside the implicit denigration of the liberation movement and community
organisations (themselves a crucial site of proletarian struggle) this view
unproblematically dismisses all other democratic trade union groupings as either
'boycottist', 'syndicalist' or 'nationalist'. In our view one of the crucial tasks of
the moment is to unite in action the various different levels and forms of mass
struggle is such a way as to ensure working class hegemony. The gratuitous
privileging of one organisation and the denigration of all others in our view in no
way advances this project.
Robert Davies and Dan O'Meara
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banings. Five SACTU activists died in detention. Those that survived this brutal
repression went underground or into exile. The capacity of the organisation to
organise workers in open unions inside South Africa had been destroyed. In the
years that followed the leadership in exile, in conjunction with the rest of the
Congress movement, used the international arena to expose the suppression of
trade union rights in South Africa. Of the organisation's underground role one
can of course only speculate, but the years between 1964 and 1973 were ones of
industrial quietude.
It was the 'Durban' strikes and the events that preceded them in 1972/3 that
sparked off a renewal of trade union activity amongst black workers. Certainly
some of the activists of the '70s had been active a decade earlier, and some
memory of SACTU's pioneering work remained. Two old SACTU unions were
still in existence, but they were ghosts of their former selves. For the majority of
workers drawn into the unions in the '70s unions were a new phenomenon.
As the unions grew in membership and organisational competence in the '70s and
'80s SACTU was faced with something of a dilemma. In their literature and
public statements the organisation had portrayed the apartheid state as 'fascist'.
Any form of genuine trade union activity would be inimical to such a state. The
idea that unionisation could take hold in such arid soil was seen as little more than
wishful thinking.
Yet take hold it did. Gradually, and despite intense repression, union membership
grew to its present level of around 300,000. Firmly rooted in the militancy of the
black working class, the movement carved an increasingly significant place for
itself in the South African political economy. Despite this growth SACTU
remained for a long time essentially unconvinced that anything but sham
unionisation could take place.
In a paper published in June 1977 John Gaetsewe, General Secretary of SACTU
put the case with considerable clarity. What then, is the role of open, legal trade
unions for African workers?
Organisation on all possible levels is vital in the development of the fighting strength of the
workers, to meet the great challenges which lie ahead. In the day-to-day battles for the
higher wages, better working conditions and trade union rights, the organisation and
consciousness of the workers is advanced. For this reason, it has always been the policy of
the South African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) to encourage and further the struggle
for open trade unions in South Africa, and for trade union condition.
At the same time, SACTU recognises that there are ultimately only two options open to
legal African trade unions: either to advance, taking up political as well as economic
questions, and eventually being crushed or driven underground; or for the leadership to
become co-opted and the unions emasculated — tools in the hands of the employers and
registered unions . . .
Repression of trade union activity means that in the long term, meaningful advances can
only be made on an underground basis.

While such an attitude may have been entirely plausible in the early '70s, the
continued growth and vitality of the movement increasingly brought it into
question. Yet as late as 1982 a similar position was being adopted. In a major
restatement of its position, entitled SACTU's present role, the organisation
spoke on the one hand of the 'open trade union movement becoming a powerful
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one'. Yet on the other hand it reiterated the line that repression would in the end
win out.
SACTU was forced underground. And there is nothing to suggest that the apartheid regime
will ever tolerate a strong, progressive and open trade union movement for very long. It
would be a mistake to act on this basis. (Workers Unity, No.31, June 1982).

An uneasy tension permeated the statement. SACTU was portrayed as fulfilling
three major functions. First it claimed to be active in those sectors closed to the
'open' unions — the mines, farms and in the bantustans. Second it claimed that 'it
sows the seeds for open trade unions to emerge, also creating a second level of
leadership and continuously drawing new people into the trade union movement'.
Third it acted at an international level to win support for and channel funds to the
unions in their struggle to survive.
If it was a mistake to act in the belief that the unions could play an effective role
in the long run, why seek to succour, protect and strengthen the very
organisations that are doomed to be crushed? Is it simply that workers must pass
through unionisation as a step to some higher plans? Was not the organisation
misleading workers in channelling them into unions that are preordained to fail?
The statement was unclear on all these questions, balancing a strange fatalism
with a desire to encourage and assist.
In a sense these contradictions arise from the portrayal of the South African
state as 'fascist'. While no-one is under any illusion about the repressive and
authoritarian nature of the apartheid regime given the long list of deaths in
detention, banishment, banning and forced removals, it is simply misleading to
label it fascist. It could be argued that those who employ such terminology do so
as a form of abuse or perhaps to convey to a European audience the severity of
conditions under which the mass of the people live in South Africa. Yet such an
argument is undermined by the analysis that SACTU employs. For it is from the
analysis that South Africa is a fascist state that the belief arises that there is
nothing to suggest that the apartheid regime will ever tolerate a strong,
progressive and open trade union movement for very long.
The emphasis of the statement is clear: the state is portrayed as all powerful and
the opposition as essentially weak and reactive. In the long run only an
underground struggle stands any chance. Yet the reality is much more complex.
Far from the regime 'tolerating' the union movement, it has been forced to
concede their existence. Rather than crushing the unions as the state did in the
'60s, the state has in the main had to resort to attempts at co-option and
subversion — a strategy that has, as yet, failed to bear fruit. The problems that
SACTU faced were not lessened by the establishment in 1979 of the Federation
of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU) and the Council of Unions of South
Africa (CUSA) in 1980. For the first time since the 1960s there existed in South
Africa trade union centres that could legitimately speak on behalf of the workers
of South Africa. Unlike the Trade Union Council of South Africa (TUCSA),
FOSATU and CUSA could not be dismissed as tools of the South African state.
Yet their existence raised implicit questions concerning the future role of
SACTU.
This uneasy relationship was not eased when the independent unions began to
extend their influence abroad. Hitherto the international scene had been the
exclusive preserve of SACTU, and the organisation reacted sharply when this
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monopoly was challenged. The British Trade Union-SACTU liaison group stated
in 1977 that the apartheid regime was resorting to sending abroad moderate
trade unionists to 'explain' the position of black workers. "They are easily
distinguishable by the fact that they hold South African passports, a commodity
which under Apartheid rules is not available to any South African citizen who
wishes to travel abroad to promote the interests of the oppressed workers'.
Such an accusation could be applied with considerable justification to some of the
emissaries sent abroad by organisations such as TUCSA whose chief purpose
was to denounce SACTU. Unfortunately the statement was bandied about without distinction, and a number of representatives of the independent, non-racial
unions found themselves regarded with less than fraternal friendship. Although
SACTU never formally attacked the independent unions, dark hints about their
'true' role were dropped on more than one occasion.
FOSATU, for its part, was both taken aback and more than a little disturbed by
the hostility that it encountered. The concern was heightened when it became
clear that the tension between SACTU and the independent unions was being
used as a vehicle for left-right battles within the international trade union
movement. FOSATU was not prepared to be used as a vhicle to attack SACTU,
which some on the right of the international trade union movement saw as a
communist front.
At this time two further disputes complicated the scene. The first was a dispute
within SACTU London headquarters concerning its policy and direction. The
second was a conflict within the British Anti-Apartheid Movement over relations
with the independent unions.
The dispute within SACTU, which had been simmering for some time, erupted
in July 1979 with the dismissal of the editor of SACTU's paper, Workers Unity,
and the members of the London-based Technical Sub-Committee, after a period
in which the work of Workers Unity became 'bogged down in conflict which
reflected serious political differences on what the role and tasks of SACTU were'
as the dismissed editor put it. The differences were summarised by the dismissed
members of SACTU as follows:
That the lack ot urgency and commitment to the tasks o1 building SACTU at home (and with
it, developing the paper) was a result of a lack of political clarity within the organisation and
among the leadership of the character and tasks of the South African revolution.
That the cornerstone of SACTU's approach to the revolution must be the recognitionthat
neither economic gains, ncr national liberation, nor democracy can be secured for the
black workers on the basis of capitalism, but only through an uninterrupted struggle to
overthrow capitalism and begin the building of socialism.
That the black working class is the only social force capable of leading this revolutinary
struggle in the interests of all the oppressed, and, to undertake this task, must be organised
first and foremost as workers.
That the workers must be mobilised with the aim at the decisive point, of defeating the
armed force of the state with the revolutionary armed force of the mass movement.
That the path to this goal lies in giving clear priority to building organis of mass struggle, so
that at every point the politics of the mass struggle exercise command over the gun and the
bomb (The Workers Movement and SACTU, London, 1979).
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Not surprisingly, the SACTU leadership reacted angrily to this criticism. In
particular they were stung by the charge of inactivity in South Africa and what
the dissidents referred to as 'isolation from the workers movement in South
Africa'. The criticism was seen as an attack on the strategy adopted by the
Congress Alliance over a number of years, including the theory of a two-stage
revolution (first bourgeois democratic and then socialist) and the consequent need
to build the broadest coalition of forces to oppose the apartheid state.
The criticism drew a sharp reply from an anonymous 'reader' in African
Communist, the theoretical journal of the South African Communist Party. The
strategy of the dissidents was attacked as both economistic and workerist. It was
incorrect because it saw the liberation struggle solely in terms of the working
class, ignoring the role of other layers or classes of the oppressed. As the author
put it, such an analysis results in '. . . the total collapse of the entire political and
armed struggle of the popular masses into the trade union movement and the
abandonment of any conception of an alliance in the revolutionary struggle
between the working class and the 'rural poor' together, under the appropriate
conditions, with the petty bourgeoisie' (African Communist, Third Quarter,
1980). Worse still, such an analysis poses a threat to the Congress Alliance itself,
for it elevates the trade union movement to a general political and revolutionary
role. This is to seek to usurp the place and function of the ANC and its allies; it
leads ' . . . to the substitution of SACTU for other political organisations'.
Whatever the merits of the respective positions, the editor of the paper
remained dismissed and the Technical Committee remained disbanded. Together
with a group of like-minded people they went off to form the South African
Labour Education Project, publishing Inqaba Ya Basebeni, which they referred
to as the Journal of the Marxist Workers Tendency of the African National
Congress. Close to the Trotskyist Militant Tendency within the British Labour
Party, the dissidents build links with the British labour movement, while also
engaging in educational activities in Germany and the Netherlands.
The debate within the British Anti-Apartheid Movement concerned relations
between the union movement in Britain and the independent unions in South
Africa. The debate, which led to heated exchanges at the Anti-Apartheid AGMs
in 1981 and 1982, centred on whether relations with the independent unions
should be direct or via SACTU.
The issues at stake were summarised in a resolution to the 1981 AGM which
called for support for the independent unions in addition to the traditional policy
of supporting SACTU. It went on to argue that the movement should 'encourage
the formation of direct fraternal links between all independent non-racial trade
unions in South Africa and unions in Britain at all levels of union organisation'. It
called on Anti-Apartheid to encourage exchange visits with the independent
unions.
The Anti-Apartheid executive successfully opposed this proposal, confirming
instead a previous policy document issued by the movement. Existing policy was
to 'establish fraternal links between South African and British workers through
the South African Congress of Trade Unions', something that should be
'continued and strengthened'. Exchange visits were specifically rejected, since
the movement believed that because unions in South African organise in what it
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termed 'semi-legal or clandestine conditions', direct links could 'provoke
harassment and in other ways jeopardise these trade unionists' work'.
SACTU entered the debate with an article in the April 1982 issue of Workers
Unity entitled 'Direct Links Stinks'. It claimed that visits to South Africa by
unions were objectionable since 'they do us no good and put our organisation in
jeopardy'. Similarly visits from South African unions to the UK or USA were
unnecessary since the independent unions ' . . . don't need lessons in class
collaboration'. Most tellingly the article attacked direct links as an attempt to
bypass what it termed 'the peoples revolutionary organisations, the ANC(SA)
and SACTU'.
The argument was soon overtaken by events. Over the past eight years the
independent unions had developed extensive links with the international labour
movement. The Council of Unions of South Africa, the second largest federation,
is now a full affiliate of the ICFTU. Many unions are affiliates of their
appropriate International Trade Secretariat. The Metal and Allied Workers
Union, for example, a member of FOSATU, is now an active participant in the
work of the International Metalworkers Federation, successfully using this
forum to secure the expulsion of certain racist South African unions from the
ranks of the International.
In the UK these exchanges were given the blessing of the Labour Party in a
guideline that was issued in 1982. After consultation with a wide range of bodies,
including the ICFTU, SACTU, the ANC, CUSA and FOSATU, the party
endorsed exchanges between the union movements on condition that a distinction
is drawn between the independent unions and unions such as TUCSA. Visits
should only take place at the request of and according to a schedule drawn up in
co-operation between British unions and the independent unions in South Africa.
A rather different aspect of the debate emerges from the South African unions
themselves. After considerable discussion FOSATU in particular sought to
define its relations with other movements, and the liberation movements in
particular. The speech by FOSATU General Secretary, Joe Foster, to the
federation's 1982 conference (reprinted in ROAPE 24) crystallised the
arguments. While acknowledging the crucial role that the ANC played in
organising the South African oppressed, irrespective of tribe, class or indeed
race, Foster goes on to argue that there is a danger that the movement, because
of the broad class alliance that it represents, may ultimately be turned against the
very workers that form the bulk of its support. Foster puts it in these terms: 'All
the great and successful popular movements have had as their aim the overthrow
of oppressive — most often colonial — regimes. But these movements cannot and
have not in themselves been able to deal with the particular and fundamental
problems of workers. Their task is to remove regimes that are regarded as
illegitimate and unacceptable by the majority. It is, therefore, essential that
workers must strive to build their own powerful and effective organisation even
whilst they are part of the wider popular struggle. This organisation is necessary
to protect and further worker interests and to ensure that the popular movement
is not hijacked by elements who will in the end have no option but to turn against
their worker supporters'.
A similar point was put by FOSATU President, Chris Dlamini. Following a visit
to Zimbabwe he remarked that although some people in Zimbabwe were
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liberated, workers were not. This he put down to the absence of a strong workers
movement. 'Worker liberation can only be achieved by a strong, well organised
worker movement'. Precisely what is meant by such a movement is a moot point.
To what extent can unions fulfil what are essentially political roles? In a situation
like South Africa, where the main political organisations of the oppressed are
banned, what role can trade unions play? Clearly these are both complex and
highly pertinent questions. It would, however, be a mistake to see this solely as a
debate with FOSATU. The contribution by Dave Lewis, General Secretary of the
General Workers Union, and an earlier article by the Food and Canning Workers
Union (published in the South African Labour Bulletin, Vol.8, No.7, and Vol.9,
No.2, 1982) both address themselves in their own ways to these problems.
One answer to these questions was posed by a further article in African
Communist. Deeply critical of the FOSATU position — which it labelled
syndicalist — it reiterated the familiar arguments against regarding the working
class as the sole force opposing the apartheid state. It went on to charge
FOSATU with ignoring or even distorting history in failing to mention the role of
the South African Communist Party. Far from there not being an organisation of
the working class, the author charges that the unions are attempting to
substitute themselves for the Communist Party which is '. . . a political party of
the working class'. The analysis goes on: 'Dare FOSATU ignore this? And dare it
ignore the confusion and division it will sow in the ranks of the working class if it
sets up a new "workers movement" in competition with or alongside the still
living Communist Party?' (African Communist, No.93, second quarter 1983).
It is unclear whether these views represent official thinking on this subject.
Certainly there appears to be some distance between such sentiments and recent
statements of the ANC. An article in the ANC journal Mayibuye spelled out a
clear call for unity amongst the trade unions — irrespective of their ideological
concerns. There was a distinct absence of criticism of unions that sought to
register with the state or have joined industrial councils. The statement called for
'flexibility' on the part of all concerned, in order to achieve a united movement.
Differences of tactics on these issues ' . . . must not be used as an issue to militate
against unity'. In a recent interview, ANC President Oliver Tambo made it plain
while power 'would not be achieved without armed struggle . . . it would be
equally disastrous to say the armed struggle has not need of any other form of
struggle. Organisation of the workers is most important', he declared (Guardian,
6 August 1983; Journal of African Marxists, 5, 1984).
This perspective, giving both forms of opposition weight, raises a further
question concerning the nature and leadership of the struggle itself. One view
sees all oppositional organisations operating outside the armed struggle, whether
they are community organisations or trade unions, pursuing their own form of
action within their own sphere of operation, with the freedom of manoeuvre to
decide upon their own path towards the shared goal — namely the elimination of
apartheid. The alternative conception sees the liberation movement acting to
guide and direct organisations which, although independent, will defer to its
judgement in the last resort. FOSATU, for one, appears to have rejected the
latter perspective.
This clearly has implications that go beyond the liberation struggle itself, since in
a liberated South Africa the same question arises, although in a very different
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form. Is the trade union movement to be allowed the kind of real, if limited,
freedom of action and organisation that the labour movement in Western Europe
has won for itself, including the right to challenge decisions taken by the
legitimate government of the day? Or are worker's interests to be vested in a
people's government with unions playing a subsidiary role, acting as
intermediaries between the state and the working class? South African workers
might ponder on the words of President Machel at the founding of the
Mozambique trade union organisation (OTM) in October 1983. Then he stressed
that unions ' . . . are the arm of the Party for the organisation of the labouring
classes' and that they would be guided by the political line of FRELIMO.
Warning workers that comparisons with unionism in Western Europe would be
misleading, he reminded them that Europe was rich while Mozambique was
impoverished and underdeveloped. For this reason the role of unions ' . . . lies in
the realisation of the fundamental interests of the worker-peasant alliance,
pressing for the correct application of party policy. The task of our socialist trade
unions is not to make wage claims. The living conditions of our workers improve
in step with the growth of production, in step with the development of our
economy'. Such views are, of course, not restricted to the underdeveloped world.
Clearly they raise questions that go beyond the scope of this article. The lesson
can, however, be drawn that the form that the struggle takes prior to liberation
will leave an indelible imprint on a South Africa unshackled from apartheid.
Martin Plaut
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ETHIOPIA: HERETICAL SOCIALISM OR ORTHODOX STATE
CAPITALISM?
Ethiopia: An Heretical Revolution? by René Lefort (Zed Press, London, 1983),
301pp, £6.95pb.
In September 1984 the Ethiopian military government, the Dergue, is to
celebrate the 10th anniversary of its seizure of power. All the indications are that
this will provide it with the occasion to unveil the long-heralded Ethiopian
Communist Party and declare Ethiopia a People's Democratic Republic. The
question that forms the sub-title of Rene Lefort's book on Ethiopia, An Heretical
Revolution, will then receive, if not an answer, at least a measure of that heresy.
Will the final embrace of the Soviet model be the validation of a new and original
path to socialism in which, not the working class or the Communist Party, but the
army was the principal actor?
Lefort does not probe the policies and pronouncements of the Dergue to see
whether they amount to a socialist programme, or question its claim that
'revolution from above' can prepare the conditions for handing state power to the
working class. But he describes with such clarity the effects of the Dergue's rule
on the class relations and political forces that an assessment on those issues can
be made on the basis of his study.
Lefort's book represents a significant advance on other accounts in English of
the Ethiopian revolution. Although J. Markakis and N. Ayele, in their book for
ROAPE, Class and Revolution in Ethiopia, are clearer on the central dynamic of
the immediate events of the revolution, their perspective — based largely on that
of the EPRP — is too narrowly urban in focus and leaves out important aspects of
the Ethiopian reality. Marina and David Ottaway's book, Ethiopia: Empire in
Revolution, has a wider focus but has the central dynamic missing, dispersed
within a theoretical framework of social groups in which the military is devoid of
any class character. This fundamental defect, with the apologetics for the Dergue
that it implies, also characterises F. Halliday and M.Molyneux's The Ethiopian
Revolution, in which Theda Skocpol's Weberian model is dressed in the colours of
the theory of 'non-capitalist development' to act out the 'socialist' will of the
military.
Despite the fact that Lefort's book was published in the French original in 1981,
by the prominence he accords to the national question, his study is much more
illuminating on current developments than any of the works mentioned above.
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A series of military victories by the Eritrean People's Liberation Front over the
Ethiopian army in the first half of 1984, the extending by the Tigray People's
Liberation Front of its activities beyond Tigray where it already administers the
entire countryside, and the emergence of the Ethiopian People's Democratic
movement, which has control over northern Wollo, all indicate that the struggles
around the national question will determine the fate of the Dergue. The
unification of the Empire, Lefort writes, 'was based less on the coming together
of all its components in a common melting pot than on their common submission
to the pre-eminence of the Shoa. And in all areas — politics, health, education,
economy — this pre-eminence was so obvious that it could only have come from a
deliberate act of will' (p.34). The seizure of land by the Shoa feudal classes in the
south, populated mostly by the Oromo nationality, led to a particularly harsh
form of exploitation. Anything between half and three-quarters of the tenant's
harvest was taken by the landlord, though even in the north it was slightly less.
The peasantry seethed with discontent. However, when the revolt against the
Emperor came it broke out in the urban areas, not in the countryside.
The central state had greatly expanded in the 1960s under the pressure of its
involvement in both the feudal and capitalist structures. The political elite
grouped around the Emperor, in an effort to ensure its share of the surplus
extracted from the countryside, where it was often in rivalry with local feudal
potentates, had expanded the administrative and military arms of the state. At
the same time, in junior partnership to foreign capital, it promoted capitalist
development in a restricted industrial sector — 70 per cent of the country's
durable goods were imported through commercial agriculture on state farms.
The expansion of the central state, necessitated by the governing elite's thirst for
revenue, was realised by reinforcing the position of the Amhara middle classes.
The Amhara or Shoa nationality forms approximately a quarter of Ethiopia's
population but it was estimated in 1970, says Lefort, that 70 per cent of all army
officers were Amhara (p.18). Even in the provinces, the local nationality was
weakly represented in the state organs. 'A survey covering the period 1942-67
reveals that 26 per cent of the governors of awrajas (counties) in Wollega were
natives of that province, 20 per cent in Illubabor, 29 per cent in Kaffa, 19 per cent
in Sidamo, 10 per cent in Arussi and 26 per cent in Hararge. In the woredas
(districts), the percentages were scarcely higher . . . As second class citizens in
every respect, members of the peripheral nations found it much harder to reach
middle or high ranks in the public service' (p.36).
The educational sector was accordingly geared 'to form an elite for its service,
bearing the imperial ideology, Amhara language and culture'. The courses and
examinations were both 'outrageously favouring the Amharas' (p.28).
Thus the ideological complexion of the urban petty bourgeoisie — students,
administrators, as well as junior army officers — was stamped with the Amhara
domination on which the state was founded. Moulded into a class by the state
apparatuses, the petty bourgeoisie by its modern, Western-oriented education,
nevertheless felt that it transcended the internal national divisions. In 1974, even
the most radicalised wing of the petty bourgeoisie — organised behind the
Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party (EPRP) — was only able to mount, on
the basis of its nationalism, a radical critique of imperialism, but not to challenge
the very basis of the empire state's unity, with which the identity of this class was
initimately bound.
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The expansion of the state's administrative and military personnel contributed to
the doubling of the population of Addis Ababa between 1950 and 1974. There
was, however, another important source to this increase. Peasants dispossessed
by the development of commercial farming, formed a lumpen-proletariat in the
capital. They, like the students, but at a different stage of the revolution, were to
play an important role alongside the army.
The students and the soldiers, Lefort recounts, were the two main centres of the
mass uprising that exploded in February 1974 and in a matter of months swept
the Emperor from power. By far the most influential political group was the
EPRP, based on the students of Addis Ababa. It was largely responsible for
giving a Marxist ideology to the February movement. A much weaker group,
MEISON (the All Ethiopia Socialist Movement), had been formed by Ethiopian
students abroad. Lefort is apparently content to register the points of conflict
between these two bitter rivals of the radical left. His failure to examine the
theoretical basis of their respective positions lets the opportunity pass to clarify
and develop the concepts that he needs for a Marxist analysis of the Ethiopian
revolution. As a consequence, his study stops short of a class analysis of the
Dergue.
Conscious of being an outsider to the Ethiopian struggle, Lefort looks for points
of entry. He attempts to grasp the political character of the Dergue mainly
through its divergence from MEISON. But without having first established the
political and theoretical ground of MEISON, he ends up on this crucial question
by erecting his vantage point in the gap between the two that does not provide
sufficient distance to see past the Dergue's self-justifications. MEISON, as an
intellectual current on the margins of the February uprising, did not in the early
stages of the revolution have any of the pretensions of the EPRP of being able to
assume the leadership of the masses. The difference in their political strengths
relative to the army may in part explain the voluntarism of the EPRP, which was
to launch a campaign of urban terrorism in 1976, and the talism of MEISON
which acted as the ideological appendage to the Dergue from 1976 to 1978, when
it was forced to go underground. The ideological make-up of the two
organisations, however, is likely to have also played a part in their respective
paths. In the case of the EPRP it was dogmatic Marxism, not uncharacteristic of
student-based organisations, and in that of MEISON it was reformism, which its
leaders had absorbed from close association with the French Communist Party
during their years of exile.
For the EPRP, Lefort points out, the February movement was a revolutionary
mass struggle for the conquest of political and democratic rights; for MEISON, it
represented a more limited and less advanced struggle. 'The February movement
in which the working class and the peasantry participated', MEISON stated,
'was inspired and led by the petty bourgeoisie.' The two organisations'
conflicting assessments of the class basis of the February movement led to
different views as to the alliances to be made and, in particular, as Lefort
remarks, to 'totally contradictory judgements on the intervention of the army
and its past, present and future role in the revolutionary process — the heart of
the conflict' (p.159).
By July 1974 power had passed into the hands of the military. Indicative of its
initial orientation — which was to change through external pressures and
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internal purges — is that its first intervention in the choice of government was
the last move to liberalise the ancien regime. But the time had passed for
promises of constitutional monarchy and a land reform that would satisfy the
landlords and the peasants. Pressure from the civilian left and from the ranks of
the army could not be deflected by reforms that aimed to compromise with the
old order. In September, the Emperor was put under arrest and the Dergue took
direct control over the state.
The civilian protest movement, formed by a weakly organised working class and
by a petty bourgeoisie made up of white collar workers and students and
ideologically dominated by conflicting Marxist organisations, had been in no
position to pre-empt the Dergue's coup. The EPRP saw the army as acting on
behalf of the bourgeoisie that was itself too weak to intervene and claimed that it
would seek to stifle the revolution that the mass movement had begun. 'The
military junta', quotes Lefort from the EPRP's analysis, 'allowed itself to be
carried along by the revolutionary wave and took power to hinder the revolution
and divert it to its own end' (ibid.). Warning of the danger of a military
dictatorship, it demanded the Dergue's removal and its replacement by a
government representative of the popular forces. MEISON's response was at
first not very different from the EPRP's, but in 1975 it came to define the Dergue
as a petty bourgeois force, which was sharply divided between opponents and
supporters of the revolution, with the latter having the upper hand. 'There was
only one solution', writes Lefort summarising MEISON's position, 'support for
the left-wing of the Dergue to repulse internal and external reaction, the
principle danger' (p.162).
The developments which made MEISON change its earlier characterisation of
the Dergue and for a close alliance with it, were the reforms carried out by the
military to dismantle the feudal base of the ancien regime. On this as well as on
other grounds, Lefort considers the argument that the Dergue's seizure of power
had stifled the revolution unrealistic.
Far from stifling it, Lefort suggests, the Dergue was able to provide the most
faithful ideological expression to the class hatred of the southern peasantry and
the urban poor. In an effort to find a class logic to the policies of the Dergue,
Lefort repeatedly returns to its relationship to those he sees as having been the
most obvious victims of the ancien regime and therefore the most implacably
opposed to it. The army itself is not, he shows, a sociological expression of its
predominantly southern peasant rank and file. The Dergue, originally a
committee elected by ordinary soldiers and NCOs, had cut itself off from their
political control in the early days of the revolution; it had also subordinated the
militiary hierarchy. Lefort, therefore, does not claim that the army is a force
representative of the masses. But he evidently finds that the characterisation of
the army as the instrument of the bourgeoisie (EPRP's view), or as the site of a
struggle between the radical and reactionary wings of the petty bourgeoisie
(MEISON's view), does not square with what he sees as the socialist orientation
of the radical changes carried out by the Dergue. The line of enquiry that Lefort
adopts with respect to the army's role in the Ethiopian revolution determines his
perception of the Ethiopian state, since the army is the dominant apparatus. He
sets out that line as follows:
Ot what value were the Leninist formulas when the proletariat was so fragile that its
confrontation with the bourgeoisie and imperialism would end, without any shadow of
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doubt, in defeat? And, in all the storm sweeping Addis Ababa, where was the voice of the
millions of peasants to be heard? The army alone could foster this embryonic proletariat so
that it would grow without being destroyed, reach adulthood and thus become the
conscious and organised working class, the driving force of the revolution according to all
Marxist doctrine. The army alone could impose a genuine land reform. So thought the
'Marxists' in the army who wished to accelerate the class struggle so that consciousness
and structures would make up for the accumuated backwardness of centuries, but to keep
a close enough eye on it, even at the risk of distorting it, so that the side that was supposed
to win did not lose. Was this heresy? (p.60).

The question at the end betrays the limits within which Lefort is prepared to
examine the army's role in the revolution. The limits are set by the assumption
that the army carried out, at the very least, some of the tasks that Marxism
attributes to the proletarian revolution or, indeed, those which the oppressed
classes in Ethiopia would have carried out in their own name. This is also the
view of Halliday and Molyneux, who formulate it explicitly as the main thesis of
their book (see my review of their book in The Socialist Register, 1982).
For Lefort, Mengistu has emerged at the head of the Dergue because he
'incarnates' the class fury of the most underprivileged. His line represents the
vengeance of the colonised people and of the up-rooted for whom, Lefort
suggests, the elimination of the political forces that helped to initiate the
revolution, signifies a blow against the ancien regime.
The members of the defence squads certainly nourished a deep hatred towards the
children of the petty bourgeoisie who were educated and hence destined for leadership
positions . . . Did they not perhaps fear that, as long as the elite lived, they themselves
would remain pariahs excluded from power and wealth — hardly their perception of
'people's power'? (pp.202-3).

Thus the anti-democratic, repressive nature of the Dergue's rule belongs for
Lefort to the forward march of the revolution. It belongs to its 'heretical' ways,
not to its outcome. This however is not the only, or the most convincing
conclusion, that Lefort's study can support.
The Land Reform Bill, proclaimed in March 1975, is the firmest evidence for
Lefort, as it is for a number of other writers, of the 'socialist' orientation of the
Dergue. It swept away the economic basis not only of the feudal classes but also
of the large capitalist farmers. Private property in rural land was abolished.
An owner lost all his rights without any compensation. He could only retain the use of a part
of his land up to a limit of 10 hectares if he cultivated it himself. Like any other peasant, he
could no longer employ hired labour.
Tenants were freed of all debts and obligations towards their former landlords. They
acquired a right to use the land they were tilling at the time of the Proclamation, within the
10-hectare limit . . . "Without differation of the sexes, any person who is willing to
personally cultivate land shall be allocated rural land sufficient for his own maintenance
and that of his family."
. . . Large-scale farms were to be distributed to those who tilled them or organised into cooperatives or state farms.

Lefort concludes:
This summary of the Proclamation is enough to establish its radicalism, a radicalism
without precedent in any other revolution in the world. The old elite purely and simply lost
the sources of its power, its wealth and its social primacy without being allowed any
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alternative means of recovering its supremacy by laying its hand on other sectors o1 the
economy' (p.90).

The impact of the land reform on class relations in the north was relatively
unimportant. There, 'communal' ownership of the land alredy provided the basis
for the peasantry to engage in small commodity production. In the south,
however, it set in motion a fundamental social transformation. The peasant
associations (PAs), which were to be popular organs for implementing and
administering the reforms, were seen as the key to the establishment of new class
relations in the countryside.
The PAs were set up with the support of 40-50,000 students and teachers, who
had been sent to the countryside in the zemacha campaign that the Dergue had
launched the previous November, with one eye on the prospect of stablising the
political situation in the capital by emptying it of its radicalised youth. The
relation of this urban petty bourgeoisie to the peasantry varied, to judge from
Lefort's account, from region to region, but in a number of places they were
undoubtedly intrumental in peasant occupations of lands belonging not only to
the landlords but also to the rich peasants. They also advocated that peasant
association should arm themselves and assume the police and administrative
functions which were generally still being carried out by the local notables and
officialdom that had served the ancien regime. Where the peasants acted on
these policies and the ensuing conflict spilled into open confrontation, the Dergue
sided with the rich peasants and local powers (p. 115).
In a recent article on the role of the PAs in the class struggle in the countryside,
Dawit Bekele notes that the Proclamation of the Rural Consolidation Bill, of
December 1975, seemed to effect a change of government policy. It apparently
allowed greater power to the peasantry by permitting the PAs to form defence
squads. 'But the function of the Consolidation Bill was in effect', he adds, 'to
negate the autonomy of the PAs by making them subordinate extensons of the
Ministry of Interior below the district level through the creation of district
Revolutionary and Development Committees to . . . "supervise the activities of
peasant associations and any association established by such associations within
the wereda (district)".' ((Institute of Development Studies, Sussex, Bulletin,
Vol. 13, No.4, 1982, p.64). In a similar vein, Lefort remarks: 'The
institutionalisation of the peasant associations was more to serve the state,
allowing it to reach into the daily life of the countryside, than to make it possible
for the peasant communities even gradually to take over the levers of
administration' (p. 124).
The subordination of the PAs to the central government represented not only the
stifling of democracy for the mass of poor peasants. It also reflected the state's
alliance with the rich peasantry, who had every reason to share the Dergue's
mistrust of the zemachas and of the mobilisation of the poor and middle peasants
(see Bekele, p.63).
The implementation of the 1975 Land Reform — in essence land to the tiller —
abolished feudal relations and opened the way for the generalisation of small
commodity production among the peasantry. This, as the Marxist classics have
always said, opened the way for capitalist development and class differentiation.
Ethiopia was no exception: 'there emerged a new stratum, which had started off
from a broader material base and was endowed with more drive — the "kulaks".
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Meeting practically no obstacle to the daily increase of their power and wealth,
the one reinforcing the other, the "new entrepreneurs" became the new
notables' (p.247).
In itself, the evidence for the development of capitalist relations in the
countryside, as a result of the Dergue's land reform, does not refute the claim
that it laid the basis for socialist transformation. Capitalist development is the
inevitable consequence of satisfying the demand of the peasantry for family
holdings, but for this development to prepare the next socialist stage of the
revolution, depends on the poor peasants becoming an autonomous and dominant
political force in the countryside. The Dergue prevented this, however, and
instead allowed the rich and upper middle peasants to acquire political dominance
through control of the PAs. For to have chosen the alternative path would have
been to allow a situation of prolonged mass mobilisation, which the state could
not be sure of keeping under control. Even worse, the emergence of the mass of
the peasantry as a political force would inevitably have opened the way for
national self-determination, for the oppression of the non-Amhara nationalities in
Ethiopia is the particular form by which the peasant masses have been barred
from entering the political stage.
The stifling of political democracy by the Dergue was thus not a superstructural
phenomenon that left the economic base — and its potential for socialism —
intact. It was part and parcel of the consolidation of the Dergue's alliance with
the rich peasantry. The alliance is, however, fraught with contradictions since the
state's efforts to gain access to the maximum amount of agricultural surplus
bring it into conflict with what Mengistu himself has described as 'individualism
on the part of the peasant producer' (p.248). But given the Dergue's need to
maintain the dominance of the rich peasantry for the sake of its political
authority, it cannot mobilise the poor and middle peasants for a collectivisation
campaign. Caught within this contradiction, the Dergue's collectivisation
programme has remained a dead letter. It has carried through a capitalist
revolution in the countryside, beyond which it has not been able to advance a
single step.
But if the countryside has followed the capitalist path of development, it remains
to be seen whether the 'heresy' of a 'socialism' founded by soldiers exists in the
urban areas. Certainly the Dergue, particularly in periods of acute food-shortage,
implies that the socialist base in the towns is under threat from the petty
bourgeois countryside. The situation in the towns, described by Lefort,
confounds this picture.
On the industrial fronts, the Dergue rapidly took the measures urged on it by the
February movement. In August 1974, it nationalised all Crown property and at
the beginning of the following year it nationalised some of the major banks and
financial institutions, 72 industrial and commercial companies, private airlines
and supermarkets. The state took control over the entire heavy industrial sector,
but over only some sections of light industry, and assumed supervisory powers
over the wholesale and retail trades. These measures rid the industrial sector of
foreign interests and of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie linked to the ancien regime.
There was, by contrast, no intention on the part of the Dergue to strengthen the
collective force of the working class.
The workers, Lefort writes, 'wanted to transform their union themselves to
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make it into an autonomous and representative force that could force out of their
new employer a new labour code and an improvement in their standard of living'
(p.135). The Dergue had a very different policy. The Labour Code, passed a few
months after the nationalisations were carried out, made it clear that the Dergue
would no more allow the working class than the peasant masses to become a
political force:
The new legislation confirmed and in many respects strengthened workers' individual
rights. In particular, work contracts were made obligatory . . . On the other hand, the
regulations concerning the right to strike were virtually the same as under the ancien
regime. Disputes should not and could not be raised and settled except enterprise by
enterprise, and a strike would be legally authorised only after the breakdown of long and
complicated procedures which involved parties outside the dispute, the Ministries of
Justice and Labour. This meant in practice that the right to strike was henceforth no more
than purely hypothetical and that a general strike, for 'political' or 'material' demands, was
formally banned (p.136).

The neighbourhood committees (kebeles), too, after a bloody confrontation with
the EPRP — for which the Dergue mobilised the lumpenproletariat as well as the
support of MEISON — were subordinated to the authority of the state. 'The two
higher levels of the urban administration, kefetenias and town councils, ill defined
until then, established their authority over the kebeles. The Dergue's order
reigned in the towns . . . The "Addis Ababa Commune" was dead and buried, the
brief and embryonic autonomy of their neighbourhoods a memory' (pp.243-4).
There are no embellishments, no special pleadings in Lefort's account of the
military regime. In the towns, as in the countryside, he shows the Dergue
established its dictatorship by seeking to suppress all independent mass
organisatons — an objective in which, with the exception of the nationalist
movements, it has largely succeeded:
Successively, the political movements of the civilian Left were throttled, urban
organisations (trade unions and kebeles), then rural ones (peasant associations) were
strictly reduced to the sole authority of the Co-ordinating Committee. The end of this
process, lasting scarcely more than a year, saw the alteration of all the more or less
autonomous bodies that had grown up with the revolution. If not wiped off the map
altogether, they had been transformed into mere transmission belts for a power structure
that was pyramidal and strictly hierarchical, and whose successive steps were occupied by
Mengistu Haile Mariam, the Dergue, trusted soldiers and finally the army and the
administration (p.235).

The transformations described here point for Lefort, not to the triumph of any
particular class, but only of a 'line' — that of 'revolution from above'. It is a
'transcendentalist' conception of the revolution, he says, according to which the
self-proclaimed revolutionaries 'step by step, transform the mass of the
population (their mentalities and their behaviour) until, in some distant future,
this mass matures to the point where it becomes as a whole the bearer of the
"right" line' (pp.279-80). For revolutions from above, no class will own up as
responsible. They apparently come from above because there were no classes
strong enough to produce them from below. Behind this 'transcendentalist'
conception of the revolution Lefort can find only Mengistu.
Lefort's identification of the Dergue's policies with Mengistu and, in turn, the
identification of Mengistu with the southern peasantry and the urban poor, has
therefore a very precise ideological function in his analysis of the Dergue. It
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serves to short-circuit the analysis of the Ethiopian state in class terms, allowing
him to present the state as an instrument for realising the intentions of its
leaders.
This conception of the Ethiopian state, linking its functioning not to a class but to
its internal dynamic and, ultimately, to the intention of its personnel is not simply
an illusion of Lefort, it is an aspect of the fetishism of the state that is central to
the ideology of the Ethiopian state itself. In the formation of that ideology and of
the fetishism of the state, in particular, the 'socialist' discourse of the Dergue has
played an essential part. Clearly, the Dergue's socialism cannot be taken at its
face value but nor can it be dismissed purely as an exercise in deception. It is
constitutive in Ethiopia, as in a number of other countries, of a form of state
capitalism.
The Dergue systematically adopted the language of Marxism from the end of
1975 when it began its alliance with MEISON, who then provided the
administrative and ideological cadres for the regime. Marxism until then had
been the ideology of the radicalised urban petty bourgeoisie and, at the time, it
was that group that posed the greatest threat to the Dergue's authority. The
Dergue's adoption of Marxism as the official ideology of the state therefore
served the two-fold purpose of providing it with a political base — through
MEISON's co-option — and of appropriating the ideological weapon of its main
critics. It was, however, much more than a short-term manoeuvre. The Marxism
take-over from MEISON — but with important omissions (eg: the National
Democratic Programme was adopted, but with the right of nations to selfdetermination restricted so as to leave out the right to secede) — was put to the
service of guiding and justifying the extension of the state's control over society.
The 'transcendentalist' conception of the revolution, carried into the state
apparatuses, has crystallised into the fetishism of the state that is the ideological
core of the 'socialism' of a state bourgeoisie. The nationalised industrial and
commercial sector provides the material base for this class and is the very
'source' of its fetishism of the state. As we saw, the nationalisation measures left
intact the capitalist relations of production and provided the opportunity to
inhibit the self-organisation of the working class. The transfer of ownership to
the state disguises, however, the continuance of the capital/labour relation. The
divorce between the two determinations of capital, that of the property form —
the legal and political form in which property is represented, in this case the state
— and that of the function of capital — represented by the agents who organise
the extraction of surplus value, the managerial hierarchy — makes the state
appear as the representative of society's collective ownership, while the agent of
capital in the labour process 'totally ceases to appear in the image of the capitalist
and in the end seems like its opposite: the wage labourer' (B. Chavance, le Capital
Socialists Paris, 1980, p.284).
In the Marxism of the Dergue, the state is the embodiment of collective interest,
it wields power on behalf of society because 'no social class had reached a
sufficient degree of maturity to organise itself autonomously and go forward in
an authentically revolutionary way' (p.115). The peasantry is found wanting for
the socialist task by its 'individualistic anti-socialist attitude', the oppressed
nationalities by their 'narrow nationalism' and the working class by a lack of class
consciousness. It is therefore in the name of Marxism but in the interest of a class
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that organises itself within the state that the Dergue has absorbed the powers of
civil society: crushing or subordinating to the state, wherever it could, the
political organisations of the oppressed classes and nationalities.
The final launching of the long-heralded Ethiopian Communist Party, expected
later this year, appears to be all that remains for the Ethiopian revolution to join
the orthodoxy espoused by the Soviet Union and the People's Democracies. But
rather than confirm the socialism of Ethiopia's 'heretical' path it can only cast
further doubts on the socialism of the orthodoxy to which it has rallied.
Paul Kelemen
*

*

*

The Struggle Over Eritrea, 1962-1978: War and Revolution in the Horn of
Africa by Haggai Erlich (Hoover Institution Press, Stanford, CA, West
European distribution through Clio Press, Oxford), 155pp.
Seldom can a book have become more quickly outdated or disproved than the one
under review. The author, Haggai Erlich, concludes with a picture of a strong
centralised, re-born Ethiopia inflicting a moral blow on a 'rootless' Eritrean
movement that had missed its historical opportunity for independent statehood.
Today, such an assessment is patently unconvincing. The Ethiopian empire-state
continues to be beset by rebellion in the north, southeast and southwest.
In the Tigray province in the north, the TPLF (which 'died' in 1978, according to
Erlich) has extended its control over the Tigrayan countryside, and recently in an
alliance with the Ethiopian People's Democratic Movement (EPDM) has spread
the rebellion to two more provinces, Wollo and Gondar. There are also reports of
the Oromo Liberation Front stepping up its operations in the Oromo lands in the
south of Ethiopia. The regime, it seems, has managed to stave off collapse only
through the massive infusion of Soviet arms and through economic aid from the
European Economic Community. In Eritrea the resistance, far from being
defeated, is now on the offensive and largely organised around one group, the
Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF). After defeating seven major
Ethiopian offensives, the EPLF is now moving back into the position it occupied
in 1977.
The title of Erlich's book is indicative of his basic approach. He treats the conflict
in Eritrea as a struggle of different forces over a piece of desert. The historical
experience of the Eritrean people is separated from the conflict, and the Eritrean
national movement is also viewed through these 'territorialist' spectacles. The
emergence of an Eritrean identity is said to have grown up after the 1952
federation with Ethiopia as a result of the abuses and excesses of the Ethiopian
army. "The activities of these Ethiopian hard-liners contributed more than any
other factor to the creation of the Eritrean nationalist movement" (p.14). This in
its turn, claims Erlich, provoked the parallel rise of the 'hard-liners' in the
Eritrean camp.
His second basic thesis, connected to the above, is that a simultaneous
radicalisation took place in both the Ethiopian and Eritrean camps. However, the
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Ethiopians apparently stepped back from this radicalisation at the point where it
threatened national unity and the national interest:
Facing their moment of truth, the Ethiopians' social structure and values and their strong
national and political tradition enabled a charismatic personality to assert leadership.
Revolutionary phraseoiogy, now irrelevant, was put aside (p.18).

By contrast, the Eritreans are said to have pushed revolutionism to the point of
sacrificing national unity, and as a result, having become faction-ridden, they
were defeated in 1978.
Unlike the Ethiopians, the Eritreans had no unifying nationalist tradition to help them, nor
did they enjoy a socio-political mechanism enabling the emergence of an all-Eritrean leader
(P. 18).

Erlich's central theses are supported by some 'facts' — names, dates, places — in
abundance. But a closer inspection reveals the somewhat selective use of these
'facts'. For example, if 'Eritreanism' was dependent on Ethiopian military
'excesses' and mismanagement, why was there a strong Eritrean nationalist
movement opposed to the partition of their country by the British in 1946? Erlich
also fails to mention the speech by the American Secretary of State, John Foster
Dulles, at the UN in 1952, in which he recognised that the aspiration of the
majority of Eritreans was against federation with Ethiopia (though of course he
considered that this aspiration had to be subordinated to the interest of 'world
peace and stability').
In the sections in his book on Eritrean factionalism, Erlich makes an all too
frequent recourse to the journalistic method of 'it was reported that . . .' and
places an all to heavy reliance on the evidence of a defector to the Ethiopian
regime from one of the Eritrean organisations — surely not an infallible source.
However, the book's greatest weakness is that, despite an abundance of
information as to who went where and to what unity conference, there is only one
paragraph in the whole book that examines the practice and social programmes
of the groups in the zones they controlled. The reader learns little or nothing
about the role of the different organisations in mobilising the Eritrean people for
the anti-colonial struggle, or their different policies in relation to the
transformation of social relations in Eritrean society.
The problem here is not just one of accuracy or selectivity. The two theses which
Erlich sets out to demonstrate fail to consider the question of the rights and
aspirations of the Eritrean people which is central to the current conflict.
Without examining the historical experience of Eritreans during the periods of
Italian, British, and finally Ethiopian rule, the National movement cannot look
anything but 'rootless'. Similarly, with no attempt at an assessment of the
policies of the different nationaist groups, the factionalism that Erlich notes
cannot fail to resemble an infantile leftism on whose altar national unity has been
sacrificed.
Erlich's concluding assessment (made in 1981) that the Eritrean movement 'has
become increasingly fragmented' (p.118) and that it is only a 'nuisance force'
awaiting 'a major power' may be true for the groups exiled in the Sudan but is
hardly an appropriate way to describe the EPLF, which has now emerged as the
main force within the Eritrean nationalist movement. Erlich's book provides no
clues to the sweeping military and political successes of the EPLF other than it is
more 'efficient' (p.90).
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In short, this book is flawed in its approach and has been amply refuted by the
events of the last few years. Its main interest lies in the insight that it gives into
American (and British) strategy in Ethiopia. This is succinctly summed up in the
editorial foreword to the study: "The Eritreans", in Erlich's interpretation, "had
their chance; it will not come again. Ethiopia, once secure, will play a
constructive role in the Horn of Africa. Sooner or later, relations between
Ethiopia and the Soviet Union will deteriorate. The West can do no better than to
join the major Red Sea littoral states (Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Sudan) to lure
Ethiopia out of the Soviet camp".
James Rees

Never Kneel Down: Drought,
development and liberation in
Eritrea
by Stuart Holland and James Firebrace, with an
introduction by Neil Kinnock
The war in Eritrea is now in its twenty-third year. Hundreds of thousands
have been killed or disabled or have fled their homes. Over a third of the
population is now facing a major famine. Africa's longest liberation struggle
has been fought against successive Ethiopian regimes, backed and heavily
armed first by the USA and now by the USSR. The Eritrean People's
Liberation Front, who administer 80 per cent of the Eritrean countryside, are
now winning major victories which may prove to be the turning point of this
war. The EPLF have not only been fighting for Eritrea's right to selfdetermination, but also for the transformation of traditional social structures
which have served to perpetuate poverty, famine and oppression. They have
introduced land reforms, have established a network of services providing the
population with basic health care and education, and have implemented
practical measures to ensure women's rights, denied to them in feudal
society.
This book is a result of a fact-finding mission made by Stuart Holland MP,
Labour Shadow Minister for Overseas Development, and James Firebrace,
War on Want's Programme Officer for the Horn of Africa. It makes
recommendations on how concerned parties and movements in Europe can
play an increasingly important role in the search for a just solution to the
conflict. The book includes a series of photographs and maps.
Cloth £12.00
Paper £3.95
SPOKESMAN
Bertrand Russell House, Gamble Street, Nottingham NG7 4ET
England.
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